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INTRODUCTION. 

Tue Trojan Dames is in many respects the best of the 

plays of Euripides for school reading. The four plays 

edited by Porson are in the hands of every schoolboy, 

yet they were chosen for annotation by that great 

scholar, not because they were the best instruments 

to the hand of the teacher, but because they are pre- 

served in a great number of codices, and came first in 

those which he chiefly used. At least three of these 

four plays are less fitted than most of the works of 

Euripides to be put into the hands of schoolboys, and 

none of them, I think, are so suitable for this purpose 

as the Troades. 

This play does not derive its interest from the 

evolution of a plot. Perhaps one might say that in 

this particular condition of dramatic excellence the 

Troades is the weakest, while the Oedipus Tyrannus 

of Sophocles is the strongest, of the extant Greek 

plays. The Troades can hardly be said to have a 
vil 
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plot. It may be described in the fine phrase of 

Tennyson as 

‘* A fiery scroll written over with lamentation and woe.” 

But it has many conspicuous merits. Its Choral 

Odes are of singular brilliancy and skill. The Ode 

beginning at verse 794 is a matchless piece of work- 

manship. In my note on that passage I have pointed 

out the splendid perfection of literary execution 

which Euripides has there achieved. I have also 

adverted in the notes to passages in which the poet 

shows his characteristic tenderness and subtle power 

of psychological analysis. The play abounds in dis- 

plays of dialectic cunning and rhetorical ingenuity. 

It should be remembered that these ex.e/fers had for 

the Athenians all the charms which a spectacle had 

for the Romans and has still for us. 

The date of the play was the eventful year 415 B.c. 

It was the last play of its trilogy; hence, perhaps, the 

almost disproportionate development of the lyrical 

parts of the drama. The musical element seems to 

have been, as a rule, most prominent in the last 

play of a trilogy. The two other plays were the 

Alexandrus and the Palamedes, with the Sisyphus as 

the Satyric supplement. We read that the poet did 

not gain the prize, which was awarded to Xenocles 

with the Oedipus, Lycaon, Bacchae, and the Satyric 

Athamas. 
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In preparing this edition I have consulted through- 

out the recognized authorities. But very little has 

been done for the Zroades. The edition of G. Burges, 

in which the play is virtually re-written, is of no 

practical use. Bothe’s edition of 1845 is the most 

serviceable. I have taken as the basis of the text 

that of Dindorf in his Poetae Scenici Graeci, 1870. 

When I depart from the text of Dindorf in favour of 

my own views or those of others, I point out the 

divergence in the commentary. 

The mss. on which Dindorf has based his text are 

V (Nauck’s B), the Codex Vaticanus 909, of the 12th cen- 

tury, and P (Nauck’s B), the Codex Vaticanus Palatinus 

287, of the 14th century. Both these MSS. are now in 

Rome, the latter, as its name imports, came originally 

from the Palatinate. It is the same Ms. on which we 

have to depend solely for the last half of the Bacchae, 

of which the first 754 lines are found also in C. It is 

a singular thing that this C, which omits the last half 

of the Bacchae, omits also the whole of the Troades, 

though it contains all the other plays of Euripides. 

It is strange too that Stobaeus, who quotes so copi- 

ously from the other plays of Euripides, seems not to 

have known the 7roades at all. The other mss. which 

contain the 7’roades are the Codices Havniensis (c), Har- 

leianus (A), and Neapolitanus (the last containing the 

Scholia); but these codices are not valuable for critical 
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purposes, as they may be traced back to V c P, or 

codices closely resembling one or other of these: they 

are all of course much later than V and P, and 

abound in worthless conjectures. 

The Christus Patiens, being a patchwork of phrases 

chiefly from the Bacchae, Troades, Hippolytus, and 

fhesus, throws some light on the text. I have again 

toiled through this extremely dull drama, but I have 

not found it by any means so useful in the criticism 

of the Zroades as in the criticism of the Bacchae. I 

have carefully read the Zroades of Seneca, and have 

recorded in ‘the notes such parallels as seemed 

instructive. 

On grammatical points I have referred to Madvig’s 

Greek Syntax and Goodwin's Greek Moods and Tenses. 

I have contented myself with a reference to Liddell 

and Scott, where it seemed that the Leaicon gave 

sufficient information.- As it is possible that my 

edition of the Bacchae may be in the hands of some 

readers of this book, I have referred to it from time 

to time, to avoid a repetition of the same note. I 

have taken pains to preserve, so far as I could, in 

translating, the dignity of the original. A boy should 

not be encouraged to think that the Greek poets were 

bald and frigid. Translations of the Greek Tragic 

poets like those of Professor Jebb really inspire a 

learner with admiration for the works which he is 
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studying—an admiration which rapturous eulogies of 

the Greek masterpieces often fail to awake. At the 

end of the volume will be found an Appendix on the 

metres of the lyrical parts of the play. 

The notes enclosed within square brackets with the 

initials H. C. appended are by Mr. Hastings Crossley, 

M.A., of Dublin, and some time Professor of Greek in 

Queen’s College, Belfast. Other more or less recent 

comments on the Z’roades have been drawn from the 

Classical Review, Bursian’s Jahresbericht, and occasion- 

ally from monographs, as, for instance, that of Dr. J. 

Heinsch. It will be seen that I have received some 

very judicious and scholarly comments from Mr. 

Stanley, formerly a distinguished student of Trinity 

College, Dublin, a Scholar of the House and Senior 

Moderator, now Vice-Principal of the Campbell 

College near Belfast. I have also, with Mr. Way’s 
permission, beautified my edition by frequent quot- 
ations from his scholarly and artistic Euripides in 
English Verse (Vol. II., Macmillan, 1896). 
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EYPITNIAOY TPOTAAED. 

YIIOGEZI2. 

Mera tiv TAtov ropOnow eéogev AOava te kat Tomet- 

dove Td TOV ’Ayarov oTparevpa SvapOeipar, Tod peév 

evvoovvTos TH TOAE Sia THY KTioLW, THS be pooyTdoNs 

tovs “EXAnvas dia tiv Atavros eis Kacavépav bBpuv. 

ot Oe “EXAnves KAnpwodpevor rept TV aixpadétov 

yuvarkov Tas ev agudpacw eéwKxav ’Ayapenvove pev 

Kacdvépay, ’Avépopaynv d€ NeorroAgum, Todvgevnv 

de tO “AyudAe?.  tatrnv pev ody eri THs ToD ’AyiAAEws 

tapns expazav, "Acrvavaxta d€ amd tov TeLxOv eppl- 

Yav, “EXévnv b€ os aroxtevav Mevédews iyayev, ’Aya- 

penvov d€ THY XpyTpMddy eveppaydynoev, “ExaBn dé 

THs pev “EXévns Katnyopjoaca, tovs avaipefevtas Se 

KaTodupapevn Kat Tov Aotudvaxta Kndevicaca mpos Tas 

‘Odvacéws Xx On TKnVAs, ToUTH AaTpevev SoOeira. 

Aelianus, V. H. 2, 8. Kara rv zpdétny kal évevn- 

KooThVv dAvpmidda, Ka@ av evixa "E€aiveros 6 ’AKpa- 

yavtivos orddwrv, avtnywvicavto adAAjAos KevoxAns 

Kat Evpuridns. Kat mpdrds ye tv HevoxAjs—Oidirods 
‘ / \ 4 \ ? , n 

kat Avedove kat Bakyats kat “A@dpavte cartupikd. 

tovtov Sebtepos Kipuridns iv AXcEdvdpw kat TaAdapde 
\ , \ , nw 

kat Tpwacr kal Lothw catrupiKo. 

& 1 A 



TA TOY APAMATO® IIPOSOQIIA. 

IIOZEIAQN., 

AOANA. 

EKABH. 

XOPOZ AIXMAAOQTIAQN TPOIAAQN. 

TAAOYBIOZ. 

KAZANAPA, 

ANAPOMAXH. 

MENEAAOS. 

EKAENH. 

to 
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ITOZEIAQN. 

f \ lg \ i 

"Hew Aurov Atyawoy aduupov Pabos 
A ‘ 

aovtov Ilocedar, €v8a Nynpydwy xopot 
, , Lie 

KadXtorov txvos €€eMacoucty 7o0d0s 
a x ‘ , 

€€ ov yap aug Tide Tparkny xOova 
- , ° q nf , / 

Poi Bos te kayw Aalvous TUpyous TEepLE e 
9 a 54 / A oes, ~ 

op9oicw COeuev cavorw, ovTOT eK PpEevav 
/ A A ~ 

evvol aréaTy Tov Euav Ppyyov rode, 
Ay ee = \ , x 
i) vov KaTrvoUTa Kat Tpos Apryelou dopos 

a , 

OAwAe TOpOnPeia’ 6 yap Ilapvactos 
\ \ a , 

Pwxevs 'Ezreros pnyavaior LLadXados 10 
, 

eyKumov imTrov TevxXéwy Evvappocas 
ei aS bd / zh / ’ ~ 

TUpyov ereurrev evtos, oA€Optov Bapos 
\ ~ 

O0ev Tpos avdpav VaTEpwv KEeKAIjTETAL 
A 

Sovpetos ir7r0s, KpUTTOY auTIoXwV dopv. 
4 biel A ~ 9. , 

épyua d aon Kat Oewy avaxTopa 15 
, me \ \ r , 

pov katappel’ pos de kpyTidwv Babpors 
, / ‘ e , , 

meme pianos Zynvos épxeiov Paver. 
mous de xpucos Ppiyia Te skvAevmaTa 

3 



EYPHITAOY TPQOIAAEZ. 

‘ A? A , p , an 
apos vavs Ayxatav réumrerat’ mevovot de 

apipynGev otpov, ws dekarTopH Xpovm 
‘ , 

aNoxous TE Kal TEKV' ElalOMoW ATpEVOL, 
\ / if / 

ot THVO erecTpaTevcay  EXAnves Todw. 
> 4 , A ‘ ) , = 

eyw €, vikoua yap Apyelas Peov 
4 a 

"Hpas AOavas 0’, at Evve€eiAov Ppvyas, 
\ Nuns) , ‘ 

Nelrw TO KAevov "IALov Bwmovs T emous 
° ' ‘ / (4 U bi 

épnula yap woAw OTay AaBy Kaki}, 
- ‘ ~ a XOX lan / 

vooe Ta Tov Peay ovde TimacOat Oéret. 
- oN r ) / 

ToAXOIs O€ KMKUTOITW ax MadwT low 

Boa Kapavdpos decreas KAnpovpevov. 
‘ ‘ Ui ‘ \ ‘ ‘ 

kat Tas wev Apxas, Tas de Oeaaados News 

etAnx’ 'AOnvaiwy te Onceidar Tpomor 
Od > 0 , cs , 
doa 0 akAnpot Tpwadwr, ve sTeyats 

~ n 9 / 

Tais6é ict Tois TpweTOLoW eEnpynuEevat 
~ \ e) cal ee , Y ‘ 

orpatov, uv avtais 6 7 Aaxkawa Tuvdapis 
A , 

‘EAévy, vomir0eio’ atxuadrwros evdixes. 
a > = 

tiv 0 abAtav THvd é TIs etcopay OéXet, 
"A ec ~ , 

maperti, ExaBSny keymevny TvA@y Tapos, 
r ‘ Pear B 

Saxpua xéovcav ToAXG Kat TOAAGY U7rEp 
~ A ea , 
A mais ev aut wvnw’ “AxtAelou Tapov 

7 

AaOpa TEAvnKe TAnmOvos LLoAvEEVn, 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

dpovdos be pianos kat Téxv’”’ iv de mapOévoy 
weOnn ’AmroAXwY Spoudda Kacavépay ava€, 

‘ lol lal ‘ la ] >) A 

TO Tov Geov Te TapadiTwY TOT EevoEBES 
rn , , ’ , / 

yamet Braiws oxotiov 'Avyyaueuvov NExos. 
’ a) ? a Ae ’ 
GAN’, & TOT EVTUXOVTA, xaipe pot, TONS, 

, , 5 1 4 

feaTov Te TUpywu’’ el ve wy OLoAETE 
\ \ ne es ec > , - 

Tlad\Adg Atos ais, jo0 dv ev Babpors ert. 

45 
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AO. 
TIO. 
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AOANA. 
+S \ , 4 + , 

CLeoTl TOV YEVEL MEV AYXITTOV TAT POS, 
/ , rare co / 

peyay Te daimoy’ ev Oeots Te Timor, 
, lA A ’ / 

AUcacay éxOpav THv Tapos, TpoTEvvEeTTELY ; 50 
” i ‘ x illest e ’ 
e€ect at yap Evyyeveis outAcat, 
+ “if / ° ‘ a 

avaca’ ’AOava, pt\T pov ov cuikpoy Ppevov. 
ey > 9 Si obs : , Ss ‘ 
ETHVES Opyas yTlous Pepw de ToL 

‘ ° ey > / , + 

KOWOUS €uauTH T €s beTov AoOYous, avaé. 
A >) ~ uh ) A la 

pov ex Oewy Tov Katvoy ayyerels E7r0S, 55 
5) , a \ , \ U 
n Lyvos, 7 Kat datmovey Twos Tapa ; 

f ° \ , ’ lé , 

ovx, aAAa Tpolas obver’, €vOa Baivoper, 
‘ A 2: a fi e 4 U4 

mpos ony adiywa dvvaputy, ws Kowny AaBo. 
i , y \ ‘ ? lol a 
i mov viv €xOpav Thy Tp exBadovca viv 

> 5 = A , 5 
els oikTov HADES TupL KaTNHOaAwmEVAS 5 60 
° - res EN . , fd 

exeioe TOOT avehOe’ KoLWaTer Novous 
\ ? ‘ lo , 

kat EvyvOeAjoes dv eyw pata Gero ; 
, | A at A A \ - 

madtor’ arap on Kat TO cov Oédw pabety, 
, me Se fi \ A 

rotepov Axurov iOes over’ 7 Ppvyov. 
A \ \ ° A al ~ ] a / 

Tous wev tpl exPpous T pawas evppavar Véro, 65 
Ea) 3: Ns / ’ rn , 

otpatw 3 Ayatoy voorov éuBarew rucpor. 
wn ~ » y , 

TiO wde Tydas GAOT’ Ets GAAOUS TpOTOUS, 
a t ‘ > a \ , 5 purets Te ALav Kat pidets Ov av TUXHS 5 

’ > 7.8 area? \ ny ’ [ee 
ouk oic@ UBpicbeioay me Kat vaous Emous ; 

, f e tf / 

oid’, nvix’ Atas etAxe Kacavépay Bia. 70 
xQ7 PA ic) aa a4 ¢ covdev y’ “Axaov éraberv oud ijxovo’ Uo. 
4 A + , do ro ~ , 

Kat unv erepoav y “INov To ow oOevet. 
, A XN , r lal 

Toryap ope gv cot BovAomat 6paca KaKas. 
4 ron , ’ ! lad 0 U \ , 

eroux. & Bovre Tar euov. dpacers de TH ; 
Q7 “ a / ’ - / 

dUavoaTov avTois vorTov euBarew Oero. 75 
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TO: 
AO. 

ILO. 

KYPITIIAOY TPOTAAED. 

> a , a eed ‘ “ 
ev yy wevovTav 7 KaO adwupay Aa ; 
4 ‘\ x oN eM ht? , 
OTaY Tpos oiKoUs vVaveTOAG@S a7’ ‘IXiov. 

A \ ‘ 4 A ’ yw 

kat Zevs mev 0uPpov Kat xadalav aorerov 
/ / 

meurrer dvopwdyn T atOépos pucijpara, 
] 4 A , 4 fal / 

eu.ol O€ O@ceLY pyol TUP Kepavmoy, 80 
’ A ~ ’ , 

BarXey ’Axaovs vads Te Tiumpavar up. 
A > \ \ U y , 

gu 0 av TO cov wapacyxes Aiyaoy zopov 
’ , 4 r ¢ / 

Tpikuptas Ppeuovra Kat divas ados, 
~ 4 ~ A , , 

mAncov de verpov kotAov EvBotas puxor, 
e nn \ 4 FF a3: , , >) ~~ 

we dv TO AOLTOY Ta avaKTOp’ evoeBeEtv 85 
9a \ UA A Ye ié 

eldac “Ayatoi Oeovs Te Tovs adXous c€Berv. 
U U ‘ A , 

eoTat TAO’ 7 XapLs yap ov pakpav Noyov 
ms i , , f 

detra’ Tapaéw 7édAayos Alyatas aos. 
4A \ , , 

axtat dé Muxovov Androl Te yorpades 
lal , ~ , , c a , ' a) 

XKvpos te Ajuvos O al Kadijpeot 7 a&kpat go 
a , / 2 cfs “~ 

ToAA@Y Oavovtov cwual EEovow ver por. 
° ld / \ x 

GAN épt “Odum troy Kat Kepavvious Boras 
lal \ “A / 

AaBovca TaTpos ex Xepav KapadoKet, 
(v4 , 7) +) cal ’ On” Li 

oTav otpateup Apyeiov &&y Kado. 
~ A ~ ivA b) ~ , 

uapos de Oyntav daotis extropOay TOA, 95 
, ‘ ~ , 

vaous Te TUUBOUS 0’, (oa TOY KEKUNKOTOY, 
. ' A 9 ‘ A QI” 

Epyyia dovs avtos wrcO’ Uorrepov. 

EKABH. 
Y , , A 

ava, OUVTOamov, TEeddVev Kepadny otp. a. 
ie (2 , De omy, r 
emrae.pe depyy T° ovKeTe Tpoia 

A r J al / 

Tdde kat Bacirets eopey T potas. 100 
/ , ] / 

peTaPbadAopuevou Satmovos avéxov. 
a \ /, - ‘ / 

mre KaTU TOpOMoY, TE KaTA Oaimova, 
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\ Ul oo / 

unde TpociaTn Tpepav PLoToU 
x ~ , , a - 

pos KUMGa TA€OVTA TUXALS ala. 
’ » ° , , , 

Tl Yap ov Tapa MOL pee TTEVAXELY, 

> Ce oy. ‘ , ‘ , 
] TAaTpls Eppet Kal TEKVA Kal TOTTS 
> \ 14 , 
@ ToNus OyKos Eva TEANOMEVOS 

, c sat ry 7 sy 

Tpoyovwy, ws ovdev ap 7aOa. 
, \ a / \ A ~ 

Tl ME XpN oLyay, TL OE BH ALYY ; 
, A A 

[ri de Opynvica ;| 
, ° ‘ ~ , 

dvaTyvos eyw TIS Bapvdainovos 
Sy , e , 

apOpwy Krucias, ws draKeyna 
(ol footed - , A. 

VOT év oTEppois AEKTpoiot TAbeEic . 
” a + U 

oimor Kepargrs, olor KpoTAapwv 
~ ’ t , / 

mAeupav 0, ws mot TOB0s eiAiEat 
wen) ~ A x” r ’ 

Kat dcadovvat voroy axavOay T 
s % / , Z 

cls aUPoTEpous TOLXOUS, MEAEWY 
s Cay) Siok , > , 

ETLOUT Mel OaKpuwy eEEyous. 
oO \ - ~ 

pouta de XaUTN Tots duTTIVOLS. 
i Qo. ci , 

atas KeNadety axopevTous. 
“ ~ >) , 

TPWOPAl VAY, WKELALS 
vo \ a ? ¢ "Troy (pay at koma ada 

‘ A A , 

dia TopPupoEoy Kat ALwvas 
e / SUL. 

E)XAados evoppous 

MAG TAAL OTUYVO 
, ? ’ , ~ 

supiyywv T evupBoyyo pova 
/ r ’ , 

Batvovoa rrektTav, Atyurtou 
to ? 2é , °) 5 en 

TTALOEUL y e€nptycacO >» ALA, 
/ ’ , 

Tpotas ev KoA7rous, 
A , , 

trav MeveXaov meravccomuevat 
‘ + pent t , 

otuyvav ddoxov, Karrop: Ad Bay, 

105 

advTirTp. a. 

III 

115 

120 

orp. B’. 

125 

130 
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n ; 
tT» T Kvpora dvokXeiay, 
e\ ’ \ b! ! ’ ad opater pev Tov TevTijKovT 
9 ~ » | a 

apoTnpa Téxvwv, éue Tay meAEay O° 
> , nS) , oF, 

es Tavd e€oKei’ aTay. 
” , a / 

a@u.or Paxous ols Oacocw 
me i) (¢ ? , oxyvais epedpous ’Ayapeuvoviats. 

/ > 0 a ’ 4 

dovra 0 ayoua ypats é€ oikor, 
Koupa TrevOy pet 

te n 7 , A 

Kpat extropOnbeic okt pas. 
, my A , 
arr & Tov xadrkeyxewy T pow 
a / , lal 

aXroxot “ereat, werCaL KOVpAL 
‘ / , / 

kat dvavungot, TUpeTae” IAL0p, 
2 , a 

efaraCmev 
’ Jae 4A A ‘ 

MaTnp 0 woe TTAVOIs KNaYyyav 
as ’ Fr: b A ‘ 

opus e€apEw “yw woATay 
? ‘ <) ‘ ee \ 

oU Tay auTay olay On 
, , , 

cxjaT pw II piauov duepedoueva 
\ ) -~ , 

Todos apxexXopou TAaYais Ppuvylas 
, ~ / 

evkou.Trols e€npxov eos. 

HMIXOPION, 
e fs , ~ / \ A. 

ExaBn, ti Opocis; ri de Owitiacers ; 
- , oe es ‘ ‘ , 

Tot Aoyos ijKket; dia yap weAabowy 
Pos if G 2 / 

alov otkTous ovs oikTiCet, 
‘ \ , /, 9 .f. 

dia de oTépvev poBos alacet 
r YU GI ~ ? yy % 
Tpwacw, al tavd otkwy eiow 

/ LA 

dovAelay aiagovarr. 
i) if I f ‘ 4 

@ Texvoy, Apyelwy mpos vavaolw 
~ , 

KWWELTAL KW PHS KELP. 

135 

dvtiotp. B’. 

140 

145 

150 

oTp, y. 

155 

160 
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> 
HM.01’yo, ri OéXovc’ ; 7 Tov pe dy 

vaveOXwocovow TaTpwas eK Yas ; 
EK. ov« of6’, etkafw 3 arav. 

HM.té i 
percent udxXOwv erakovTomevat 

“Towades, €€w kopicac® oikwy’ 
atéAXouve ’Apyeior vooTov.” 

EK. acai, 

pap viv pow Tay Baxkxevovrav 

Kacavdpay réunr &€, 
aisxuvay Apyeloiwr, 
pawad, er adye 0 adryuvOe. 

Tpota Tpola diatar’, éppets 

dvcravot 0 ola ékXelToVTES 

kat Cavres Kal duabévres 

HM. otuo. tpoyepa oxnvas édurov 

tdcd “Ayauéuvovos érakoucoLeva, 

Bacireva, cer, ur} we KTELVEW 

d0€ ’Apyetwv Keira wear, 

) KATA Tpvvas yon vavTAL 

oréAAovTat Kively KWTTAS- 

EK. & rékvov, opOpevovcay Yruyay 

exTrAnXGeio’ HAOov ppixa. 

HM. 700 wis 8a Aavawy Knpvé ; 

TO Too Ker.at dovAa TAG ; 

EK. eyyvs mov Keira Kr pov. 

HM. tw co. 

Tis mw Apyetov 7 POwrav 

1 vnalay a€er Xopav 

165 

170 

175 

dvTiotpod. Y. 

180 

185 
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EK. 

XO. 
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, , ee. 
dvrravov topcw T potas ; 

pev ev. 
ay eee: , - A , 

Tw O a TAGMWY TOU TOU yatas 
dovrAcicw ypavs, ws Kyi, 

/ lal , 

dethaia vexpov mopda, 
, , \ yA > oN 

VEKUWY AmEVnVOY ayaAp. , 7 

190 

\ ‘ , s , ’ 

Tay Tapa TpoOvpas pu\aKkay KATEXOUC , 
\ e 
7 Taldwy Operrerp, & T potas 

ge apxayous exov Tymas ; 
- r y, ld 

atal aiai. roto 6 otkToLs 
‘ ‘ , 

Tay cay NYpay eEaragers ; 
° > , c a / 

oux Idatows torois Kepxida 
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NOTES. 

3. &eAlocove.v. This word properly means to wnroll, as in 
Hipp. 864; so also ¢&. dbyov, ‘unfold a tale,’ in Ion 397. 
But ¢feNiocew often has the same meaning as édlccew, ‘to 
cause to revolve, roll, whirl’; the prep. merely indicating a 
more complicated evolution, as in H. F. 977, é&eNoowv ratda 
klovos xvkX\w, where the child is described as being chased 
round and round the oridos rod%pys, or pillar which supported 
the roof of the house. Xenophon uses éfeNooew rhy Padayya 
in the sense ‘to deploy’; ep. Lat. explicare. Hesychius has 
efeNiccovet, Kwoto., probably referring to this passage. We 
might translate ‘weave of their beauteous paces mazy 
circles’; ep. Tennyson, Vivien, ‘‘a charm Of woven paces and 
of waving hands.” 

4. appl ... wépi—, a common pleonasm, so Kik\w wépi, audi 
wept. 

oS f. Piva dad = oTdOun, as often used by Homer in the phrase 
emi vtGOliim. cg. Though kavay and ordOun are both enumer- 
ated in a st of carpenters’ stock in trade in Plat. Phil. 56 8, 
yet they cannot be said to be expressly distinguished, as ord6un, 
~whalked line,’ and kavwr, ‘rule’ (as L. and S. say, s.v. ordOun). 
On the contrary, the cavdéy, as well as the ord@un was ‘a red 
chalked line’ (rubrica rather than amussis), as we see from 
Hi. F. 945, otvixt xavéve ... npwoouéva. So the schol. on émi 
oTdbuny idvve has ardOunv, xavova, broueui\Twpévov cxowlov : 
and Lucian, Zcaromenipp. 14 has érel cai rods réxrovas modddKts 
Ewpakévar pot SoxS Oarépw r&v d6pOadruev dwewvov mpds Tos Kavdvas 
dmevOivovtas Ta EUda, with which ep. Pers. i. 66, “ oculo rubri- 
cam dirigat uno.” From this usage of getting a straight 
direction by dropping a ruddled line comes the proverb found 
in Plat. Charm. 154 B, drexvGs Nevk ordOun eiul mpos Tovs 
kadouvs, ‘I have absolutely no power of measuring,’ 7.¢. ‘I am 
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as useless as would be a ordOun without puidros on it.’ So 

Soph. Frag. 306: 
Tois mev Nbyous Tols goiow ov TEKMalpouaL, 
od waANov 7) NevK Ow NevK) oTdOun. 

7. evora. Constr. etvora Ppvyay oder, ‘ good-will to Troy.’ 
améorn cannot be taken with 7é\e, as it would require to be 
followed by a genitive: etvo.a, else the final a could not be 
elided ; yet we have dvola in Andr. 520. 

9. Ilapvacios = Pues. 
12. dd€Oprov Bapos : 
‘Fashioned the horse whose womb was fraught with arms, 
And sent within your town its ruin-load,”—W. 

14. Sovpetos. This word is here used in a different sense 
from immos dovpdreos in the Odyssey, and ‘‘ durateus ecus,” 
Lucr. i. 477 ; the latter words mean ‘ wooden,’ but here, as is 
plain from the context, dovpeos is not ‘ wooden,’ but = éykipwv 
revxéwy, fetus armis. Cp. Val. Flac. ii. 573, ‘‘duria nox.” 

16. dove katappet, ‘with blood are dripping.’ This is 
perhaps a more probable rendering than ‘are ruining mid the 
slaughter,’ though the latter would be a better expression 
and would involve the far more normal use of karappet: but 
the slaughter was over, and the ruin was consummated. 

KpytiSev. Kpymls, Lat. crépido, is the basis or pedestal of 
a building, especially of a temple or altar, as here. Hence, 
below 215, the plains of Thessaly are called ‘the lovely 
pedestal (xpnmtéa) of Olympus.’ 

23. vikdpar. Verbs which imply the idea of a comparison 
take the genitive ; hencee.g. vixdcOa, AeiwerOar, TepiylyverOat, 
duapepew Twos: cp. éxaddorTeveTo macav yur *wiyy, Wem 0 
‘was most beautiful (as compared with) a. - 
ris uaxns, Xen. An. i. 7. 12, ‘was after as repaiu~s; boTEpnee 
i.e. ‘was late for the battle.’ > battle, 

26. épypla. This word often means ‘depopulation,’ _-- 
lation,’ sometimes ‘unprotectedness’; both are included in 
Milton’s ‘ruin bare’; see below, 97, 565, and Frag. 825: 

ai yap méXeus elo’ Gvdpes, otk epnuta. 

27. vooe, ‘ill fare the gods without their wonted 
honours.’ Eur. nearly always uses voceiy in a metaphorical 
sense. For 6édeu = pide? = solet, cp. Thuc. ii. 89, hoonuévwr & 
dvdpav otk €0éNovew ai yrOma... duota elva. This verb is 
also often used to express a future event, like our w// or 
shall as the sign of the future, as ratrdv ravayria qove 7 
macxewv .. obx ébedjoe, Plat. Rep. 436 B. The gods of a de- 
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serted city were supposed to leave it, as no longer receiving 
sacrifices; Aesch. Sept. 207, Oeovs | rods ris adovons médeos 
éxelrrew Néyos. 

29. Bog, ‘re-echoes,’ as in P. 265, 7idves Bodwor. So 
BodcOa in Hel. 1434. 

31. OnoetSar. Acamas and Demophon. 

32. &kAnpor. Not ‘ unallotted’ (as L. and S.), for we see inf. 
249, that they were already allotted ; but ‘ unballoted for,’ as 
having been set aside each as the yépas éfaiperov of some lead- 
ing Greek chieftain. Matthiae quotes from a grammarian in 
Becker’s Anecdota, &kAnpa ew Tod Kex\ynpGoba, Evpurldns, a 
gloss which probably refers to this passage. The usual 
meaning is ‘ without lot,’ ‘destitute,’ or (with gen.) ‘without 
share of,’ ‘ destitute of.’ 

33. eqpnpévar, ‘reserved as a yépas éfalperov.’ 

37. wapertiv. For the unnatural position of this word, cp. 
note on Bacch. 860, where I have quoted instances of the 
figure called Ayperbaton in Eur. 

40. Ad8pa. Hec. did not yet know of the sacrifice of 
Polyxena ; see 260 ff. Many edd. prefer oixrpa of P to \dOpa 
of V. The latter is the much less likely word to have been 
introduced by conjecture, and is probably right. The use of 
the word absolutely in the sense of “without her knowledge’ 
is very unusual. The change of 7 to 7s in the foregoing verse 
would obviate this objection, but is not absolutely necessary. 

42. web’, ‘permitted to remain a virgin,’ ‘spared her 
maidenhood.’ So inf. 253, a yépas wk’ &dexrpov fdav. Cp. 
éNevbepay webévres, Hec. 550; and pebinu’ “Epusdvnv ard copays, 
Or. sub fin. 

Spopasa, ‘frantic,’ ‘frenzied’; the Eumenides are called 
Spou.ddes in Or. 837, (ep. Porras vdcos), and Avoca is called éhagdpa 
in Bacch. 851. 

44, oxétiov, ‘as a concubine’; cp. 252, and Z. 24; the 
word is applied to concubinage, ddadovynror yduwor, as a schol. 
on Homer calls them. Though yaye? might for its form be 
future, yet it is probably present, as the present is used 
throughout, .and Poseidon would not foretell this fact, and 
this only. For the present used for the future, to express 
likelihood, intention, see Goodwin, § 10, note 7. 

45. eitvxotoa. The present participle, like the present 
infinitive, is also used as an imperfect. (See Goodwin, 

§ 16, 2.) 
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50. Adcacav. Avodoy would also be good Greek, but it is 
much more usual to use the construction of the accusative 
before the infinitive, ¢eore (éuol), AVcacav (€ue) THY mapos 
éxOpav, mpocevvérew tov yéver wev AyxioTov marpos, méyav TE 
Saiuov’ év Oeois re tiwov. The difference between the two 
constructions might be thus indicated by translation: éeort 
po Avedon K.T.. might be literally rendered, ‘Is it permitted 
to me, having put aside our feud, to address,’ ete. eori 
or Nbcacav would be literally, ‘Is it permitted for me, having 
put aside our feud, to address,’ ete. It is to be observed that 
the construction of the accusative before the infinitive is pre- 
ferred, not only when the dative after ééec7: is suppressed, as 
here, but even when the dative after é&eor: is expressed : 
éeorl wo Noacavy mpocevvérev, would be more regular than 
éerrl wor \vodon mpocevvérev, yet the exact reverse of this 
construction is found, Soph. O. R. 350, évvérw ce... ad’ 
juepas | Tis viv mpocavogy pyre Tovcde unr’ Eué, | ws vt. ys 
Thod’ dvoclw pdoropt, where the construction is as if he had 
first said évvérw co, ‘I command thee,’ not évvérw ce, ‘1 
command that thou.’ 

53. érqveo’. The aorist is sometimes used, especially by 
the dramatists, when a momentary action which is just taking 
place is to be expressed as if it had already happened, Good- 
win, § 19, note 5; Madv. Syn. § 1116. qveca, éryveca, joOnr, 
anémrvca are the most common examples of this usage, but 
we also find édpévtica, below 1046; wuwka, Med. 791; xare- 
ddxpvoa, Hel. 673; xatwxrecpa, Iph. A. 469; édeZaunv, Soph. 
El. 668; éxdpnv, Ar. Av. 743; éyé\aca, Ar. Hg. 686. Thus 
here the aorist gives the sense of prompt and hearty acquies- 
cence, as in Or. 1670, kai Néxrp’ ergvec’ rik’ dv d:6@ marnp, ‘1 
at once accept her as my wife’; and Med. 707, ovdé rai’ 
éryveca, ‘I at once declare my disapproval’; rijcde 5 od 
éppovrica, Tro. 1046, ‘I at once declare my indifference to 
her.’ We also find in this idiom the periphrasis of the aorist 
part. with exw, e.g. aivécas ew. The aorists qveca, érjveca, 
closely following present aiv@, are found in Alc. 1093 ff., Jon 
1609. Sometimes this idiom expresses, with a slightly altered 
shade of meaning, impatience rather than promptitude, as in 
Iph. A. 440, érjveo’ adda oreixe Swudtwv éow, ‘Tis well: 
enough: goin.’ To this idiom also may be referred a kindred 
usage of the strong aorist in elroy, Med. 273, and the reply, 
éuadov, or ok Euafov, in Plato. 

56. tiwds, ‘any of the gods,’ for ‘any other one of the 
gods,’ by a common idiom; conversely, we find phrases like 
yiyas 86° éXos, Which does not mean ‘here is another yiyas’ 

Ras 
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(like the former), but ‘here is another, who (unlike the 
former) is a yiyas.’ The conjunction cai when placed between 
etre and the second alternative in disjunctive hypotheses has 
a special force noticed by Dissen. It always implies that 
the speaker himself decidedly prefers the jirst alternative. 
De Cor, 244. 57, etre adnOA epi éuod yéypamrac etre Kal pt. 
So here, ‘from Zeus or (which is less probable) from one of 
the other gods’; daluoves is here, as often, equivalent to @eol. 
It is not likely that Athené should be regarded by Poseidon 
as the possible bearer of a message from one of the ‘lower 
deities’ especially distinguished from the @eoi as daluoves. It 
is to be noticed that inf. 942 seems not to bear out Dissen’s 
rule, which is perhaps a reason for accepting Nauck’s view of 
the reading there ; see note on 941. 

58. Kow7nv, ‘that I may unite it with mine.’ 

59. vw. When a phrase or periphrase contains absolutely 
only one idea, so that it is really equivalent to a single verb, 
as here els olkrov 7\Oes is quite equivalent to @xrerpas, then the 
phrase, just as if it were a single verb, can govern an accusa- 
tive, which is sometimes called the accusative remotioris 
objecti. Thus vw is here the accusative remotioris objecti, 
governed by els oikrov 7\Oes=@xreipas: so in Soph. El. 123, 
Taxews oluwyav “Ayauéuvova, the phrase Tdxes oluwyav = oludfes, 
and governs ’Ayayuéuvova in the accusative; and in Aesch. 
Suppl. 528, yévos véwoor ... aivov=yévos éx véas alve, ‘recall 
the legend of owr race.’ We meet the same idiom in Eur. 
below, 152, 335, and in dyea ... Bog rév mpoddray, Med. 205; 
Bony éornoas dyyerov, Heracl. 656; orévw ce édos, Or. 1383; 
erevonunoare tavava "“Apremv, Iph. A. 1468; révde... dixnv 
Beret, Bacch. 345. See other instances of this usage quoted 
on Bacch. 1289; and see note on 239. 

The phrase, rot w’ brezdyers 75da, Hec. 812, which is usually 
classed with the above, really rests on a different principle ; 
the Greek poets add to the object-accusative of a person the 
accusative of the part of the body (including ¢pévas Wuxi 
and such words) to which the action refers; cp. péfes ue, pds 
Oey, xeipa, Soph. Phil. 1301. Madv. Greek Syntax, § 31, 
Rem. 2. See inf. 408. 

60. katyPakwpévns. Supply Tpofas from verse 57. This 
use of the genitive absolute is common enough, especially in 
Aeschylus; see Aesch. Suppl. 115, 437, Prom. 880, Theb. 
236, 263, Ag. 937, Hum. 742. <A very strong case of this 
genitive is usually recognized in Med. 910, where (as in 
Aesch. Suppl. 4387, if sound) the participle comes between 
the verb and the dependent case; but Med. 910 is a rather 
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suspicious passage (see Verrall’s note), and Aesch. Suppl. 437 
may be construed differently, as he suggests. Cp. 76. 

61. éxetoe, luc primum praevertere, ‘first go back to my 
request for aid.’ 

68. dv dv Trix ys, ‘at random.’ 

70. eitAke, a vox propria for offering violence to a woman; 
cp. Anrw yap @Akyoe (from the collat. form éAkéw), X. 580. 

71. Kovdév y’. The ellipse of xaxés is unusual with rdcxew, 
still more so with dxovew. Nauck conjectures kod deiv’ for 
Kovdév’ y’, as y’ is omitted in the best mss. 

72. érepoav y’. émépocav7’, MSS. This certain correction is 
due to Victorius. There is a frequent confusion between I’ 
and T. 

75. Svcvortov voorov. Kur. seems to affect this sort of 
expression; cp. yduous duaydauous, Phoen. 1062 ; ducApnv7jros 
Opnvas, Iph. T. 143; dvapjuous dyuas, Hec. 193. We have in 
Kur. very many adjectives of this form, e.g. dvcépws, duarpda- 
mefos, ducaiwy, duaOdvatos, ducKkédados, dicvungos, SUaxopTos, SO 
also duc\égpws, below 303. We find a rare subst. so formed in 
dvcxAawia, Hec. 240, and a very strange formation in ducedéva, 
‘ill-starred Helen,’ Or. 1388; cp. d¥cmapis, T. 39, also aivé- 
maps, Hec. 944. For uevdvrwy in v. 76, see note on 60. 

82. 1d adv, sc. uépos, ‘for your part,’ accus. in apposition 
to the sentence ; see on 386. 

84. puxdv, the part of the coast between Caphareus and 
Geraestus, as Blakesley shows on Hadt. viii. 14, 7a Kotha rijs 
EvBolas. 

85. eboeBetv. This verb is found with accusative again in 
Aesch. Ag. 338, Hum. 260, 973, Phoen. 1320, etc., but in all 
these places Porson would write ed céBew, ‘‘ videntur tragici 
dixisse eb o€Bew Oeods et eiceBeiv eis Oeo’s.”” Against this dis- 
tinction it is urged (1) that we find etceBeicAar passive in 
Antipho 123. 42, and Plat. Azioch. 364; (2) that dceBei is 
found with accusative (which is very doubtful) ; and (3) that 
it would be awkward here to read ed cé8eu on account of the 
recurrence of céGew in next line; this consideration, however, 
is not of much weight, for in Hec. 526 ff. xepoiv, xepotv, xexpi 
occur in three consecutive lines, in HJ. 411 yaias and yis are 
found in the same line, 1é6a is twice in Bacch. 647, révov and 
mévos are the final words of lines 127, 128, of Aesch. Hum. 
For ws followed by 4 with conjunctive in final clauses, ep. 
1263 below ; see Goodwin, § 44, note 2. 

Qa, 
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87. i xdpts, ‘the favour you ask of me requires but few 
words’ (to express my assent to it), viz. éorau 740’. 

94. eq Kadws. Used metaphorically in Med. 278, é&aor 
mdvra 61) kédwv, ‘ are letting out every inch of rope,’ z.e. ‘are 
straining every nerve,’ so pdmov étiee kdhkwy, H. F. 837, a very 
fine expression. Blakesley on Hat. ii. 36, holds that this 
phrase means ‘to shake out the reefs’ in fine settled weather. 
Cp. Med. 770. 

95-98. Mr. Way well preserves the thought : 

“Fool, that in sack of towns lays temples waste, 
And tombs the sanctuaries of the dead ! 
He sowing desolation reaps destruction.” 

98-152. I agree with Mr. Way, who imagines Hecuba to be 
lying asleep on the stage during the dialogue between 
Poseidon and Athené. Some such supposition seems to be 
absolutely required. She could hardly come on after their 
departure, lie down, and forthwith call upon herself to get 
up. The words ovxér ... Tpoias suggest the dazed condition 
of one who, waking under unaccustomed circumstances, finds 
a difficulty in realizing at first where she is. | Assuming that 
she is there, it follows that she is asleep, or apparently so, 
since the proprieties of the Greek stage would forbid any 
movement on her part distracting the attention of the spec- 
tators from the dialogue between the gods. In no case, 
however, would her presence create any difficulty, gods 
being neither visible nor audible to mortals except at their 
own pleasure. This wail of Hecuba is given in the old 
editions without any division into strophe and antistrophe. 
Nauck regards the ode as beginning to be antistrophic at 153 ; 
Dind. recognizes its antistrophic character from 122; but I 
think there can be little doubt that it is antistrophic 
throughout. By writing aia? for aia? alai in 105, and by 
omitting ri 5¢ Opyrjca, as very probably a gloss on rf 6€ wh 
cvyav in 110, we have an antistrophic correspondence through- 
out. If we regard the ode up to 122 as non-antistrophic, it 
must be allowed that we meet a very strange phenomenon in 
so close an approach to antistrophic correspondence in a mono- 
strophic piece. ‘The metre is all anapaestic, chiefly consisting 
of two measures or four feet (anapaests being scanned by 
dipodies), each strophe and antistrophe of course ending with 
a paroemiac ; but presenting in the second strophe and anti- 
strophe some instances of anap. monom. hypermeter, as 
‘Ed\ddos evdpuous, as well as spondaic paroemiacs, as és rdvd 
éfuxeN’ Grav, which are not allowed in more elaborate ana- 
paestic systems. Other liberties are the neglect of caesura 
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after the first two feet, and the admission of dactyls followed 
by anapaests. In 122 the first verse of strophe f’, a license 
has been overlooked by the edd. which would violate that 
synapheia (or mutual connection of all the verses in a system, 
so that the whole system is one verse) which is the leading 
feature of anapaestic systems. By the very slight change of 
®ketat to wreiats I have remedied this defect; wkeiats would 
naturally have been assimilated to the case of mp&pa:, with 
which, at first sight, it would seem to agree; but it really 
agrees with cas in the next verse. 

98. dva=dvacrnf, as frequently. There is no warrant for 
making dva = dvdepe. In 544 ava is separated by tmesis from 
éweNrov. The verb dvayéArw is found in Theocr. xvii. 113; 
dva, of course, could not stand for dvacoa, as has been sug- 
gested. The7 after dépyv was rightly added by Musgr. 

100. ta8e, ‘no Troy have we here any more, no more are 
we lords of Troy.’ This is a common idiom, best illustrated 
by ovx"Exrwp rade, Andr. 108; see L. and S. éée III. 

101-104. Metaphors from ships prevail in this ode (see 
especially 117, 118): kxard& mopOudv is secundo flumine, mpos 
Koya, adverso flumine ; hence xara daiwova is ‘as fate ordains.’ 

104. txats, ‘’tis disaster that impels thy bark.’ riya 
sometimes means ‘chance,’ as in Thue. i. 78. But in the 
plural this word generally =‘ mishaps,’ as inf. 349, Or. 4, 
Andr. 973, and perhaps in 1204 below; mde riyas is an 
expression like riety Bopén avéuw, mreiv atpga x.7.'. Mr. Way 
well renders : 
‘*Breast not with thy prow the surges of life, who on waves 

of disaster, alas! art tost.” 

108. EverehAdpevos, another nautical expression. 
113. kKAuolas, ‘bed,’ ‘resting-place’; for the genitives in this 

passage, see Madv. Greek Syntax, § 61, Rems. | and 2; also 
Bacch. 263 note, 693 note. 

116-119. &s... édéyous. ‘How I crave to roll round my 
back, yea my spine, and to toss it to this side and that (as a 
rocking ship sways her keel now to larboard now to star- 
board) as I ever take up the burden of my piteous wailing.’ 
The aged queen, swaying her body in time to her keening, 
figures herself as an old bark rocking on the heaving sea. 
The metaphor is so powerful as to strike modern ears at first 
as grotesque ; but the passage rightly considered is pathetic 
and artistic in the highest degree. Seidler first detected the 
nautical metaphor in dudpédrepa Totxor, a phrase often applied 
to the sides of a ship, e.g. in Theocr. xxil, 12, avéppnéav © Apa 
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tolxous | dudorépous. So also the schol. on Ar. Ran. 536, 
quotes from the ’AA\xu7jvn of Eur. these verses : 

ov yap mor’ elwy LOéveNov el Tov evtuxXh 
XwpoivTa Toltxov THS TUXNS o arocTEpELY, 

adding this explanation, elpnra: 6¢ €x ueradopas Tay émiBarav 
THs vews, ol, Barépov pépouvs avTois Katak\ufouevov, mpds Td 
étepoy weOloravra. For dvadotva, cp. Or. 1267, where Dind. 
rightly reads képas diddore, ‘roll round your eyes’; and so 
dvarpéxew, ‘to run hither and thither.’ I take wed\éwy as an 
adj., and punctuate after roixous. Mr. Way’s version is very 
spirited : 

**T yearn to rock me and sway—as a bark whose bulwarks 
roll in the trough of the sea— 

To my keening, the while I wail my chant of sorrow and 
weeping unceasingly, 

The ruin-song never link’d with the dance, the jangled 
music of misery.”’ 

119. émotc’. This is the admirable conjecture of Musgrave 
for émi ro’s, which would really give no meaning, for it could 
not mean, as Hermann renders, ad indulgendum perpetuo 
fletui, but rather, as Paley points out, ‘whatever songs of 
woe happen to present themselves,’ like 6 del dpywy, ‘ the 
archon for the time being.” But Musgrave’s conjecture has 
in it all the elements of a certain emendation, for (1) it is a 
thoroughly appropriate word in itself; cp. rods dvamaicrous 
émiwuev, Ar. Ach. 626; riva podcay éré\Ow, Hel. 165; (2) the 
construction would have puzzled the copyist, and made him 
write é7l rovs for ériodo’ : for the construction is pos 76 onuat- 
vouevov, the participle éroica agreeing with 7004 implied in po 
mo@os (é€orl) according to a very frequent Attic usage; cep. 
dtackoray ody Todrov ... edo&é wor, Plat. Apol. vi. ; trapxe attra 
... dudyouoa, Phaed. xix.; aidiws pw’ €xer (aidodua) ... ruyxavovca, 
Hec. 970. For further examples see Madv. Greek Syntax, 
§ 216. This construction occurs several times in this play, 
and will be noticed on each occurrence; see 531, 735, 852, 
1090, 1209, 1223. 

120. potoa. Cp. 605; the wretched are denied that enjoy- 
ment of song which in Med. 192 ff. Eur. places so high among 
the pleasures and solaces of life: their only strain must be the 
recital of their woes; yet even this is some solace. yaittn=Kal 
airy: Kirch. and Nauck give xatr)=Kal atr7. 

122. @kelats. See note on 98 sub fin. The ships of the 
Greeks are apostrophized. 
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124. Aluvas is Hartung’s conjecture accepted by Dind. for 
Aiwévas, which was explained by a reference to the fact that 
the ancients rarely trusted themselves into the open sea, 
always coasting except in very favourable weather. It seems 
nearly certain that Eur. wrote Nuvas, a word which he often 
uses for ‘the sea,’ as in Hec. 446, Hipp. 147. Of course, if 
hyuévas were read, there should be a further remodelling of 
the passage, for \iuévas is a tribrach, and not admissible mto 
anap. verse. 

126. atddv. The avdébs, generally rendered ‘a flute,’ was 
more like the oboe or clarionet ; ctvyvos does not here mean 
‘ill-omened.’ oruyvds mady avdGy is the ‘horrid call of the 
clarionets,’ for waav was the ‘war-song’ which announced 
the beginning of the war, and it is called orvyvés from its 
sinister consequences. ‘T'o perceive what the av)és really was, 
we must consider poica Bap'iBpouos aihav, Ar. Nub. 313; 
déEaro 8’ els xépas BaptBpomorv avdov reppeic’ adadayug, Hel. 
1351; so barbaraque horribili stridebat tibia cantu, Catull. 
xliv. 264. 

127. edspOdyyw, ‘the loud scream of the fifes,’ not to be 
rendered ‘auspicious.’ From a fancied incompatibility be- 
tween these two epithets (ev@@oyyos and orvyvés), edd. have 
conjectured ap@dyyw for evPOdyyw, and have even supposed 
eUpOdyyw to be ironical. 

128. Balvovoa:. This word Hermann, followed by Paley, 
omits as a gloss. But it is vindicated by the strophic cor- 
respondence which these editors ignore, and it is absolutely 
required by the construction. The only reason for doubting 
the soundness of Baivovoa: here is the rarity of the construc- 
tion, Balvovoa:”INov, ‘wending to Ilios.’ But this is actually 
a characteristic construction of Eur., which even attracted 
the notice of Aristophanes, and was parodied by him in the 
line, drap rl xpéos Ba we mera Tov Ilasidy ; as we are told by 
the schol. on Arist. on that passage (Ar. NVub. 30): the same 
construction is found again in Hipp. 1371, Bacch. 527, ete. 
Compare the Miltonic construction, ‘arrive the isle,’ and 
translate the Aristophanic passage, ‘But stay, what debt 
arrived me after Pasias ?’ 

mwAeKTay ... EnptyocacGe. Edd. commonly read mavdelay 
with the mss., and render ‘fastened (rather ‘hung out from 
your sterns’) the twisted handiwork of Egypt (your byblus 
cables) in the bay of Troy.’ But who will commit himself to 
the doctrine that m\exrav Alyirrov madeiay could mean ‘ the 
twisted handiwork (or ‘ growth’) of Egypt,’ 7.e. cables made 
of byblus. Surely in this sense raidevua would be absolutely 
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required. Such a use of zadela is not to be paralleled 
in Eur. or elsewhere. Without doubt mexray means ‘a 
cable’ (a frequent use in Eur.). For madelay we must read 
maidevma, Which probably owed its corruption into ravdelay to 
the fact that some very ancient copyist did not know the 
substantive mXexradv, and changed zraidevua to madetay to 
make it agree with the supposed adjective m\exrdv. The 
word zraldevua excellently expresses the idea. An Egyptian 
product or manufacture, as that of cables out of byblus, may 
well be called in poetry ‘a nurseling of Egypt,’ just as sheep 
are called in Andr. 1100, PuAAddos Tlapyynoolas madevpara. 
But ra:delavy could only mean something abstract, a process, 
and it would be stretching its meaning to an impossible 
degree to take it (as I have done in my former edition) 
as ‘a lesson learnt from Egypt.’ But even if it could bear 
that meaning, Eur. would hardly describe the simple man- 
ceuvre of riding at anchor instead of beaching the ship 
as a lesson learnt from Egypt, since riding at anchor was 
familiar to the Greeks from the time of Homer, who often 
mentions it (e.g. 5. 782, x. 92-96). Besides, Hecuba would be 
far more likely to refer to the fact that byblus cables came 
from Egypt than to the theory that a well-known nautical 
practice had its origin there. We cannot, therefore, by any 
means explain maéeiav. But I have already suggested a 
theory to account for its having superseded the true reading, 
maideuua. Moreover, in reading mraidevy’ (and éfardgwuer in 
198, the corresponding verse) we make room for aia? in this 
verse, which the edd. usually omit. For instances of sing. 
mhexrav, ‘ye hung out (each) your cable,’ see on Bacch. 724. I 
add Mr. Way’s ingenious and vigorous version of the strophe: 

‘*O ship-prows rushing 
To Ihum, brushing 
The purple-flushing sea with swift oars, 
Till flutes loud-ringing, 
Till fifes dread-singing, 
Proclaimed you swinging off Phrygian shores 
On hawsers plaited 
By Nile—ships fated 
To hunt the hated, the Spartan wife, 
Castor’s defaming, 
Eurotas’ shaming, 
A Fury claiming King Priam’s life ! 
Though sons he cherished 
Fifty, he perished, 
His murderess she : and, the misery-rife, 
Even me hath she wrecked on the rocks of strife,” 
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133. 8voKdelav. Cp. evkrelav, Aesch. Theb. 682; but dic- 
kdevav in Med. 218. 

135. oate, ‘is the murderess of,’ i.e. ‘caused the death 
of’; for the use of the present, cp. #de rixre ce, ‘she is thy 
mother,’ Jon 1560, and see Goodwin, § 10, note 4. It is 
coordinated with aor. éwxe.Xe. ev is here balanced by re, 
so below 642. It is balanced by drdp, below 3438, 415 ; by xaé, 
Hipp. 288; by add, Or. 553, etc., frequently in the phrase 
pév, adr’ duws, e.g. in 366 below. 

137. édxed’. The nautical metaphor is again taken up. 

146. eEardtopev. By reading éfardfwuerv (cp. 198) for aidf- 
wuev and inserting év in the corresponding verse 130, we get 
rid of the only monometers occurring in the whole of this 
anapaestic system, and thus make it more symmetrical and 
more expressive of the state of feeling which it represents. 

148. dpvis. dpvicw dws is the reading of the mss., which, 
however, Dindorf on metrical grounds rejects. It would, if 
sound, be quite parallel to Hec. 398, dmota kiccbs Spvds brws 
Tod eoum, ‘1, like the ivy, will cling to her as an oak’; 
so here ‘I, as the mother bird, for you as the fledgelings, will 
raise the strain.’ The metre would be equally well preserved 
by reading dpricwv dws dpEw wodrdy. 

151. mAayais. The loud stamp (pedis swpplosio, Cic.) by 
which the aged queen gave the signal for the dances in honour 
of the gods to begin. 

152. éEfpxov Beovs = ‘ raised-in-honour-of the gods’; é&jpxov 
Oeovs governs olay: see on 59 above; similarly in Soph. ZH. 
557, ef 6€ w’ GO det Ndyous ééApxes, the phrase ddyous eéApxes = 
mpocepuvers, and governs mw’ in the accusative. 

154. mot Adyos tke, ‘quo spectat oratio’; ‘what mean the 
words which have reached us ?’ 

156. atooe. The first syllable is generally short in Eur., ~ 
hence Seidler would read rdpBos for $é6f8os, but there are 
undoubted instances of dicow in Eur. with a, e.g. inf. 1086. 

163. matpwas. Many edd. change the reading to rarpias, 
doubting whether the w in rarpwas can be short, and whether 
the mss. have not given the word in mistake for zarpias in 
the half-dozen places in which it appears with w short in Eur. 
We have, however, Tpwddos in 521; and the diphthong is 
short in wadads, Hl. 497 ; Bowrdbs, Iph. A. 245; yepasds, Herc. 
Fur. 446; Tpota, Soph. Aj. 424; olwvds, Soph. Hl. 1058; 
pir\adjvacos, Ar. Vesp. 282. So it seems rash to change this 
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word to marpias whenever the w is to be short, merely because 
in the case of this word an alternative resembling it in form 
and meaning is ready to our hand. 

165. pox8wv, ‘to hear the words of doom, Out, dames of 
Troy, from your homesteads ; the Argives betake them home,’ 
cp. “oxOwy crew, Hel. 665. pox@wy is of course lit. ‘your 
woe,’ ‘your disastrous fate,’ which is presented to them in the 
summons of the conquerors, and might depend on pédea, 
‘wretched for your woes.’ 

171. aicytvay, ‘scortum Graecorum futuram, licet vates sit,’ 
Brodaeus ; ep. 1114, and dvcyapmov aicx’vay, Hel. 687. 

172. adyvv8G, sc. uj, ‘let me not by the sight of her re- 
double my pain.’ The force of uy is carried on; so in 100 
above kal = ote, so also in 633 below ovdév negatives the whole 
sentence. See on 1171. 

175. SpaGevres, ‘the dead,’ ep. rév veddunrov vexpby, Rhes. 
887 ; duabévras yap avicrn, Alc. 127. Mr. Stanley would take 
dpadévras as ‘conquered,’ the whole phrase referring, I suppose, 
to the Trojans who have ‘survived their defeat’; but such 
a sentiment would have been expressed differently. 

178. pq, ‘whether,’ with the indicative marks that the 
speaker believes that the thing about which he is asking (or 
expressing anxiety) is true, as mpoviepevvijow ... uh Tus... év 
TpiBw pavrdagerar, Phoen. 93. 

181. oré\dovtar, ‘are preparing to ply their oars’ (kara 
mptuvas, ‘by unloosing the cables at the stern’). 

186. KAtjpov. «)ijpos is not only ‘ the lots,’ but ‘ the drawing 
of lots’ = both sortes and sortitio. 

188. tis... xopav. The construction is ris ’Apyelwy ) POwwrav 
(dec we), 7 (ris) els vnoalay xwpav déer we SVeTavov mbpow Tpolas. 

191. knpqy. Hec. compares herself to a ‘drone,’ as being 
about to live supported by others as a slave: Pliny speaks of 
the drones as slaves to the bees; so also Tzetzes, cai rats 
MeNooas wroupye?, ra’ras Udpnpopoivra (Brodaeus). There is 
no authority for making «n¢iv ever mean an ‘aged bird’ (as 
Paley translates it both here and at Bacch. 1364), or for 
making it mean anything else but a ‘drone.’ See Bacch. 
1364, where the ms. reading épus is rejected for dpywv by some 
edd., who apparently believe in this signification of kndfva. 

194. tav mapa mpodipots. She fears that she will be forced 
to serve as portress or as children’s attendant, she who once 
held royal state in Troy. 
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200. éadAdEw, ‘no more shall I ply (shift) the nimble shuttle 
in Trojan looms’; so in Hec. 1060, od6v é&adddooew is ‘to 
shift one’s course,’ taking now this way, now that. 

201. véarov, used as an adverb, ‘for the last time’ ; this is 
the elegant conjecture of Seidler, for véa rx of the mss. 

204. Salpwv, ‘cursed be that night and that lot’; daiuwv 
is ‘fate,’ ‘lot,’ as in Soph. O. C. 76, m\qv Tod dainovos. 

205. 4... €ropar, ‘or I shall be kept as a servant to draw 
of the holy water of Pirené’; tddrwy is partitive genitive, see 
Madv. Greek Syntax, §51d. Drawing water was the typical 
employment of slaves; see the passage from Tzetzes quoted 
on 192, and Z. 457, cal kev Udwp popéos k.7.\. Readers will at 
once think of ‘hewers of wood and drawers of water’ in the 
Bible. 

207-213. This is a characteristic passage ; the chorus pays 
a compliment to Athens and Theseus (the ideal hero of Eur.), 
and deprecates a banishment to the hated land of the Kurotas, 
and the meeting, as a slave, with Menelaus, who brought 
Troy to nought. Corinth, Athens, Sparta, Thessaly, and 
Sicily are in turn referred to. 

211. Oeparrvay, ‘abode.’ I cannot understand in what way 
of construing the passage Paley makes depdavay ‘handmaid’ 
here. It is highly doubtful that @eparva ever means ‘hand- 
maid’ in Eur. or any Attic poet. The only place in Eur. 
where it could possibly mean ‘handmaid’ is Hec. 482, and 
there it is not so taken by Paley (though it is by L. and S.). 
Gepdrvy is a contracted form of depdrawva in Hymn to Apollo, 
157, and Ap. Rhod. i. 786, but in those places it is a distinct 
epicism, and does not afford any ground for belief in the 
existence of such a meaning in an Attic poet. There is no 
place in Attic poetry where it may not bear the meaning of 
‘station,’ ‘abode,’ and Hesych. explains Oeparvas by athavas, 
aTabuovs. Paley in his latest ed. gave up the interpretation 
of Gepdrrvay as ‘handmaid,’ and of kngiy as ‘an aged bird.’ 

212. Mevédg, from Mevédas, so 863, 1100. So we have’ 
Aaéprios beside Adprios, Idiydvn and "Ipryévera, DOevédas and 
Dbevédaos, "Ereoxdéns and ’EreoxAjs, and, in Homer, Ila7poxnos, 
Tlarpox7js, Ilarpdx\evs, MeAdv@cos, Medavéevs. 

215. Kpymi8’. See on 16 supr. 

217. ev0adet. Dor. for ev@nre7: we also find evdads (fr. 8, 
Oaddw). 
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218. réSeSedrepa. The construction is rade pou devrepa (€or), 
€Nbeciv Fabéav Xwpav (ray IInvecod), devrepa wera Tay lepav Oncéws, 

‘next to (going to) the sacred land of Theseus, my next best 
lot were to go to the country of the Peneiis.’ The poet says 
‘next to the land of Theseus,’ meaning ‘next to (going to) 
the land of Theseus,’ just as Ar. Nub. 30 says, ri xpéos &Ba 
me wera Tov Ilactay, ‘after Pasias,’ meaning ‘after (my debt to) 

Pasias.’ For the use of devrepa cp. Frag. 252, rupavvid? 7 beady 

devrépa vouitera, 2.e. ‘next to the gods’; so wodv devrepor, 

Soph. O.C. 1226; and odd devrépa, ‘easily second,’ Thue. ii. 97. 

221. avripy, ‘over against Phoenice’ (i.e. the Phoenician 

settlement of Carthage), a vague geographical description of 

Sicily. I have removed the comma from x#pay to ZiKed@v. 

The whole periphrasis is: ‘the Aetnaean land of the Sicilians, 

sacred to Hephaestus (in reference to its volcanoes), over 

against Phoenice, and mother of mountains’ (a poetical ex- 

pression for dpewv7v). 

223. xaptooerGar. In reference to Sicilian successes (es- 

pecially those of Hiero) in the public games, for which see 

Pindar passim. 

224. trav 7 ayxiorevovray yav. Probably Thurii, between 

the rivers Crathis and Sybaris. 

2925. vatow is the conjecture of Dind. for vatra, vavra of 

the mss. It is perhaps the best attempt which has been made 

to restore the corrupted word, but is by no means certain. 

As to the form valow for vatouu, cp. Frag. 895, d¢pwy av einv 

el tpépow Ta Tav méNas, Where Tpépow is explained by the 

grammarian as d7d Tod Tpepolny Kara ovyKoriy Tod y. This 

appears to recognize ow as a termination of the optative, but 

it is strange that it does not oftener occur. 

297. tavOav mupcatvev. Proleptic, like evavdpov ddpivwr, 

see Bacch. 1055 note. That the waters of the Crathis dyed 

the hair auburn, we have the evidence of several scholiasts 

and grammarians cited by Brodaeus and Barnes, and that of 

Ovid, Met. xv. 315, Crathis et hinc Sybaris nostris conterminus 

arvis | electro similes faciunt awroque capillos. 

232. éaviwv, ‘to bring to an end,’ ‘finish,’ often applied to 

words like dpéduov, répor, and so to lxvos, here ‘to bring his 

quick step to its journey’s end.’ More daring is 7éXov eavioas, 

Or. 1685, where ¢¢ = ‘to arrive at a place,’ with accus. loci ; 

so also Suppl. 1142, and {vya & jvucev, below 595. 

239. This verse consists of three dochmii — ~ ~ | —— | — | 
——|—~|—||-~-~-|—~|—. A word has dropped out, 
perhaps rdpec0’, as Dind. suggests. In 5 péfos jy, the phrase 

E 
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p6Bos fv is treated as = éPoBovuny, and governs 6 in the accus. 
This rests on the same principle as the cases quoted on 59 
above, but I treat it separately, because in the case of pro- 
nouns the true construction is often mistaken ; for instance, 
here many editors would explain 6 as nom. in apposition to 
680s: but in that case it should be 4s, attracted into the 
gender of ¢é80s: moreover, such an explanation would prove 
inapplicable to many analogous passages, €.g. Ion 572, roiro 
Kaw exer 3600s, where kaw? exec wofos=Kal éyw mo# and 
governs ToiTo: so udvTis Roba = evavrevov governs Ta6e, Heracl. 
65; pdBos (éorl) = PoBotua governs rodro, Heracl. 739; and 
poupiy éxw = péugpoum governs év, Or. 1068. For the attrac- 
tion which 6 would suffer if it were in apposition to Pdfos, ep. 
Hel. 282, 6 8 ayNdicpa dwudrwv éuod 7’ eu | Ovydrnp dvavdpos 
moda mapbeveverar. The last words of the verses just quoted 
offer a good example of the adverbial use of the neut. plur. 
of an adj.; modd, of course, could not be nom. fem. for an 
obvious reason ; the last syllable of oda would then be long, 
and thus we should have a spondee in the fourth place. See 
also on 348 below. 

242. Kadpelas. This word, which ought to mean Theban, 
must be used to mean Boeotian here, because the legend tells 
that of all the Boeotians the Thebans only did not go to Troy, 
being hard pressed by the Argives. So the Thebans could 
not claim any of the captives; cp. 993, where Argos is used 
for the whole Peloponnesus. 

250. AaxeSatpovia, ‘Clytaemnestra.’ This form is rare in 
tragedy: 7 Adxawa is the name given usually to Helen, but 
here to her sister Clytaemnestra. The metre too shows a 
probable corruption. The verse, which probably consisted of 
three dochmiacs, may have run, as Dind. suggests, thus: 
ti gys; % Aakaiva viuda dovrhayv; id, id wot uo. 

251. oxédtia. See 44 supr. 

257. «kAé8as, ‘suppliant boughs,’ a heteroclite accusative 
plural of «Addos found in a fragment of Nicander, quoted in 
Athenaeus 684 B. Other heteroclite forms from the same 
subst. are «Aaél in the celebrated scholion in honour of Har- 
modius and Aristogiton, év uiprov K\adl rd Eipos popjow: also 
k\dda in Poet. ap. Drac. 103. 13, and xdddeoc in Ar. Av 
239. The word is restored here with great probability 
by Mr. Stanley, who justly objects, as against x«Ajéas 
of the mss. and Vulg. (C. R. x. 1. 35), ‘‘If xApdes means 
keys, what keys are meant? Were they those of an dzic6- 
douwos of a temple of Apollo? If so, is it probable that the 
captive Cassandra had been allowed to retain them until 
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now ?”’ It was a sense of this difficulty which induced some 
edd, (among them myself) to catch at a gloss from Hesych., 
KAjOes* mapa "Edectos ris Oeod Ta oréupara, and to ascribe to 
the word the meaning of ‘ chaplets,’ though no other example 
of such a meaning is found, and it does not in itself seem 
capable of such. Besides, is it not quite possible that the 
lemma in Hesych. is corrupt, and that Mr. Stanley’s medela 
should be applied there too? We should expect here the 
Doric form xA\déas, as we have rAdpova in 247, ra vida Sovday 
250, érexduav 265. No doubt «dddas was first changed to 
kAdéas, then to kAydas. ‘It is to be noticed,” adds Mr. 
Stanley, ‘‘ that Cassandra is represented ody kdddas-éyxetprdlots 
and wearing a wreath on her head in Pitture «Ercolano, ii. 
18.” The short anacrusis is quite regular ; cp. 266, 271. 

otepéwy, ‘the holy livery of chaplets that deck thee.’ 
From Ag. 1236 it would appear that these oré@n were worn 
on the neck as well as the head ; évé. refers to ornamental, not 
necessary apparel. 

264. mpoomodetv, ‘to minister to.” This is a euphemistic 
and ambiguous term, and is misunderstood by Hec.; hence 
her question, ‘ What is this ordinance of the Hellenes?’ We 
learn from verse 40 that Hec. had not heard of the sacrifice 
of Polyxena on the tomb of Achilles. 

271. xadkeopnotopos, ‘well versed in arms,’ as it is usually 
understood. The ms. reading is xa\xeoulropos (which cannot 
be right, as the word must form two dactyls, but the 7 as 
coming from piros, ‘a thread,’ is short), or xadkeourjropos, 
which latter has been corrected to yxadkeoujoropos from a gloss 
of Hesych., yadkeouicrwp isxupédpopos, for which we should 
doubtless read yadkeourjoropos* isxupsgppovos. It will be seen 
then that Hesych. understood the word to mean ‘ with heart 
of steel,’ but the analogy of dopiujotrwp, And. 1016, is in favour 
of ‘ well versed in arms.’ 

275. tpiroBdpovos, ‘I who need in my hand a staff, as the 
fellow of my feet,’ (lit. ‘the third walker with my two feet’), 
because I am stricken in years,’ lit. ‘for (the support of) my 
aged head.’ 

285. 8s mwavtra raxetbev. The construction is 6s mdavra 
Taxeibev évOdde TiOéuevos, (TavOdde) atOis exetce avrTlraka, 
durrixw yAwooa, Ta mpdrepa pila mavTwy adia (7OEuEvos), 
‘who putting that which was there here, and again (that 
which was here) there in its turn (7.e. to balance the former 
bouleversement) by his subtilty of tongue, and (putting) ever 
enmity where love was—wail for me, dames of Troy.’ 
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The sentence must be supposed to end in an aposiopesis ; 
there is no principal verb ; and aposiopesis would be suitable 
to the excited and impassioned utterance of Hecuba, who in 
almost incoherent language wails forth her dread and hatred 
of her future master. Accepting Bothe’s needless conjecture 
of écee for éxetse, we should gain a principal verb, thus 
avoiding the aposiopesis, and we might explain very much 
as above, ‘who dashed (violently put) all that was there here, 
and again conversely,’ (7.e. put what was here there). Bothe’s 
own interpretation of the passage is plainly unsatisfactory. 
*Avtimada is used as in Bacch. 275 ff., when Ceres is said to 
have provided food, while Dionysus devoted himself to the 
corresponding, correlative necessity of man, that is, drink ; 
so here ‘putting what is here there’ is the converse, correlative 
process to ‘putting what is there here.’ Of course ddida is 
the predicate, and the article goes with the subject, ra mpérepa 
gira ravrwv, lit. ‘the former friendly feelings of all.’ 

** Alas and alas ! now smite on thy close-shorn head ; 
Now with thy rending nails be thy cheeks furrowed red! 
Woe’s me, whom the doom of the lots hath led 
To be thrall to a foul wretch treacherous-hearted, 
To the lawless monster, the foe of the right, 
Whose double-tongued juggling, whose cursed sleight 
Putteth light for darkness, and darkness for light, 
By whose whisperings veriest friends are parted !— 
Wail for me, daughters of Troy! Iam ended 

In utter calamity. 
O wretch, who by doom of the lot have descended 

To abysses of misery !”—W. 

294. eye, ‘holds in his hand,’ not ‘knows.’ There is some- 
times held to be a double interrogation in passages like this, 
a&pa being pleonastic after ris, as in Tivos mor’ Gp’ émpate xexpl 
dvamopos, Soph. Aj. 905; the double interrogation, it is said, 
makes the question a little less definite and direct ; e.g. in Aj. 
905, the question asked is, ‘Did he seek the hand of some 
one to do the deed, and then, whose?’ So in the present 
passage, ‘Are we allotted, and, if so, to whom?’ For other 
examples, see L. and 8. under dpa 4. It is, however, far 
more probable that dpa may be written dpa when the metre 
requires the first syllable to be long, just as tut, quiv in Soph. 
for metrical purposes became tyiv, juiv, and as the enclitic 
vuv is long or short as the metre requires in tragedy. There 
are many places where nothing but violent alteration of the 
text can dispense with &pa used in the same sense as dpa, 
and if this once be granted, it is unscientific to put forward 
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the theory of a double interrogation ; we should rather hold 
dpa in passages like this to be simply dpa, a particle of in- 
ference or transition. A good instance of a passage where 
dpa = dpa is Ar. Nub. 1301, gueddov co” dpa Kxuww7joev, where the 
sense would require &p’ ov, nonne, instead of dpa, an, if the 
passage were treated as interrogative. 

297. eiAnypévas, from Nayxdvw. 
300. mupmpacw, cp. orelpovow 7 TH §Gor Anuntpos oraxuy, 

Cycl. 121. For examples of hyperbaton, see on Bacch. 860. 
305. 7b TaitcSe medadopov, sc. Gaveiv: the word mpscgopov 

conveys not only that it would be ‘expedient,’ but also that 
it would be ‘decorous’ for the Trojan dames to die rather 
than go into captivity, but this would be most ‘untov- 
for the Achaeans.’ 

308. The frenzied maiden fancies she is in Apollo’s temy 
which she lights up by wildly waving her nuptial torch, wl 
Apollo himself leads the choir. Subjoined is the spirited a: 
most felicitous translation of this ode, which appeared in 
Kottabos, vol. 1., p. 54, by Judge Webb, formerly Fellow 
of Trinity College, Dublin, afterwards Regius Professor of 
Laws, translator of Faust, etc.: 

‘Lift ye and lend ye—bring ye light ! 
’Tis a holy rite! Behold, behold ! 

Through the fane with a thousand torches bright 
How the eddies of fire are roll’d! 

Hail Hymen! Hail, King Hymenaean ! 
Full blest is the bridegroom, and I too am blest, 
That am soon on the couch of a monarch to rest, 

O Hymen, O King Hymenaean ! 
While thou, O my Mother, with wail and with tear, 
Dost lament o’er my Father and Fatherland’s bier, 

For my bridal, behold, I am raising 
The torch that so fiercely is blazing ! 
It glanceth, it gleameth, ah! see, 
Hymen, O Hymenaeus, for thee ! 
Lend, lend me thy torches, O Hekat, 
For the couch of the virgin, to deck it ! 

Airily poise ye the twinkling feet ! 
On with the dance! Ho! Euoe! ho! 

On with the dance, as *twere to greet 
The happiest lot that my sire could know 

The dance it is sacred to Hymen ! 
The dance, be its leader, O Phoebus, thou ! 
In whose fane, mid the laurels, I worship now. 

Hymen! Hymenaeus! O Hymen! 
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Come trip it, my Mother, come trip it with me, 
And share in the dancing, and share in the glee ! 

As it were for the battle a Paean, 
Shout, shout ye the great Hymenaean ! 
Pour forth with your voices a tide 
Of melodious song for the bride, 
Sing, ye maids, for the maid that is fated 
With the king of the foe to be mated !” 

309. dvexe, mapexe. These words are addressed to the 
fancied acolytes officiating in the temple. 

315. émel. It was the duty of the mother evvds aya 
Naumddas 7 advacxebey. 

éml, ‘with tears,’ a rare use of éml with dative; cp. émi 
auvvola, Or. 632, though that may be explained ‘for the pur- 
pose of (to gain time for) reflection.” We have ém ddxpuvac 
again, Hel. 176, Phoen. 1500; cp. also Phoen. 786, émi kadXt- 
Xopos atepavacr. In Med. 928, we have éml daxptous in a 
different sense, ‘made for tears,’ with which compare éews 
yap apyov Kami Tols apyots pv, ‘made for the idle,’ Frag. 324. 
Mr. Stanley well observes that the harshness of éml daxpuct is 
mitigated by the fact that it seems to be opposed to ém 
yauos in 319. 

317. Kataorévovc” exes, ‘keepest wailing for’; cp. Aypeis 
éxywv, ‘keepest prating.’ This connection of éyw with the 
part. is common with the aorist, more rare with the perfect 
(Soph. O. R. 701, Phil. 600), and very rare with the present 
as here. See on 1122. 

324. & vopos exe, ‘as the ritual ordains.’ 4, ace. plur., is 
in apposition to the preceding sentences. She calls for all the 
observances due to the solemnization of a regular union. 

325. madXe, ‘airily poise the foot’; cp. iuge 6 6uday otpaviar, 
Aesch. Suppl. 788, and pimrew cxédos oipdviov, Ar. Vesp. 1492. 
We find éppe aldéprov ... pdpos in And. 830, and ot'pavia Bpéwovra 
below 520. 

332. dvayékacov. This is the reading of V, which quite 
corresponds to the antistrophic verse 315, if we there omit 
kal after ddxpvot, a conjunction which would far more probably 
have been inserted than omitted erroneously between two 
substantives. P has dvaye réda odv, which looks as if it had 
been vamped up from v. 325. The reading of P is defended 
by Mr. A. C. Pearson, in C. R. iv. 9, p. 425, on the theory that 
V dropped the syllable wo-, and then confounded A with the 
closely-resembling A. V drops a syllable -xo- in giving eEavrifw 
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or é£avbifw in v. 444, where the trochaic metre demands éfakov- 
Tif. 5 

335. Boare tov ‘Yp. This phrase is treated as a single 
transitive verb, and governs viuday on the principle explained 
and illustrated above on 59. 

339. yapov...ewva. Cp. Phoen.58,rdud NéxTpa unTpywv ydpwv. 

345. to, ‘far from what my high hopes pictured’; cp. 
é&w yvaéuns, Ion 926; ew rod dutevicavtos, Soph. Phil. 904, 
‘alien to your father’s strain’; gw vouicews, Thue. v. 105. 

348. 6p84. For adjs. in neut. plur. used as adverbs, cp. 
Hel, 283 (see note on 239), and d\exrpa ynpdcKovcay avupévara 
Te, Soph. H/. 962, and see Madv. Greek Syntax, § 88. 

351. éodépere, usually explained ‘take away’ (into the 
tent) ; but ésgépew always means to ‘bring in,’ not to ‘take 
in’: in other words Hec. could properly say éogépere mevxas, 
‘bring in the torches,’ only if she were herself in the tent. 
I think we should read éx@épere, ‘take away’; éx- would be 
easily changed to eic-: it is well known that the ancient 
copyists often confounded IC with K, see crit. note on 
Bacch. 1156. 

353. veknddpov, used proleptically ; see above on 227. 
355. Tapa=7d éud, ‘my part,’ a common periphrase for 

é€y. So 7d cov and 7a oa for ov or oé. 

356. tort. Observe the accent, ‘as sure as Loxias /ives.’ 

357. yopet pe... yapov. For the cognate accus. see Madv. 
Greek Syntax, § 26 a; and for the cognate accus. standing, as 
here, beside a proper object-accus. see ibid. § 26 b; and note, 
as an exact parallel, Pl. Apol. 39, tiwwpla ... xaherwrépa 7} olay 
éue amrekTovare. 

361. wéXexvv. There is here probably a covert criticism on 
the bloody details of Aeschylus in his Oresteia. In his later 
plays we find in Eur. a tendency to introduce in some slight 
measure that literary criticism which formed a feature in the 
middle comedy. This characteristic is especially observable 
in his Hlectra, insomuch that M. Patin describes the play as 
a feuilleton spirituel. In 254 ff. he adverts to many points in 
the handling of the story of Electra, in which he believes his 
illustrious predecessors, Aesch. and Soph., to have erred. 
So also in Suppl. 846, Phoen. 751, there are pointed allusions 
to supposed artistic defects in Aesch. T'heb. 

370. éxOlorwy, sc. “EXév7s. 
371. nSovas, ‘resigning for his brother the home joys that 

his children might have given him’ ; 7dovds is sometimes used 
very objectively, as in Soph. #/. 873, Ar. Nub. 1072. 
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373. AeAqopévns. This is distinctly passive, and therefore 
implies A7fw, but A7fouat is the much more usual form, as in 
é\joaro, 866 below. In Hel. 475 we have Aedjopeda ... héxos, 
‘IT have had my wife carried off.’ Obs. epic form #\v@oy in 
374. 

375. €0vnokoy, ‘fell’ (day after day); the imperfect repre- 
sents the continuance (or repetition) of the same action or state, 
while the aorist denotes a momentary occurrence ; venti, vidi, 
vici is in Greek For, eldov, évixnoa, because, though the action 
was of course a continued action, yet the point of the despatch 
was that it viewed the victory as a momentary event in past 
time. See Goodwin, § 19, notes 1 and 2. 

376. €or. Opt. because the relative refers to an indefinite 
antecedent, ‘whomsoever the battle chanced to slay’; ods 
Apys ei\e would be used if the antecedents were definite ; so 
in Lat. quoscunque occidisset and quoscunque occiderat. 

377. év xepotv, ‘by the hands’; so év rats, ‘by prayers’; év 
dw, ‘by deceit’; €v Adyous, ‘ by words.’ 

378. Evverradynoay, ‘ were shrouded in their cerements.’ 

380. ot 8’, ‘others,’ that is, the fathers, who were too old 
to join the expedition, but who were obliged to send their 
sons. ‘Wife without mate, sire without seed, they died 
away ; vain was their rearing of children, and none shall seek 
their tombs with a propitiatory blood-offering.’ See H/. 90 ff. 
ai pev must be supplied before xjpa, being implied in the 
subsequent oi 6é. The verse would be thus written accurately 
kal al wev xjpar €OvycKor, oi & dmades: from this it appears that 
xXjjpac is not the subject, but a predicate, not ‘widows died,’ 
but ‘they died widows.’ 

382. Swpyoerat, ‘shall give to the earth,’ 7.e. ‘shall pour 
out upon the earth’; the ‘ blood-offering’ was an offering to 
propitiate the departed heroes; we cannot interpret ‘shall 
offer blood-offerings to mother earth,’ for we find from the 
enumeration in Aesch. Pers. 612 ff. that blood was not a part 
of the offering to earth; and again, Cho. 120 ff. tells us 
that the offerings to earth consisted only of her own produce 
restored to her again. For the blood-offerings to dead heroes, 
see the eleventh book of the Odyssey. 

384. tacxpa. The murder of Agamemnon and adultery of 
Clytaemnestra and Aegisthus. There should be no iota 
subscript in rdcxpd, the rule being that the iota is subscribed 
only when both words fused by the crasis contain an ¢; thus 
kal elra becomes xara, but kcal emt becomes kami, Ta aloxpa 
becomes racxpd. 
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385. do8ds, adjective, cp. Hel. 1109, dpris dovdordra: so 
kepxldos dood medéras, Frag. 527, an expression ridiculed by 
Ar. Ran. 1315. 

386. 7d KaAALoTOV KAéos. This is probably the accusative, 
for the accusative in apposition to the sentence is the more 
idiomatic construction ; it may, however, of course be the 
nominative, like Opvyxés, 489. 

389. meptBodas, ‘in their fatherland came unto the vesture 
of clay,’ cp. xfovds Tpimoipoy xdaivay, Agam. 872; yay émecod- 
pevos, Pind. Nem. xi. 21. 

390. av éxpiv tro, ‘hands which owed this office to the 
dead ’=w76 ro’rwy id’ Gy expiv. The words éxpiy, otk expiv, 
are much used in Greek when we should employ a far stronger 
expression; for instance, ‘having committed a most un- 
natural murder,’ would be éy ovx éxpiy ovevcas. 

392. Sdpaptr. For sing. instead of plur. see on Bacch. 724. 

393. dv... iSovat, ‘the sweets of whom were lost to the 
Greeks,’ see on 372, literally, ‘the joys from whom for the 
Achaeans (i.e. which might have been felt by the Achaeans) 
were wanting.’ It is safer not to take ’Ayavois as directly 
governed by dmfjcav, which ought to take the gen., and indeed 
does always take it, for the places in which it appears to take 
the dat. may be otherwise construed ; e.g. in Med. 179, pjro 
76 vy’ euov mpddupor | ditoicw aréotw, we may take ¢idoow 
with mpéAuuov, ‘my zeal for my friends,’ and in Thue. ii. 61, 
THS 6 wPeras Grecrw er. yn S7Awos dmact, the dat. is a dat. 
commodi, as in the foregoing clause, 76 wév AuToby exer HOn THY 
alc@now éxdoTw, ‘an individual sense of the bitterness of war 
possesses each one, while the general sense of its advisability 
has yet to come.’ 

394. ta “Exropos Avmpa, ‘Hector’s sad fate’ (as it is 
generally regarded); she then proceeds to show that it is 
not a sad fate. 7a & “Exropis co. AuTpa is, as it were, 
in inverted commas. Such seems to be occasionally the force 
of the article; in other words, it marks a citation or quota- 
tion from the language of others, and this explains why 
(contrary to the usual rule) we sometimes find the article with 
the predicate, e.g. Her. Fur. 581, ovx dp’ ‘Hpaxdfs | 6 Kad- 
Nokos ... NEouar: ep. Heracl. 978, Or. 1140, Iph. Aul. 1354. 

396. t&s=HEts, ‘the coming of the Greeks.’ The form in 
the text has the authority of Hesych. 

397. Pand Christus Patiens have é\avOavev, and in 399 eixev. 
But the imperf. without ay in apodosi cannot be defended 
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here, and is not parallel to the cases cited in Goodwin, §49, 
2, note 2, or in Madv. Greek Syntax, § 118, a,b. Elmsley’s 
observation, that the Attic writers avoided eliding ¢ of the 
3rd pers., really only applies to cases where confusion between 
Ist and 3rd pers. might arise, as in émpaié’ Gv. See the 
excellent note of Prof. Jebb, who reads é\dv@ay’ av in Soph. 
El. 914. In Jon 354 the mss. give ely’ dv, and no change 
there is at all plausible. 

399. «fS0s, ‘he would have entered into some obscure 
alliance,’ ‘the marriage made by him would never have been 
talked about.’ It is to be observed that there is far more 
Mss. authority for xidos, which the schol. understood in a 
neutral sense like «Aéos, ‘his name would never have been in 
men’s mouths.’ But «idos is a positive word in all Greek, and 
év déuors seems distinctly to point to Kjdos. orydpevov is the 
predicate of the sentence. 

408. é€eBaxxevoev governs ce, and then ¢pévas as part of 
the person addressed ; see on 59. 

410. é€émepmes dv, ‘should’st have been attending their de- 
parture with such ill-boding words.’ 

412. trav Td pydév, sc. dvTwy. There are three forms of this 
phrase, 6 undels, 6 undev (dv), and 6 7d wndev (Gv): ep. ovdév Fr? 
dpa, 1161. ynédéy and ovdév are in this usage indeclinable. 
There is a pretty phrase in Eur. Frag. 536, which illustrates 
well the distinction between pndels as subjective and ovdels 
as objective ; the phrase is 7d pndev els oddev pémet, which | 
would render ‘ naughtiness (or ‘that which is naught’) cometh 
to nought.’ 

415. tréoty, ‘is saddled with a passion for,’ ep. vroorjvat 
mévov, Suppl. 189; the verb means ‘ to undergo unwillingly.’ 

416. av odk. For the displacement of ay in obedience to 
the metre, cp. ovx of6’ av ei metcayu, Med. 941. See Goodwin, 
§ 42, 2, note. 

418. ’Apyeta, ‘invectives against the Greeks’; cp. e’vola 77 
oy, ‘friendliness for you,’ Pl. Seis 486 ; PdBw TO tperépy, 
‘fear of you,’ Thue. i. 33. For adjectives used, as here, to 
represent not a subjective, but an objective, genitive, cp. 
"EAnv ... pdvos, Iph. T. 723 adxhv ... Muxnvida, Phoen. 862. 

422. émreoOar, for imper.; see Goodwin, § 101, 

wHppovos, 7.c. Penelope. 

424. rotvopa, ‘the name which they bear,’ ‘Why do they 
bear this name when they are really but menials?’ 
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428. wrod S€: cp. ri & és71, 1050; the more usual phrase 
would have been kat 7rod, for cal is especially employed in in- 
troducing an objection. It is frequently strengthened with 
eira, émeira, e.g. below 1010. 

430. r&ddAa, ‘the rest of her woes,’ especially referring to 
the transformation of Hecuba; or possibly the meaning is, 
‘the rest of my words shall not be ’Apyei’ évelén, but prophecies 
of the sufferings of Odysseus, the future master of Hecuba.’ 

432. xpuads, ‘one day my woes and Troy’s will be to him 
more to be desired than gold,’ (‘will be as gold’). See 
L, and 8. under xpvods 2. 

435. @kiorat, ‘has made herself a habitation in the strait’ 
(between Italy and Sicily). Charybdis was the fabled 
daughter of Poseidon and Gaea. Cic. Phil. ii. 27 says, 
“ Charybdin dico quae si fuit, fuit animal unum.” Cp. mipyor 
oixcovueba, Heracl. 46. Some verses are supposed to have 
fallen out here, on account of the extreme abruptness of 435. 
Paley remarks that this is the earliest summary of the story 
of Odysseus ; Ar. Vesp. 180 ff. refers to the episode of Oéris. 
The whole passage, 435-443, has the appearance of an inter- 
polation, and I have marked it as such; 440 looks like an 
Alexandrine attempt at vigour, and the following verse is 
strangely frigid. Mr. A. C. Pearson, in C. R. iv. 9. 425, 
points out additional reasons for regarding this passage as 
spurious: (1) the feebleness of the whole passage, and especi- 
ally of ws dé ovvréuw in 441; (2) of has no meaning unless we 
mark a /acuna ; (3) diavAos does not mean ‘a strait’; (4) rérpas 
is without construction ; (5) émicrarys, which Dind. reads for 
dpeBarns on the faith of Stephens’ codices, does not mean ‘a 
shepherd ’ ; (6) woppwrpia ciwy is a very eccentric expression ; 
(7) cdpxa @wv. ho. is impossible ; (8) kaxa pupia is miserably 
weak. Cp. a similar interpolation in Or. 588-590. 

436. opoBpads 7’ dpaBarns. I have retained the reading of 
P and the Aldine (which give wpoBpocropeBdrns), with 
Scaliger’s obvious correction. Dind. gives wuddpwr 7’ éme- 
orarns (‘shepherd ’), which rests on the questionable authority 
of Stephens’ codices. The words in the text are a much 
better description of the Cyclops ; duoS8pas is found in H. PF. 
887. 

440. cdpka dav. yoovow. The legend was that when 
the sacred kine of the sun were roasted by the followers of 
Odysseus, ‘the meat lowed on the spits,’ ». 395. But the 
expression in the text is, I think, not by Eur., and savours 
far more of Lycophron : idva: cdépxa gwvijeccay could not mean 
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lévac pwviv é€x capxds. The words are probably not corrupt. 
Alexandrine boldness generally degenerates into unin- 
telligibility. I cannot believe in the possibility of such an 
expression as odpka wv. joovoww, especially as it occurs in a 
passage highly suspicious for other reasons. [I am inclined 
to defend this expression, remarkable though it is. Consider 
the boldness of what Jelf calls the interchange of attributive 
forms, ¢.9. 564, kapdrouos épnuia veavav, which Kiihner, p. 225, 
renders, ‘die vom Haupte abgeschnittene Oede der Jiinglinge, 
das ist, Todesdde.’ Cp. Soph. Oed. R. 1376, Aj. 8, Phil. 952, 
1123, 1131, #7. 158. Here either of two analyses will reduce the 
expression to tolerable exactitude : (a) #covcw should strictly 
have ¢wviy as its object, which then might be qualified by 
tiv ek oapxos or the like. But we have the adjective and 
substantive reversed, so that what ought strictly to be the 
logical object of the verb is to be looked for in the adjective. 
Usually, however, in the cases cited by the grammars, it is 
the transference of an attributive from one noun to another 
which forms the peculiarity, like Barry Cornwall’s ‘“‘ Hear the 
waters their white music weave” for ‘ Hear the white waters 
weave their music.’ Sometimes again, instead of two nouns 
of distinct reference, we have an adjective and a noun, which 
is the account of Carlyle’s expression (Rem. E. Irving) ‘‘ the 
hot noises of middle life” = ‘the heat and noises.’ Neither of 
these groups of cases offers an exact parallel to cdpxa gwv. 
hoovow, but they may throw some light on the process by 
which such expressions arise. (b) the other ‘reduction’ 
would be to substitute (mentally) some such word as dvcovrat 
for j#covow, ‘shall clothe themselves with vocal flesh.’ It 
might be said that #covcw is written by a sort of attraction 
of the expression to the neighbouring word, g¢wvrjeccar. 
Wolff, on Ajaz 738 (Teubner’s Schulausgabe), recognizes this 
principle, saying there, ‘‘ Spadetay ist wegen des folgenden 
Bpadds gewihlt, um bei Gleichheit der Sache die Personen 
entgegen zu stellen,” and again, on Aj. 758, he says cdépara is 
the word chosen, on account of the following rixrew. This 
principle helps, to my mind, to explain ézos in Or. 1; a prosa- 
teur might have said, ovdév éort dewdv, GS eireiv, xpijua, but to 
the poet e/retvy suggested éos.—H. C.] 

445. oreixe ... ynpopeba, ‘go (to Talthybius), that straight- 
way I may marry me into the house of Death’; the expres- 
sion is the same as és tUpavy’ éynudunv, 474, ‘I married into a 
royal line’; though it is slightly complicated by the addition 
of vuudiy. For such pregnant constructions, ep. Or. 474, 
mpos de&av ards, and ib. 1330; Aj. 80, és dduous udvew: Phoen. 
380, 1150, and especially 588d below. Observe that gus is in 
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relation with ynuwueba, not with raxicrTa, with which it would 
naturally be taken in the sense of quam primum. 

450. 8acacGat, fr. daréouar, cp. dubcew kvoly wud Sdoacba, 
A PAL. 

453. omapaypots, ‘as I tear you off’; she tears off her sacred 
symbols, as in Agam. 1235 ff. The words é7’ oto’ ayvy) mean 
virum nondum experta. 

455. tot oxados, Cic. Epp. ad Att. vii. 35, quotes these 
words in the form od oxddos 76 ry Arpeddv. mot=és morépay 
vavv. 

457. “Epwiv="Epwiwy, gen. plur. ’Epwiv, which is some- 
times read, would be accus. sing. 

460. ot pakpav, ‘brevi’; cp. Or. 858, gouxe & od paxpay 88 
dyyedos hétew Ta KetHev, more usually ovK és waxpdv. 

466. The whole of this very fine passage may be rendered 
somehow thus: 

‘O damsels, let me lie where I have fallen ; 
Service unwelcome but disservice seems ; 
To lie so low doth well beseem my lot, 
Present, and past, and that which is to come. 
Ye gods—ye will not minister to me. 
Yet it is seemly to invoke your names 
If any one fall on calamity. 
First let my dying swan-note be of joy, 
Thus shall I put more pity in my woes. 
I was a queen, into a kingly house 
Wed, and the mother of a princely line, 
No ciphers, men of leading in the land. 
No Trojan, Argive, or outlandish dame 
Could boast herself of such a progeny, 
All these I saw fall by the Argive spear, 
To grace their sepulchres these locks I shore. 
And with these eyes I saw their kingly sire, 
I heard it not from others’ lips, but saw him 
Weltering in his life-blood at the altar, 
And the town sacked. And all the girls I bore, 
Fit to be jewels in the crown of wifehood, 
I bore for foemen’s usance: I am reft 
Of all my damsels: never more, I wis, 
Shall I behold them or be seen of them.’ 

Ta pt pd’, ‘the undesired service’ of helping her to rise 
from the ground, For the sentiment, ep. ‘“‘Invitum qui 
servat idem facit occidenti,” Hor. A. P. 467. 
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472. é&doat. The word is used by Plat. Phaed. 35 of the 
‘last song’ of the dying swan; and Polybius xxxi. 20. 1 has 
the phrase, ¢&¢oas rd Kvxveoy ; so it seems nearly certain that 
here there is an allusion to the last note of the dying swan. 

474. qpev tTipavyvor. Most edd. read 4 uév ripavvos or Hunv 
tvpavvos, a form which is also introduced in Hel. 931; this is 
held by Cobet to be a Macedonian form of the imperfect of 
ejul. The form #unv is found in Chr. Pat. 537. There is, 
however, no reason to change the MS. reading. It is the habit 
of the Attic writers, when they use plur. for sing., to recur to 
the sing. as soon as possible, and to use sing. and plur. in close 
juxtaposition, as in jv Odvw Oavoiueda, 904 below. rvpavvo is 
mase. A woman speaking of herself uses the masc. (1) when 
she uses the plural, as here ; (2) when she speaks generally of 
her own sex, as Hl. 775, otdé yap kak@s mdcyxorTt pioos ay TEKH 
mpooylyverat: (3) when a chorus of women speaks of itself 
in the sing., the masc. is sometimes used, e.g. Hipp. 1108, 
Nelmroma ev Te TUXaLS OvaTay Kal év Epymact Nevoowr. 

és tipavva. See on 445. 

476. apiOpdv, similarly used in Ar, Nub. 1203, Soph. O. C. 
381, and of one man in Heracl. 997. [To what is the adverb 
attached? Does it qualify the noun? If so, ep. Dem. Cor. 
245. 62, &v roa’rn KaTaordoe Kal ett ayvoia Tov... Kako: 
Thue. vii. 34, tiv ovKéte... éravaywynv. In that case, how- 
ever, the article is present, and they are both time-adverbs ; 
but see Thue. ii. 4. 3, qv dvrixpus diodos: Kriiger quotes Dem. 
19. 141, yéyove Trav éxOp&v dpdnv d\eOpos.—H. C.]. 

477, 478. These verses are most probably spurious; as they 
stand they have no meaning ; Stephens conjectured ois for ob 
before Tpwas, and I have translated that reading; the sen- 
tence would then be like Ar. Av. 659, yj & ov’ dnp otd? 
ovpavos Hv: Dind. says olovs, not ots, would be required. See, 
however, 499, where @y seems to be quite synonymous with 
olwy. 

485. eis... alperov, lit. ‘for the choice dignity of hus- 
bands,’ for espousals however distinguished. 

486. &Adowor. In 38] the mss. give us d\dos, but there 
d\dXos must be changed to dAdws. 

489. 7d Nolo Oov, used as adverb. Opryxds is nom. in ap- 
position to the sentence. 

495. éx, ‘after,’ cp. xdANoTov Fuap elordety ex xeluaros, Aesch. 
Agam. 873; é¢& dd\Biwy &&Prov edpodcar Biov, Soph. Trach. 284. 
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497. addxup’ dABiors éxerv, ‘ unseemly for the prosperous to 
wear.’ Her garments would betray how completely. her 
former 6\os had fled ; é\Sos is here used in its Homeric sense 
of ‘material prosperity.’ 

498. pds yuvatkds, sc. Helen; yauwr (yduov P) muds eva is 
the ms. reading. Dind. reads 64 yduw pds dtio, but pds eva 
is surely right; this pleonasm is much sought after by the 
tragics ; cp. Or. 613, Soph. Hl. 617, Aj. 20, Ant. 4438, 492. 
See also 776 below. 

499. olwv ...dv: the rel. dy is here used as synonymous 
with ofwy, as in 477, if Stephens’ conjecture there is right. 
See Jebb on Soph. Aj. 125, who quotes Eur. Alc. 640, ¢Seéas 
els €Xeyxov é&eXOwv bs ef. Of course dy TevEouar could not 
possibly by itself mean, ‘what I shall have to meet !’; the 
relative could not be exclamatory; but here it attracts to itself 
the interjectional quality of ofwy, which immediately precedes. 

506. SHror’, ‘ that once went delicately in Troy.’ 

507. ortBada ... dropbapa, ‘take me away to some lowly 
lair, to some precipice’s crest, so that I may weep my heart 
away, and then cast me down and perish.’ She longs for a 
lonely place where to weep and then slay herself. The com- 
mentators, puzzled by an apparent inconsistency in the 
aspirations of the ‘mobled queen,’ have made various con- 
jectures, ¢.g. xauaiiph (a word found in Chr. Pat. 1430) 
for xauarerH (Nauck); and for daxpvous, dkpats or mérpos 
(Musgrave), dxpicc (Hartung); but the text is quite sound : 
it is a fine touch of psychological analysis to make the queen 
long to weep her fill before she slays herself. There is, no 
doubt, an allusion to the death of Niobe. 

511. apt por, ‘lift, Muse, for me the lay of Troy.’ This 
is the traditional epic exordium of a hymn, e.g. audi por 
‘Epuelao pidov yévoy évvere, Motoa, is the first verse of the 
Homeric hymn to Pan; so dug! Moceddwra, augl Acdsvucor, 
aul Aros kovpous: so also dudl wo af ce, PoP’ dvat, Ar. Nub. 
595 ; hence dudiavaxritew is ‘to write dithyrambic hymns,’ 
like that of Terpander, which began dui wo atre dvaxé’ 
exaraBdrov dedérw ppyv: hence, too, dithyrambic poets were 
called dudidvaxres. 

512. tpvev o8av. Cp. Opnver ... gids, Soph. Hl. 88 ; daxpiwy 
... MéAos, Eur. Hipp. 1178; wédos ... réxns, Iph. Aul. 1280. 

513. év. See L. and S., ev, II. 1, 2. 

516. retpaBdpovos amyvas, ‘the horse that conveyed him,’ 
that is, the ecus “urateus, ‘wooden horse’; ain is simply 
a ‘vehicle,’ as in Med. 1123, vatay dmivnv: the adj. rerpa- 
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Bdpovos tells the nature of the vehicle, 7.e. that it was a horse; 
rerp. is ‘a horse,’ like quadrupes in Latin, and qualifies yal, 
Wadia in Phoen. 792, 808. The horse was moved on wheels; 
ep. Virg. Aen. ii. 235, “‘pedibusque rotarum |subiciunt lapsus”’; 
and Q. Smyrn. xii. 424, éc@\ds “Exretos|occly imd Bprapotow 
éUTpoxa Sovpar’ éOnkev. 

520. Bpépovra, ‘rattling loudly,’ ‘ringing with the clash of 
arms within it.’ (péuew is applied to the sound of the dwrol 
in Bacch. 161, and to the clash of arms in Heracl. 832. For 
ovpdvia, see on 325, 1301. Cp. Virg. Aen. ii. 243, “atque 
utero sonitum quater arma dedere.” 

521. tvotAov, ‘ equum fetum armis’ ; so év@eos is ‘inspired,’ 
évOnpos is ‘infested with wild beasts,’ and éyxapmos is ‘ fruity.’ 

522. amo, ‘standing on the rock and crying out from it,’ 
cp. Phoen. 1223, Soph. H/. 137, where rév y é& Atéa avordacets 
=rTov év ddov €& déov dvacryces : so Soph. Kabjuel’ dxpwv ex 
maywv, Ant. 411; and ra&y rapa Baoihéws, Xen. An. i. 1; Tods 
exeiev émBonbe, Thuc. i. 62; Eur. Hel. 1591, Phoen. 1223, 
Thue. iii. 21, =. 153, ¢. 420. 

526. “IAudb., xépa, sc. Pallas. 

530. See note on 550. 

531. yévva, this word is followed by 6wWcwv, which agrees 
with ads implied in yévva, a construction mpés 76 onpawopevor. 

534. Eertov Adxov, ‘the Argives ambushed in the cun- 
ningly wrought mountain pine, Troy’s doom.’ éecrdy refers 
in grammar to \éxov, but in sense to revxa: for though déoxos 
might, and often does, indicate the ‘place of ambush,’ yet 
the words mevxa év ovpela here force us to take Aédxov as 
referring to the ‘men that form the ambush,’ and so, of 
course, fecrdv cannot be literally predicated of it. This 
application of an adj. to a subst., to which in sense it only 
mediately refers, is a frequent device whereby the Greek 
poets achieve dignity of language, and avoid a commonplace 
style. It isa marked feature in the style of Pindar. It is 
called by Jelf ‘‘the interchange of attributive forms.” But 
‘the smooth-planed ambush’ for ‘men ambushed in a horse 
of smooth-planed wood’ is certainly a too daring use of this 
figure. Hdt. iii. 8 has é’Awov Adxov. I have slightly 
changed the form of both the strophic and antistrophic verse 
in the interests of the metre. The ms. reading is dewov ev 
daxpvos and mevka év ovpela. The metrical form is now 
— = — ~~ —. A spondee may correspond to a trochee in 
this form of verse. For the prodelision cp. cOévec ’rutkely, 
Soph. O. C. 1086. Dr. Heinsch would read zevkay ovpetav, 
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comparing Q. Smyrn. xii. 124, of & é\aryow émiBpicavtes av’ 
inv | rauvoy dévdpea paxpa. 

535. For dea B and C give @éa, and the schol. has xal 6 
TIpiamos €&j\Oe Thy BAABnY Geacduevos. But Oéa dwowv = Geacd- 
wevos is impossible, and is not defended by the usage of é¢ 
ddévres in Andr. 1087; of mévos didoica, Or. 1663; or of 
prnuacw we, inf. 1176. Weil (Revue de Philologie, Nouv. 
Sér. i., Paris 1877, p. 195) infers from the schol. that Priam 
must have been mentioned, and suggests 

av Aapéavidas drav beg Saowr. 

He urges that dwcovres would have been used, not décwr, if 
the part. agreed, according to the constr. pds rd onmawdpuevov, 
with yévyva. He thinks that the schol. thought Aapéavidas 
meant ‘ Priam,’ but he himself refers it to ‘the people of Troy,’ 
comparing ’Epexdeldns, Kexpomldns, A’yeldns for ‘the Athenians’ 
in Aristophanes, Knights. 

536. xapiv, ‘as an acceptable oblation to the virgin with 
coursers of immortal strain,’ 7.e. Ila\\das ‘Immia: others take 
duBporérwdos as meaning simply ‘virgin goddess,’ +@Xos being 
virgo, and the word being formed on the analogy of 6p06- 
pavris = 6pB0s udvTis: SO aptarouavTiv, alvodéovTa, aivoyyavTwr, 
aivorapts, alvordryp, aivoripavvos. Op. ‘‘ Pars stupet znnuptae 
donum exitiale Minervae,” Virg. Aen. ii. 31. But Herm. 
interprets quite differently. Instead of taking ydpw in 
apposition to the sentence, he takes it in apposition to 
Eecrov dxov, and renders ‘the gift of a divine steed that 
never felt the yoke.’ This seems at first sight to give a more 
natural meaning to xdapw with gen.; but in defence of the 
other interpretation we have, e.g. Aesch. Agam. 182, daipovwv 
xdpis = ‘ homage due to the gods.’ 

537. KXworod, ‘with encircling hawsers of spun flax’; kw- 
oro is from k\woThs =kAworTnp, ‘yarn.’ Kirch. reads k\worod ... 
Nvoro, which reading he draws from the note of the schol., 
Kabdmep vads oxddos KAwoTov Aivov audiBdras, 6 éoTt oxoLVioLs, 
oUrws éml Tov trmov éméBadov. The schol. seems, therefore, to 
take dudiBodos as a subst.; from the same note Matthiae 
drew cel for ws eis of the mss. The allusion might be to the 
Greek custom of conveying ships over an isthmus by means 
of ropes and rollers. But Q. Smyrn. xii. 428, compares the 
drawing in of the wooden horse to the /awnching of a ship: 

ef\xov emBpicavres dodnées, UTE Va 
EXxkwow poyéovres éow adds AXnéTONS 
aignot. 

FR 
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As his description and that of Eur. may have been (and 
probably were) founded on the same now lost cyclic epic, the 
passage quoted from him affords good reason for our under- 
standing the passage before us as referring to the launching 
of a ship, not to its conveyance over an isthmus. 

539. dvia, ‘they put it in the shrine of the goddess Pallas, 
on the floor fateful to fatherland.’ 

541. érl... rapfhv: the verb and preposition are separated 
by ¢mesis. [There is probably a reminiscence of the Homerie 
emt xvégpas #AOe. Cp. modvTAas av7jp, Aj. 958, as an echo of 
moUTAas O16s Odvacevs, so tb. 175, Bods ayedalas: and perhaps 
Phoen. 210, axapricrwy mediwy ixeNias (sc. adds), is an echo of 
aos atpvyeroro in Homer, as well as kuBiorHpes, tb. 1131, of 
ws peta kuBiora, II. 745.—H. C.] 

544. dvd. dvd is sometimes explained as=ady7epoy: but 
this explanation can by no means be accepted in the absence 
of examples to justify such a usage; neither can ava mean 
comitante pedum strepitu, an employment of this preposition 
which cannot be defended. I believe that ava is separated by 
tmesis from éue\rov : we have dvauéA7rw with acc. of cogn. sign. 
aoddv, in Theocr. xvii. 113. I have retained the 7’ of the 
mss. after Body, which Dind. strikes out; dvéuehrov governs 
both Body and (by a slight zeugma) xpérov, ‘plied featly the 
rhythmic footfall, featly the jocund lay.’ It must be re- 
membered that “od? refers, not to singing only, but to ‘song 
and dance,’ or any ‘rhythmic measured movement,’ being 
applied even to Nausicaa’s game at ball (¢. 100). 

550. kev trvw. The metre shows this to be faulty, the 
antistrophic verse being dd\uov écxov drav. Herm. suggests 
amediwxey Urvw: Reiske, rap’ imvw, ‘apud caminum.’ Perhaps 
we should read 

mupos wéhaway aiyhav 
Tupos €Owkev Urrvw, 

‘the lamps alight shed a gloomy glare on the sleepers. 
Kuripides’ proneness to iteration of words, especially in choral 
odes, is a familiar feature in his style, and is often parodied 
by Aristophanes. Dr. Maguire would read, ézope rots év ivy. 
The schol. is 7d cé\as tod mupos Thy wédawvay alyay dédwKe TO 
Umrvw, b é€ore Thy wéd\awway KatdoTtacw. He takes pédavay alyhav 
to mean ‘darkness,’ and the sense of the passage to be dve- 
déEaro 7 vvE TO TOP, TBecbévTos yap avToD exoiu7Onoay, ‘and in 
the houses the bright light [extinguished] gave to the sleepers 
but a darksome glimmer,’ such as would prevail all night 
without any artificial light in the countries with which Eur. 
was familiar. The note of the schol. suggests that we might 
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read avrédwxev trvw, Which would sufficiently correspond with 
the antistrophic verse. Perhaps the poet wrote dv7tdédwxev (the 
schol. writes dé5wxev). We could then read in the antistrophe, 
dovdov éoxov dérav, ‘in their joyance they gat for themselves 
chains and slavery.’ For écyov, ‘gat them,’ cp. Pind. WN. x. 
24, OUNa mais Wa vkdoas dls toxev ... evpdpwv AdPav Tivwr, 
and the commentary thereon. I own I do not understand 
dddtov €cxov atav, Which cannot mean ‘they grasped the steed 
that betrayed them,’ and is very feebly expressed if it merely 
signifies ‘ they were betrayed.’ However we take the passage, 
imvw means ‘to sleep,’ in the sense of ‘to such as slept.’ 
for, as the context shows, many watched. 

551. éperrépav, Ar. Lys. 1262 calls her dyporépa ...”Aprapu 
ONOOKTOVE ... TapoevE oid ... Kare. 

554. kdpav, sc. “Apreuiv, which word indeed the mss. supply, 
but the metre shows it to be a gloss. 

557. Bpépy, ‘the sweet infants clung with scared hands 
to their mothers’ skirts.’ Cp. 745, 1090. For the sing. uarpi, 
cp. cua & és HBnv HrOev réxvwv, Med. 1008; éxivovy Oiipcor, 
Bacch. 724, where see note. 

560. Asxov. Here Aédxouv is ‘the place of ambush,’ the 
horse ; épya is in apposition to the foregoing clause, ‘‘ quae 
quidem omnia Minervae consilio facta sunt.” 

564. Kapdtopos. This extremely bold expression can by 
no means be rendered literally in English. The meaning is 
‘the young men butchered, alone and defenceless, added 
laurels te the crown of Hellas, nursing mother of brave boys.’ 
The adj. kapdrouos refers in sense rather to veavidy than to 
épnuia. Cp. 533. The mss. give vearléwy, but this must be 
wrong. The young women would be carried away as captives ; 
the young men who were butchered would be such as were 
surprised alone, and so could not offer any successful resist- 
ance. 

570. eiperia pacrév. This again is a very bold expression. 
It has been explained absurdly in many ways. Musgrave 
holds that as Andr. is said rop@yever@ar, which is an allusion 
to a ship, so Ast. is said to follow behind like a boat towed 
after a ship, impelled mammarum desiderio, Others, supposing 
Ast. to be in the carriage with Andr., render, ‘close to his 
mother’s breasts, shaken with the motion of the carriage.’ 
Tt need hardly be said that Kur. would not have written any- 
thing so absurd as this; and against Musgrave’s explanation, 
among other considerations, it may be urged that Ast. was 
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certainly not a suckling at this period. I fancy that in this 
bold expression there must be a reminiscence of the use of 
épeocev in the sense of the ‘measured rhythmical planctus or 
beating of the breast,’ by which Greek women expressed their 
grief; cp. yéwy ... épéocere ... xepoiv mitudov, Aesch. Theb. 855 ; 
épeco’ epecce kal orévage, Pers. 1046. So here mapa elpecia 
smactey must (by a very bold use of language) mean zapa 
untpt wacrods épeccotcn, ‘beside his mother, who is beating 
her breasts’ as the car advances. mapa elpecia wactev = rapa 
pntpl uacrovs épeccotcn is not more bold than xaparomos épnuia 
veaviay = veaviat kapdrouo ev épnuta. Matth. understands 
elpecia wactev to mean ‘her heaving breasts’; but this is as 
daring an expression as is implied in my explanation, and is 
not in accordance with the almost technical usage of épécoew = 
plangere. Cp. dtepéooce of wild impassioned waving of torches, 
1258. We might, however, take mapa as an adverb, and 
understand eipesia paocréy to mean ‘borne on the breast.’ 
The Greek poets are fond of figures taken from rowing, as in 
mrepvywy epermotow, Ag. 52; and (a still closer parallel) a poet 
quoted by Athenaeus, xv. 6994, has elpeciy yNwoons amo- 
méeuwouev els ueyav aivoy: so here elpecia uacrav might mean 
literally, ‘by the oarage, conveyance, of her breast,’ z.e. ‘ borne 
on his mother’s breast.” But the chief objection to this view 
seems to be that Ast. is not described as a child of such 
very tender age throughout the play. Verse 1171 clearly 
shows that Ast. was not an infant; for how could he observe 
and perceive the royal attributes of his father’s state? (This 
difficulty, however, would be avoided by accepting Prof. 
Crossley’s view of 1171, that the otx« is drawn back, and 
qualifies yvolvs and idav as well as ola@a: see note on 1171.) 
But érera: seems a strange word to describe an infant borne 
on his mother’s breast. The version of L. and S., ‘clasped 
close to her throbbing breasts,’ is hardly to be found in the 
Greek words. Mr. E. G. Butler of Ennis College takes émera 
as meaning ‘ keeps time with,’ ‘follows the motions of,’ a sense 
somewhat supported by éomduevos Sovpi, M. 395. Ast. might 
be borne on her throbbing breasts, though not a suckling, 
and with them he would rise and fall. Mr. Stanley would 
read mapa 6 eipeciats adotév. He conceives that Andr. is 
brought on the stage in an éxxdxAnua, like Euripides in The 
Acharnians. The men pushing it along are compared to rowers. 
The young Ast. walks beside them. For the plur. of eipecia 
he compares Orph. Arg. 374, 1039; and for the concrete 
meaning and defining genitive, Soph. Phi/. 936, Aesch. Pers. 
914. He notices that there is no allusion to horses or mules 
yoked to the car, as there is in the Hlectra when Clytae- 
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mnestra comes on the stage. Dr. Joseph Heinsch (Comment. 
Hurip. Specimen, Glatz. 1886) conjectures rap’ ameipéova kNalwv 
érerat, comparing Soph. Aj. 927, dmeipeciwy révwy, and Q. 
Smyrn. dzeipéorov xexdpovro. He also suggests mapa 8 amré- 
Mevos paoTay, comparing Ww dé yovdtwr, Hec. 245; adWar unrpos, 
439 ; roday epyrrounr, dvacba, Chr. Pat. 2104, 2453; ypwros 
GWacba, ibid. 464; modév éepamroua, ibid. 773, all of which 
references have their weight, as the Troades is one of the 
plays of which the cento is composed. If I ventured to 
ascribe to Eur. epic diction at all, I would borrow from it 
more largely, and read rap & dzepetiouw adactay Ererat, ‘beside 
her follows sore distraught,’ thus avoiding the asyndeton and 
adhering closely tothe mss. For d\aorGv, ep. Leaf on M. 163, 
not L. and S., who give a meaning incompatible with the 
usage of the word and with its presumed etymology. 

572. vato.st. So varov is applied to any flat surface, the 
sea, the land, a rock, an altar, and (with a metaphorical allu- 
sion to a horse) it is used of a tree in Bacch. 1074. 

576. dard, sc. NeAnopévors amd Tpolas. 

577-601. This beautiful antiphony may be compared with 
the solemn litanies of the Persae. 

578. éyov, ‘Why keenest thou this coronach; *tis mine.’ 
Andr. says that her case is so piteous that duo belongs to her 
as of right ; révd’ ddyéwy is the gen. after an interjection, as in 
ot “yw Pavdrov Tov cod pedéa, Iph. A. 1287; olor Tay euay éyw 
kaxav, Phoen. 384; ged tod dvdpés, ‘ah, what a man,’ Xen. 
Cyr. iii. 1. 39. I have preserved éuédv and révé of the mss. 
against Hermann’s éuév and 76d’, which Dind. accepts. 

583. ehav 7 evy. ralSwv = €uol 7’ etyevets matdes, the abstract 
noun being used for the concrete. 

584. éuas agrees with wé)eos in next verse but one. 

585. Aaptrpd, ‘too evident is the ruin.’ 

588 a. tp’, ‘thou that wert mutilated by the Achaeans,’ 
i.e. Hector. Such would be the natural meaning of dua. 
But it is perhaps better to take the word in the sense of 
hin, ‘scourge of the Achaeans.’ Cp. pernicies in ‘‘ pernicies 
= tempestas barathrumque macelli,” Hor. Hp, i. 15. 31. 

3 £588 b. Kolpioat, ‘take me to Hades to sleep,’ constructio 
praegnans. See on 445. 

589. md@or, ‘deep are these yearnings of us who have to 
dree this weird.’ 

li 
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“Sore are our yearnings, sharp anguish is come on us, 
O sorrow-stricken : 

Ruined our city is; cloud over cloud do our miseries 
thicken, 

Sent by the hate of the Gods, since thy son was from 
Hades delivered, 

He for whose bridal accurst were the bulwarks of [lium 
shivered. 

Pallas the Goddess is left amid corpses blood-boultered 
that crowd her, 

Spoil for the vultures, and Troy ’neath the yoke-band of 
thraldom hath bowed her.” —W. 

592. 6 8 wds yovos. Andr. has not heard of the death of 
Paris by the arrow of Philoctetes (Soph. PAzl. 1425). Paris 
had already been slain ; see v. 952. 

595. Hvvce. See on 232. 

597. éhoxevOnv, ‘where I was in travail,’ lit. ‘was delivered’; 
ep. Bacch. 3. 

598. épnudmodts. This is Seidler’s emendation for épypos 
modus: exactly similar is Porson’s werwrocwodpivwy for weTwrwv 
swoppovwy (which violates the pause) in Aesch. Suppl. 194. 

603. aSaxput’, used as an adv., ‘ without tears,’ ‘yea, even 
the dead remembereth with wet eyes’; cp. Byron, ‘‘ And 
thou who tell’st me to forget, Thy looks are wan, thine eyes 
are wet.” 

604. 780, ‘what a sweet thing tears are,’ a very common 
idiom. 

605. potoa. See 120, ‘‘the chant with sorrow fraught.” —W. 

609. +d pnSév. See on 412; for the aor. expressing what is 
wont to happen, see Madv. Syn. § iii, Rem. a; Goodwin, 
§ 30, 1. 

612. Savev, ‘strange,’ ‘mighty,’ not ‘terrible,’ so dewév 76 
Tixrew, ‘strange is the power of motherhood.’ 

614. Gddos tis, Ajax alter ; see 70. ‘Such a one as Ajax,’ 
z.e. ‘a ravisher.’ The plural is more usual when a proper 
name is used to denote the type or class to which the indi- 
vidual belonged: op. Xpuayidwy pethvypa, Ag. 1439; Aapaywr 
amad\ayeis, Ar. Ach. 270; but for the sing. cp. Aesch. Prom. 
86, airov yap ce det IIpounbéws. 

615. xéitepa, ‘you are hapless even in your other daughter,’ 
Polyxena, lit. ‘on the other side,’ two only being contem- 
plated, Polyxena and Cassandra. Hec. replies, ‘ Ay, hapless 
beyond measure and beyond count.’ The construction is, 
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voo® ye Tatra ay éari po ore pw. ore ap. Observe érepos 
sometimes =d\)os: of this a good example is in Hec. 361, rov 
"Exropés Te xaTEpwv ToANGY Kdow. See also 362. 

621. cadés, ‘here is plainly told the riddle which Tal. but 
now obscurely shadowed forth’; adda often refers to the 
quite recent past in the Attic writers, just as procul in Latin 
comedy means ‘hard by.’ 

622. vw airy. Kirch. reads vw adrjv, a common pleonasm 
in the tragics. 

623. dmrekoWapnv, ‘I smote my breast for the dead.’ 
624. mporodaypatwv, ‘how heinous was the sacrifice of thee.’ 

For gen., see on 578. 
627. {aons, ‘she was more blessed in her death than I who 

live’; Bdérev is, as often, quite synonymous with ¢jv. 

629. @ tekotoa, ‘O mother’ (of the sacrificed Polyxena). 
Musgr. reads od rexofca, ‘O mother, that barest me not,’ i.e. 
mother-in-law ; so Jon 1324, yaip’ & Pitn mor wArep ov Texodcd 
mep, but there the final words only explain that pijrep is used 
as a term of respect, as in 1182, 1228, below, and so I would 
understand ov rexovca if read here; I do not think Eur. would 
have expressed in those terms the relation of a mother in-law. 
Musgr. might have quoted in support of his conjecture, 
tixroucay ob Tixrovcav, Chr. Pat. 62. But the whole conception 
of a mother-in-law as a mother is foreign to Greek thought. 

633. adyet, the dead man ‘has not the pain of feeling his 
woes,’ There is no need to supply a second ovdév. See on 
172 above, i171 below. Mr. A. C. Pearson, finding an 
objection in the tense of qaAnudvos, proposed to read ray 
kakav & éBy wévos. But noOnuévos does not necessarily imply 
any more than alcfavduevos, and if it did we could under- 
stand, ‘having known what the ills of life are.’ 

635. aharar, ‘wanders away from,’ 7.e. ‘loses,’ ‘is bereft 
of,’ cp. evdporivas ddara, Pind. O. i. 94; but the addition of 
~uxnv makes the phrase a little difficult, ‘in thought he loses 
his happiness,’ i.e. ‘he reflects on his lost happiness,’ ‘he 
misses his former happiness,’ so Dante’s well-known ‘‘ nessun 
maggior dolore Che ricordarsi del tempo felice Nella miseria,” 
and Tennyson’s ‘‘ This is truth the poet sings, That a sorrow’s 
crown of sorrow is remembering happier things.” 

636. domep otk iSotca das. It was probably this passage 
which suggested to Seneca the reflections on a future life 
which he puts into the mouth of his chorus in his 7roades, 
*Quaeris quo iaceas post obitum loco | quo non nata iacent,” 
Tro. 410 ff. 
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638. éya 8é, ‘I aimed at high repute, and having gained 
much of it, yet I was balked of success,’ that is, all my plans 
were frustrated by this great calamity, which has made me a 
slave instead of living a pattern to wives. ris edd. depends 
on Tofevcaca. Paley shows that 7’x7 means ‘the hitting the 
mark,’ aptly comparing wy ’x Tvxns wpuscouévovs, ‘anchored 
not out of bow-shot,’ H. fF. 208. 

641. é€endxOovv, see 873, ‘whatsoever things have been 
devised that are of good repute for women, all these I attained 
unto in the house of Hector.’ So below, 873, é&eudx@noav = 
‘achieved (the recapture of) Helen.’ 

642. mpadtov péev, Dind. has bracketed 642-651 and 656-657. 
I formerly followed him, bracketing even 652-655. I now 
believe that Eur. wrote the whole passage, if he ever wrote a 
line. It is exactly in his vein, and the difficulties are just 
such as his style presents, but which an imitator would be 
afraid to introduce. The sentence is very confused. As &@a 
in 642 cannot mean ‘whereas’ (though edd. have carelessly 
assumed that it could), but must mean ‘ where,’ we must 
suppose that the writer of these lines was going to say, ‘In 
the first place I used to remain in the house, where a woman 
ought to remain, for not to stay at home ever carries in its 
train ill-repute, whether a woman’s fame be otherwise be- 
smirched or not’; but he subsequently modified the form of 
the sentence in such a way as to leave é@a without any ante- 
cedent ; a’rd rodro in 643 is TO wh &dov pévew, and rot'rov in 
645 is rod uh &wdov pévew: so too Hrs obx evdoy péver, 644 = 70 
un &dov wévew, according to a familiar idiom whereby the 
Attic writers, instead of saying dya0od é€orw avdpos pi adcKety, 
often write dya0od éorw dvdpos doris otk aducet. The passage 
may be analyzed, déuos being antecedent to év@a, thus: mparov 
bev tapeica mb00v Tovrov [i.e. Tod wh evdov wévery| Eutmvor ev 
Sbuors, évOa iris odk evdov péver, [Ta’ry] avr TobT’ EpéAKeTaAt KaKS 
axovev, ‘ First, I used to stay in the house, where whoso stays 
not [to her] this very thing [her gadding abroad] bringeth 
disrepute.’ The sentence in prose would have run thus, rp@rov 
bev tapeioa mb0ov Tod pi) evdov péverw Euuvov ev ddmos vba 
éxphv, émel atts ro wh evdov pévew édéAxerat kKax@s akoveuv 
yuvakl, Kav mpoon Woryos Kav uy. Cp. m. 294, adros yap epédxerau 
dvdpa oldnpos. The whole passage, 642-651, is found in Chr. 
Pat. ; the difficulty of construction is there avoided by reading 
oty ye for é@a. The omission of the article before kaxds 
dxovew is irregular (Goodwin, § 92-93, Madv. § 154). Cp. 
1056 below. 
646. kopwa, ‘the tinsel-talk of women.’—W. 
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647. eloehpotpnv. See L. and 8. under eicdpéw. 

648. olkofev, ‘having by nature a sound reason to guide me’; 
olkoGev, like domi, means, ‘having about me,’ ‘having a store of’; 
we find domi est in Cic.; and Cat. has (xxxi. 14) ‘‘ gaudete 
quidquid est domi cachinnorum,” ‘laugh all the laughs ye 
have’ (lit. ‘have about you,’ ‘keep stock of’). See 963. 

650. ape =a (‘in what matters’) éypiv pe vixay wbow : so viKay 
kai dikaca KGdcxa = ‘in both good cases and bad,’ Ar. Nub. 99 ; 
797 is the Attic form of 7dew, plup. of olda. 

655. av@evrév. This word always means ‘murderer’ in 
Eur. We have only the authority of Suidas and grammarians 
for a’@evris = deamor7s, which sense is more natural here. In 
Suppl. 442, where djjuos avdevrijs yOovds would also require the 
sense of dec7ror7s, Dind. accepts Markland’s conjecture, evOurTis. 
It would be easy to read ev@uvréy here, but the word may be 
explained as meaning: ‘murderess of my kin.’ Hector’s 
murderers were her murderers. Orestes calls Clytaemnestra 
his murderess because she slew his father. See 920, 921. 

659. projcopar, fut. mid. in semi-passive sense, ‘I shall 
get myself hated’; so in Jon 597, 611. 

663. Katvotot, ‘by means of a new marriage.’ 
664. Cp. Virg. G. iii. 517, ‘‘ maerentem abiungens fraterna 

morte iuvencum.”’ 

666. Kalro., ‘yet the brute-kind is dumb, unreasoning, 
lower than man.’ Observe the subject has the article, the 
predicates have not. 

677. KA€mropar, ‘and I am not beguiled by the phantasy 
that it will e’er be well with me—sweet were even such a 
phantasy.’ Cp. xpetcoov 5é 7d Soxeiv Kav adnelas arn, Or. 230; 
cp. also Sen. 7J'ro. 432, ‘‘ prosperis rebus locus | ereptus omnis, 
dira qua veniant habent ; | miserrimum est timere cum speres 
nihil.” 

681-700. I give Mr. Way’s rendering of this fine passage : 

“Though never yet I stepped aboard a ship, 
From pictures seen and hearsay know I this, 
That, if there lie a storm not passing great 
On mariners, for deliverance all bestir them: 
This standeth by the helm, that by the sail ; 
That baleth ship: but if the sea’s full flood 
In turmoil overwhelm them, cowed by fate 
To the waves’ driving they commit themselves. 
So I withal, though many a woe is mine, 
Am dumb, and I refrain my lips from speech, 
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For the gods’ misery-surge o’ermastereth me. 
But, dear my daughter, let be Hector’s fate, 
Seeing no tears of thine shall ransom him ; 
But honour him that is to-day thy lord, 
Tendering the sweet lure of thy winsomeness. 
If this thou do, thy friends shall share thy joy, 
And this my son’s son shalt thou rear to man, 
To Troy a mighty aid, that children born 
Of him hereafter may in days to come 
Build her, and yet again our city rise.” 

686. dvtdov, ‘keeping out the sea water’; this word in the 
tragic poets always means the inimicum imbrem, the sea 
water which makes its way into the ship through leaks and 
chinks ; cp. dvrXov otk €déEaro in Aesch. 7’heb. 796, and the 
well-known passage, adAiwevdy Tis ws eis dvthov ready, Hec. 1025, 
where dvr\ov does not mean the vessel’s hold, but the inimicum 
imbrem of the sea. For eipywy, cp. KAqOpov eipyérw oréyns, 
Frag. 364. 20. 

687. tToxy. Nauck reads ¢op¢g, with Chr. Pat. 628. 

695. Sédeap, ‘allurement’; zpd7rwy is the descriptive gen., 
see Madv. Syntax, § 54 b, Rems. 1 and 2. 

697. maida tévSe maidds. Astyanax, son of Hector, 

700. xaroutoceav. I have given Nauck’s correction of tv’ 
elmore | €x cod of the Mss.; Ald. reads tv’ of more | €x cod. A.C. 
Pearson conjectures peylorny wpédnow, elrore|éx cod. The opt. 
is attracted into the mood of éxOpéYecas dv. For this attraction 
of the opt., see on Bacch. 1255. 

709. pav ov, sc. 2doge, ‘is it that he is to have a different 
master from me?’ ov goes with rév aitrér. 

713. éryveo’, ‘I commend your reserve, unless your tidings 
are fair’; ai6@ is the ‘respect for her feelings,’ which seems 
to make his tale so hard to tell; but if his tidings be good, 
she does not commend his withholding them so long. 

716. \éywv: observe the change of tense in Aéfas, 718; ep. 
éudxOouv and xareédvOnv, 755 3 yauetand édovAevo’, 962; Baive and 
amodos, 1039. 

719. vukhoeve, ‘may such a vote be carried about his flesh 
and blood,’ an impers. use of the verb which is common 
enough, see L. and 8§., vxdw 3. 

722. evyevas, ‘let your grief be a noble grief, nor deein you 
are strong when you are helpless.’ 

725. Kparet; 2nd pers. sing. pass. 
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726. pets, ‘we are strong enough to contend with one 
woman.’ There is certainly an ironical bitterness about these 
words which does not harmonize with the tone of the rest of 
the speech. Hence Nauck proposes juiv re mas yuvatka pdp- 
vacOat piay | oldv Te. 

729. “Axatots, Nauck and Kirch. read ’Ayadv with V, 
comparing 638 above, and Bacch. 1100, tecay ... MevOéws. 

735. tisnets. For the construction mpds 76 onuawépevor, 
ep. 531, 852, and Bacch. 1307, épvos ... karOavevra. 

737. evyévera araderev, cp. Sen. Tro. 500, ‘‘ grave pondus 
illum magna nobilitas premit.” 

737-755. I append Mr. Way’s version : 

“* Thy father’s heroism ruineth thee, 
Which unto others was deliverance. 
Ill-timed thy father’s prowess was for thee ! 
O bridal mine and union evil-starred, 
Whereby I came, time was, to Hector’s hall, 
Not as to bear a babe for Greeks to slay, 
Nay, but a king for Asia’s fruitful land ! 
Child, dost thou weep ?—dost comprehend thy doom? 
Why with thine hands clutch, clinging to my robe, 
Like fledgling fleeing to nestle neath my wings? 
No Hector, glorious spear in grip, shall rise 
From earth, and bringing thee deliverance come, 
No kinsman of thy sire, no might of Phrygians ; 
But, falling from on high with horrible plunge, 
Unpitied shalt thou dash away thy breath. 
O tender nursling, sweet to mother, sweet ! 
O balmy breath !—in vain and all in vain 
This breast in swaddling-bands hath nurtured thee. 
Vainly I travailed and was spent with toils !” 

742. xdayeiov is ‘a vessel for holding blood,’ not ‘a victim,’ 
which is s¢@dyiov. Hence Nauck, od oddyov vidy: Kirch., ob 
ospdy.ov tv : but the verse labours under another defect, for 
Téfouat, not ré&w, is the Attic future of trikrw: moreover 
"Aoiddos with an adj. is strange in next verse; we have wacav 
"Aordéa in Jon 1355, but that is not so strong a case as here, 
for yjjv would easily be understood with macay ’Acidéa, just 
as in ’Aciddos kpovpara, Frag. 371, x@dpas must be supplied. 
These defects in diction, as well as the weakness of the 
two lines, seem to betray the hand of the interpolator. 

745. dvtéxe, cp. Sen. Tro. 802, ‘‘ quid meos retines sinus | 
Manusque matris? cassa praesidia occupas.” See note on 
1090. 
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749. ovyyéveva, ‘kin,’ used here collectively, but of a single 
kinsman in Or. 12383. 

753. Sia Kevfs, ‘in vain,’ see L. and §., Kevds 2. 

755. This verse occurs in Med. 1026. 

756. ovtor’ avOis, ‘for you will never embrace me more.’ 
Observe, it should be p07’ aféis, if the meaning were ‘now 
for the last time embrace nie.’ 

759. BapBapa, ‘un-Greek,’ as Mr. Way renders it. ‘The 
word could not, of course, mean ‘barbarous’ in the modern 
sense of ‘cruel,’ though it sometimes comes near it, ag in 
Hel. 501, avinp yap ovdels Ge BapBapos ppévas. 

779. orehavas, ‘the highest parapet,’ ‘battlement of the 
ramparts.’ In a different sense is cred. used in Hec. 910, 
amd orepavay Kéxapoar mipywy, ‘thou art shorn of thy coronal 
of towers,’ where mipywy is the descriptive gen., or gen. 
describing the material of which the coronal was composed. 

782. xnpukeverv, ‘such tragical announcements ought to 
be left to him who is pitiless, and more prone than is my 
spirit to heartlessness.’ ris nu. yywuns =éuod, as ‘‘ sententia 
Catonis” stands for ‘Cato’ in Hor. 

786. ovdepeba, ‘we are reft of thee,’ lit. ‘of thy life’; 
Eur. uses Yuxiv ’Opéorou as a periphrasis for ’“Opéorny. 

790. G&pxopev, ‘this is all I am mistress of’; Hec. says 
that she has nothing now in her power to give Ast., but 
rIyuaTa Kparos orépywy Te Kdrrous, she can but smite her head 
and beat her breast in mourning for him. For the former 
gesture of grief, cp. Cic. Brut. 278, ‘‘nulla perturbatio 
animi, nulla corporis, frons non percussa, non femur, pedis, 
quod minimum est, nulla supplosio.” 

791. ti yap odk txopev, ‘what evil are we spared, what 
woe do we want, to fulfil the sum of our utter ruin?’ ywpeiv 
dia dd€Ppov = dAXAvoOa, and must be distinguished from ywpety 
els dA€Opov. 

794. This very exquisite ode is quite Pindaric in the skiil 
with which the mythical glories of [lium are interwoven and 
connected with its fall. It is this extraordinary literary 
skill on the part of Pindar to which Mr. Matthew Arnold 
has paid a just tribute when he says, ‘‘ Pindar is literally 
saturated with the spirit of style.” I do not know of any 
ode in the tragic poets which illustrates better than this the 
matchless mastery of execution, which is the glory of Greek 
poetry, and the wonder and despair of all subsequent art. 
Tt will be needful to give a sketch of the mythological story, 
omitting all details unnecessary for the present purpose :— 
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Laomedonhad a daughter Hesione, and sons Priam, Tithonus, 
and Ganymede,* which latter were beloved of the gods. 
Tithonus became the consort of Aurora, and was at last (in 
that his old age was immortal) carried up in a celestial car to 
the presence of the gods. Ganymede was the cup-bearer of 
Zeus. Apollo and Poseidon, being under the wrath of Zeus, 
were made to be in bondage to Laomedon, in the which they 
built the walls of Troy ; but Laomedon cozened them of the 
covenanted reward, and Poseidon sent a sea monster to ravage 
the land, to appease the which Laomedon was constrained to 
sacrifice even his daughter Hesione, to be devoured by him. 
But Hercules, returning from the Amazons, and seeing Hesione 
exposed for death, covenanted to slay the monster and save 
the maiden, for the magic mares which Zeus had given to 
Laomedon in restitution for Ganymede. Yet Laomedon 
again forswore his oath, and would not give the mares, albeit 
Hercules slew the monster and rescued the maid. So Hercules 
invaded Troy and utterly destroyed it, and Telamon, king of 
Salamis, was with him, and helped him; to whom he gave 
Hesione as the meed of victory. 

The key-note of the ode is, that Ganymede and Tithonus 
availed not to avert ruin from Troy, notwithstanding their 
influence with the gods. Subjoined is a prose version of the 
ode, which needs a poetical garb to do it justice :— 

‘*King Telamon of bee-haunted Salamis, thou that madest 
thee a habitation in the sea-girt land, over against the sacred 
hill [the Athenian Acropolis] where Athené showed the first 
sprout of the dark-green olive—a crown and glory heaven- 
high to Athens fat with oil—of old to the sack of Troy, Troy 
our town, thou marchedst, fellow-captain with the son of 
Alemena, lord of the bow, when first he led forth the flower 
of Hellas, being wroth for the mares, and at Simois’ stream 
stopped his good ship, and made fast the cables from the 
poops, and took from his barks that which was the cunning 
of his hand, even death to Laomedon : and the walls chiselled 
according to the plumb-line of Phoebus with the red breath 
of fire he brought to nought, and laid waste the land ; yea, 
twice with two succeeding blows the spear of the foeman laid 
low the bulwarks round about Dardania. All for nought 
then, thou son of Laomedon, thou that walkest delicately 
with the golden goblets, thou bearest the wine that filleth 
the cup of Zeus—a high ministry—and thy mother-land 
is burning with fire. On the shores of the deep there is a 

* Ganymede is sometimes made the son of Tros, Ilus, or Assaracus, 
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voice and lamentation, women shrieking, as the bird for her 
brood, shrieking for their mates and their children and their 
mothers ; foredone are the pools where thou wast wont to 
bathe, and the courses wherein thou didst exercise thee ; yet 
is thy young face beautiful in the calm of its loveliness beside 
the throne of Zeus; and the land of Priam hath the Grecian 
spear brought to ruin. 

“‘ Love, Love, that didst come into the abodes of Dardanus, 
touching the hearts of the heavenly ones, how mightily didst 
thou exalt Troy, when thou didst ally her with the gods—no 
blame shall I speak of Zeus, but the light of white-winged 
Aurora balefully, balefully looked on the downfall of the land, 
and its high places, albeit she had in her bowers from this 
land a lord the father of her brood, whom the celestial car of 
gold rapt on high, to be a great hope to his fatherland—but 
brought to nought are all the ties that bound the gods to 
Troy.” 

796. émukexAusevas, cp. Alun Kexhiuévos Kyngucidr, E. 709. 

800. Avrapaior, not ‘fertile,’ for Thuc. expressly tells us 
that Athens was \ezréyews, but ‘rich in olive oil’; hence 
Aristophanes says that those who give Athens this traditional 
epithet praise her in terms more fitting for sardines a U’hiule, 
apivwr tiny mepidyas, Ach. 639. 

810. toyace. See L. and S., cxdfw, II. 3. 

811. eboroyiav = ‘his well-aimed shafts,’ abstract for con- 
crete, as evyévea, 583. Nauck escapes the difficulty, or rather 
mitigates the boldness of the expression, by reading éfeiXev idv. 

812. kavovev, see 6 above. 

814. mltudos, any regular, recurring sounds, as (1) of oars 
(hence vews mirvdos, ‘a bark with its plashing oars,’ 1123); 
(2) the plash of falling tears, or of wine into the cup; (3) of 
rhythmically recurring blows, ‘thuds,’ whether (a) of mourners 
beating the breast (1236) or (b) of pugilists boxing, whence 
the metaphor here ; (4) of recurring attacks, as of madness, 
terror, etc. 

815. AapSavias, gen. governed by zrepi. 

816. év oivoxdats, small vessels for ladling the wine from 
the xparhp into the cups; év=‘ with’; ep. & kAddos, Bacch. 
110 and note. 

824. mApwpa, not = 7Ajpwors, ‘task of filling,’ a usage 
which it would be hard to defend, and which certainly is not 
paralleled in Soph. Trach. 1213; tAjpwua kur. is naturally 
‘that which fills the cups,’ and so the word is used in Jon 
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1051, 1412, Cycl. 209. xaddicrav darpeday is accus. in appo- 
sition to the sentence. 

825. a: the ellipse of ya might be urged in confirmation 
of the soundness of my conjecture on Bacch. 406, Hdqdov @& 
dy @ éxarborouo for ay éxaréctowo. which defies explanation. 
The weak point of my reading was, of course, the ellipse of 
yay, which I could defend by adducing this parallel passage. 
However, I now adopt Dr. Verrall’s view, which does not 
entail the ellipse of yd, but of vaoos, which occurs among 
the preceding words. 

829. tmép: observe the hyperbaton of the preposition; Bodcr 
must be supplied in the principal sentence from fog in the 
dependent. 

831. evvatopas. This is the reading of the mss., but it can 
be reconciled with the antistrophe only by iterating édodv, a 
course which I have adopted, following the suggestion of 
Bothe. The usual reading is edvds, but that makes — — in 
strophe =~ ~ ~ in antistrophe, and, moreover, etvds applied 
to persons=‘husbands,’ would be hard to defend. Herm. 
suggested dopas, which exactly suits the antistrophe, without 
even postulating the resolution of long syllables which is 
required by the reading in the text. Hermann’s reading is 
accepted by Dind., but the word, tempting as it is, has no 
authority. We have in Suidas, dopes* ai yuvatxes, on which 
the note of Kust. is ‘‘imo dapes* vid. Schol. Hom. ad. Il. &. 
327.” Hesych. has dopes* yuvatkes Néyovrat kal Tplodes, and in 
Etym. Magn. we find dwpo. ai yuvatkes’ yiverac Sapor’ Kara 
peTaTAacuov bapes, Kal KaTa vmépOecw Kal éxracw dwpes. 
Hesych. also has éapas* yduous' of dé yuvaikas. But how 
could such a word be corrupted into ev’vdropas? The word 
used in 1309 below, is dkoiras. Besides, the word here must 
mean ‘husbands’ not ‘wives,’ and for this there is no 
authority. 

836. xdaptot, this might also mean ‘through delight in your 
office’; cp. @vorrpa, tapbévwy xdpiras, 1109 below ; in favour 
of my rendering is Bacch. 236, dccos xdpitas ’Appodirns éxwv. 

842. pédov, lit. ‘being a cure to’; Way renders ‘ Thrilling 
the hearts of abiders in heavens.’ But see Hel. 197, Andr. 
850, where wé\evv means little more than ‘to be familiar with’ 
or ‘known to.’ 

844, émipywoas. This word is metaphorical, as in 508; 
there is no allusion to the building of the walls of Troy. 

846. évados. The meaning is: I will not dwell on the 
fact that Ganymede failed to procure the interposition of 
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Zeus, for this might seem to be an aspersion on Zeus; but I 
will tell how Tithonus could not influence Aurora to help the 
city. 

850. édodv. It is more poetical, and more in accordance 
with the usage of the word, to connect ddodv with déyyos rather 
than with 8reApov. I fancy, moreover, that Sen. had this 
passage in his mind when he wrote, ‘‘Memnon cuius ob 
luctum parens | pallente maestum protulit voltu diem.” 
Tro. 248. 

852. txovea, construction mpds 76 cnuawduevoy, Inasmuch as 
"Hyépas péyyos is merely a paraphrase for ‘Huépa. See on 735. 

856. aotépwv, ‘a starry car’; this is perhaps the gen. of 
material, like dorpwy evppdvn, Soph. Hl. 19, ‘a starry night’ ; 
xLdvos mrépuyt, ‘a snowy wing,’ Ant. 114; cHua orodoi, 
758; tpavpara atparos, Phoen. 1616. Or should we rather 
take dorépwy as gen. of source, origin, ‘a car sent from the 
starry skies’? 

859. o{Arpa=‘influences towards producing affection.’ I 
think the correlative word picn@por, ‘an influence for producing 
hatred,’ should be introduced in Frag. 495, the whole point 
of the passage being that the female sex are a great instru- 
ment for disseminating hatred against themselves, the false 
bringing censure on the true, until men have no faith in 
their wives; p.onPév is the reading of the mss. The Frag. 
runs as follows: 

adytorov éart O7Av planOpov yévos* 
ai yap cpadeioa Tatow ovk éecpaduévats 
aioxos yuvarél Kal Kexolvwrrar Woyov 
Tats ov Kaxatow ai Kaxat’ Ta 6 els ydmous 
ovdev dokovow vyles avdpdow pore. 

863. kal otpart. “Ax., sc. ov éuol éudxOnoe, ‘I am he who 
underwent so much, and with me (toiled) the Achaean host.’ 
Cp. 868, which is just the same, the participle agreeing with 
the nearest subst. 

864. Scov SoKotct pe, ‘not so much as men deem by reason 
of my wife, but rather to meet the man who, false to his host, 
filched away my spouse.’ Perhaps another covert criticism 
on Aesch. Ag. 400 ff. dcov is accusative of measure. 

869. Adkawav. He cannot bear to utter the name Helen, 
a very Euripidean touch of nature ; 891 ff. are also very char- 
acteristic. 

873. eepoxOnoav. See 641. 
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874. xravetv. When the infin. expresses a purpose it is 
generally active or middle, even when the passive would seem 
more natural, as here. (Goodwin, § 97.) 

876. éacat pdpov, ‘to give up (the design of) slaying her in 
Troy.’ 

879. trowads, accus. in apposition to foregoing clause, ‘as a 
retribution for those whose friends fell in Troy.’ 

884. dxynpa. This is the nom. ; Zeus is called, ‘thou stay 
of the earth, and thou that restest on it.’ The doctrine that 
the supreme godhead was the Air (which supports the earth 
and rests on it) is distinctly recognized in Frag. 869, 935 
(Nauck), the latter passage being referred to by Cic. N. D. 
ii. 65. In N. D. i. 29, Cic. ascribes this doctrine to Diogenes 
of Apollonia ; the following words of his (Frag. 6, Mullach) at 
all events imply this view, kai poe doxée +O Ti vonow exov elvac 
0 anp, Kal Ud TovTOU madvTa Kal KUBepyderOa, Kal TavTwWY KpaTée, 
kal ov éoriv ovde év 6 TL wi peTéxor ToUTO¥. So Democritus 
(Frag. 5, Mullach) says, ovx dmecxdtws Tav oylwv avOpdmrwv 
dAtyous by viv népa kadéouev Ala pvbéecAar Kal mavra otros olde 
Kai 6.600 Kai dmapéera. This hypothesis, that the earth is 
supported by the air, is ascribed by Plut. (Mor. 896 &) 
to Anaximenes, and by Aristotle (De Caelo, 2. 13) to 
Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, and Democritus; the very phrase 
THs yqs &xnua is applied by Hippocrates to the air. After 
apparently identifying Zeus with Air, Eur. puts aside the 
question whether the law of his action is to be found in 
Necessity or in the Anaxagorean Nojs, but ends by finally 
expressing his adoration for a mysterious Principle of good 
which carries on the moral government of the world. Eur. 
appears to make an opportunity here for himself to give 
utterance to his religious views, for it is hard to see how 
this sudden and subtle apostrophe befits dramatically the 
circumstances of the Trojan queen. Indeed the subject is at 
once dismissed after a passing exclamation from Menelaus. 
But it is quite in the manner of Eur., who aimed at elevating 
the popular views on religious dogma, and purging the latter 
of its frivolities and deformities. The fine phrase, dv’ ayépou 
Baivwy xedevOov, reminds one of Cowper’s hymn, ‘‘God moves 
in a mysterious way, His wonders to perform.” For vois as 
a god, ep. Cic. NV. D.i. 11, ‘‘ Ergo animus, ut ego dico, divinus 
est, ut Eur. audet dicere, Deus.” 

889. ri 8 tori; ‘What? How strange are these adjura- 
tions!’ So must we render with the above punctuation, 
which is usually adopted. Perhaps, however, a_ better 
punctuation is, ri & éorw evyas ws éxalvicas OeGy ; ‘ what mean 

G 
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these new-fangled adjurations ?’ lit. ‘what is the reason that 
(as = quod) you have so revolutionized the (the customary) 
appeals to the gods ?’ 

892. atpet, an allusion to the name'E)évy, as Aesch. Ag. 
761, €A€vaus €Xavdpos éNéwrods, and the (prob. spurious) pas- 
sage, Hec. 442, ‘EAévyy Wom, ded Kady yap dupdrwv | aloxucra 
Tpolay éide. 

899. rlves: the ellipse of the 3rd pers. plur. of the subst. 
verb is rare, especially in a dependent question. 

901. #AGes, ‘ you (that is, your case) did not come to any 
formal discussion ; the host unanimously gave your life to me 
whom you wronged.’ Most edd. give #\Gev, the reading of 
the schol., but #\@es of the mss. is really more idiomatic ; 
cp. 218, and note there. A somewhat similar usage is illus- 
trated in note on 930. 

904. Oavotpeba. For the plur. immediately following the 
sing. applied to the same person, see above 474. 

906. T0d8’, sc. Tod Adyou Tuer, ‘lest she die without a hearing.’ Y x it 

910. «revet, not interficiet but intersiciendam probabit, * will 
justify her death and ensure it.’ dove uw. d. ‘so as not to leave 
a loop-hole for her escape.’ 

911. cxodfs, ‘this concession will require time,’ lit. ‘this 
concession, it is the part of leisure (to make),’ i.e. should be 
made only by one who is not pressed for time. 

916. éya 8’. ‘ Yet (taking up) those charges which I deem 
you would bring against me if you did begin an argument 
with me, I will reply to your pleas, setting against each other 
your charges against me and mine against you’ (7.e. against 
Hecuba, Priam, and Aphrodite to whom you will appeal); 
do” oluat kar. is ‘as regards the charges which I think you 
will make’; 4 is not relative to rots goto. as an antecedent. 
We must supply rots euots after ra od. For a similar and 
equally natural ellipse, cp. note on 285. 

919. dpxds, plur. though referring to Paris only; ep. dpzacs, 
the sword of Perseus, Jon 192; gipeot, sword of Ajax, Soph. 
Aj. 231. So also ‘Imménuros ... Tirbéws ravdevpara, Hipp. 11; 
‘Eran ... rapw mpoopdyuara, Hec. 265; and yduoe passim. 

922. 8adod. Hec., when pregnant with Paris, dreamed 
that she brought forth a lighted torch which burned the 
city ; hence she was warned to expose the child she hore, 
and Priam gave him to a servant to expose on Mount Ida ; 
but the child escaped, and lived to fulfil the weird and 
bring about the burning of the town. 
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925. 86o1s, ‘ what she offered,’ ‘ promised to him’; so edidov 
= ‘ offered.’ 

926. ekavioravar = dvdcrarov rovetv, ‘to destroy.’ 
928. kplvevev = mpoxplvecer, ‘ prefer,’ see L. and S. kpivw, II. 7. 

929. exraydoupévn. Here €xmayhéouar means ‘to express 
admiration,’ generally ‘ to fee/ admiration.’ 

930. drepSpdpmor, ‘should (be pronounced to) surpass,’ so od 
& ficda... dvak, ‘you (he used to say) are to be king,’ H. FP’. 467; 
mdourets €v ov mAovTovct, ‘you talk of your riches and his 
poverty,’ And. 212. So Cic. Att. ix. 2B, ‘‘Hripiebat Hispanias : 
tenebat Asiam ... persequebatur,” ‘he talked of wresting the 
Spains from Pompeius, occupying Asia, pursuing him into 
Greece.’ 

931. rov évOev, ‘the rest of the argument.’ I have corrected 
the reading of all the edd., rdv é@&6’, which would intro- 
duce a very unpleasant asyndeton; &0ev is here, as often, a 
demonstrative adverb of time. 

932. ydpou, plural in same sense as singular ; see 919 ; -yapor 
is here used of her illicit union with Paris ; so in Ilavos 
dvaBog yduous, Hel. 190, the word is applied to ‘rape,’ 
‘violence.’ 

934. ovr’ és Bdpv. The meaning is, ‘neither have you on 
the one hand, being brave enough to fight, been worsted in 
battle ; nor on the other hand have you tamely submitted, 
and acquiesced in subjugation without a struggle; no, you 
faced the barbarians and conquered them.’ Literally, ‘you 
are not subjected to the barbarians, either through facing 
them in battle (and failing therein) or by (accepting) their 
rule (without a struggle).’ Cp. Andr. 680, Iph. Aul. 1400. 

935. & 8 nit., ‘what was goodhap to Hellas was ruin to me, 
and I am taunted when I deserve only to be praised.’ For 
the accusative, see Madv. Syn. § 27 a. 

936. mpabetoa, ‘betrayed,’ ‘undone,’ lit. ‘sold,’ see L. and 
S. wurpdckw, II. 

937. & dv=€x rovrwv €& dv, ‘by those at whose hands I 
ought to have received a crown for my head.’ 

938. aira trav trooty, ‘you will say I am evading the very 
point at issue,’ my clandestine flight from your house. 

941. dddorwp. Paris is called ‘the evil genius’ of Hecuba. 
Nauck reads 6 rijcde \norhp, and in 942, elt’ addoropa for ere 
kai IIdpu. 

944. Kpyctav. Paris took advantage of the absence of 
Men, in Crete. 
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946. hpovarac’ ék Sépav, Nauck ; dpovoica (or ppovotcd y’), 
MSS. ; Ppovotc’ éx dwudrwr, Dind. 

948. tiv Gedy. Aphrodite. Paley would omit rj, but see 
H, F. 1129, riv Oedv édoas, where the metre demands the 
article. 

951. evOev &. eer is here a relative adverb of place = ddev, 
unde ; ‘but (to advert to a point) from whence you might 
draw a specious argument against me.’ The point is that 
when Paris died she should have returned to the Greeks, for 
then she could plead no union brought about by divine 
agency (feorévnra), as was her union with Paris brought 
about by Aphrodite; her subsequent union with Deiphobus 
was not Oeordynros. She pleads in her defence violence and 
constraint on the part of Deiphobus. 

958. capa kXérroveav, ‘trying to escape by stealth.’ The 
pres. part. is also used as an imperf. part.; she would have 
sald, c@u’ &xerrov, ‘I tried to escape,’ and the part. means 
the same thing; see Goodwin, § 16. 2, olda 6é kdxeivw swopo- 
vouvte, éote ouvnornv, ‘I know that these were,’ ete., Xen. 
Mem. i. 2. 18. 

961. éviltkws. This passage can hardly be sound. Eur. 
would not have written évdixws ... dukalws. It has been 
attempted to explain évéikws as referring to the abstract 
justice of Helen’s death, while dicatws refers especially to the 
question whether Men. was the fit agent to inflict it; but no 
such distinction can be made out. The best conjecture 
hitherto put forward is that of Seidler and Hermann, 6dixacos 
for dikaiws, ‘how then, justified as I am, could I justly be 
slain by thee, my husband ?’ dixavos, fem., is common enough 
in Kur. But none of the conjectures are even probable. I 
have obelized the passage. But I am strongly disposed to 
believe that Kur. wrote as follows : 

mas otv &r av OvncKkow’ av évdixws, méot, 
mpos cov; dikatots Av 6 méev Bia yapmel. 

dixavois is the ind. pres. 2nd pers. of dicarcdw, and the meaning 
is, ‘dost thoa punish her whom,’ etc., or ‘thou punishest her 
whom,’ etc.; for this use of diKadw, cp. el tia muvOdvoiro 
UBptfovra Tovrov ... Kar’ déinv éxdorov ddiknuaros édukalev, Hdt. 
i. 100. It may be added that Chr. Pat. 2594 has the word 
dtxacodoa. Mr. A. C. Pearson would read, OvjcKoww’ evarcinws, 
1éot,| mpos cod dixkalws 6’, comparing for évaiciuws Alc. 1077. 

963. ta 8 olkobev Ketv’. These words are usually explained 
as meaning ‘that natural gift,’ viz. ‘beauty,’ olxofev in 645 
above being compared ; but this makes it very hard to give a. 
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good sense to édoevo’, of which ra olkofev is supposed to be 
the subject. It seems to me much better to take édovXevo’ 
for édovAevoa, and explain, ‘and as regards my domestic life 
in his (Deiphobus’) house, I was in bitter servitude instead of 
being the prize of victory.’ We are told by a schol. on 
Homer, that on the death of Paris, Ipiauos tov “EXévyns ydmov 
érabdov €Onke TO apiorevocavTt KaTa THhv paxnv’ AnigpoBos dé 
yevvaiws dywricduevos eynuev aitnv: Helen therefore was 
actually ‘the prize of victory’ (vxyr7jpia), but instead of 
being treated as such she was forced to live a life of con- 
straint and slavery. It would seem impossible that Eur. 
would make Helen say, ‘My natural gifts (7.e. beauty) lived 
in slavery instead of (gaining) the prize of victory’; what 
prize of victory? Moreover, a passage of Seneca, 7’ro. 920, 
written apparently with reminiscence of the passage now 
under consideration, seems to me to show that édovXevo’ is 
Ist pers. Helen, in comparing her sufferings with those of 
the Greeks, says: ‘‘ Durum et invisum et grave est | Servitia 
ferre ; patior hoc olim iugum | Annis decem captiva.”’ Busche 
conjectures xaiv’ for kev’, ‘I suffered a new slavery.’ 

965. Td xpytev. xpnfew would have been more natural ; 
but we find the article with the infin. even in much stronger 
cases than this, e.g. waxpds 76 Kpivar ... xpovos, Soph. L/. 1030 ; 
TO... Opav ... dunxavos, Ant. 79; xapdias & é&icraua 7d Spay, 
1105; so Trach. 1115,. Thue. ii. 538, Eur. Frag. 901. 6. 

967. me8o, ‘showing the rottenness of her specious plea. 

973. darnpmoda, ‘was ready to barter away’ (as a bribe to 
Paris te adjudge her the victory). The imperfect, as Mr. 
Stanley remarks, refers to what the agent was ready to do, 
as €6idou, ‘he offered to give,’ Aesch. 3. 83. See Madv. Greek 
Syntax, $113, Rem. 1; and Goodwin, M. and 7. §11, note 2. 
A very good example is Ar. Nub. 63, mpocerifer, ‘she wanted 
to add.’ The meaning is, ‘ Heré and Pallas would never have 
sacrificed Greece, and with it their favourite cities, for 
victory in a trial which was merely a freak and a whim 
(trardcator Kal xd167).’ 

980. e&nthoato, ‘asked as a boon from her sire,’ not gained 
as a boon; éfaretoar can mean ‘to gaiz as a boon’ when 
followed by accus. with infin., as in Hec. 49; but with accus. 
rei it means either (1) ‘ to crave a boon,’ as here, Heracl. 476 
etc., or (2) ‘to avert by begging,’ deprecari, as in ra mpbabev 
opdduar’ é&., And. 54, 

981. papabets troler=p7 auabe?s role, ‘do not assume them 
to be irrational’; see L. and §., movéw, A. vi. Cp. faciamus, 
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‘assume,’ ‘make out,’ in Cic. duabia sometimes means 
‘brutishness,’ as in And. 170, but does not mean ‘ lewdness,’ 
like pwpia, dppocivy. 

982. 7 ov melons, take care ‘Jest you fail to convince the 
judicious’; ov was inserted by Seidler, and is to be taken 
closely with zeicys : some word like dpa is to be understood ; 
cp. dOper, uh To0To 7 7 ayabdr, Plat. Gorg. 495 B; pi ov Oeperov 
7, Plat. Phaed. 67 8B, where the antecedent verb is omitted, 
as here. - 

984. Mevédew, gen. 

985. &v, often found twice in a verse; three times below. 
1244, 

986. airats “Ap., ‘Amyclae and all’; Amyclae, a city of 
Laconia, was the kingdom of Tyndarus, the father of Helen, 
and therefore the dwelling-place of Helen in her maidenhood. 
The idea of the power of the goddess to transport Helen with 
the whole town in which she <lwelt to Ilium, was probably 
suggested by the boast of Zeus, 9. 20 ff., as Paley suggests. 

988. émounOy, ‘transformed itself into,’ ‘constituted itself 
a goddess of desire.’ Helen had pleaded that Aphrodite 
had come with Paris to Sparta, and that it was in vain to try 
to resist the goddess who inspired her with passion; Hee. 
replies, ‘she never came or inspired you; it was your own 
passions which you allowed to exercise on you the influence of 
Aphrodite: all lewd desires do in us the work of Aphrodite’ 
The verb é7ro.78y might also be explained, ‘was assumed to 
be,’ as role, 981. Matth. renders ‘‘fecit id quod tu Veneri 
tribuis, locum Veneris apud te tenuit,” thus halting between 
the two explanations which I have offered. 

990. &pxe, ‘and rightly the name of the goddess Aphrodite 
has in it the beginning of the word d¢po-ctvy.’ The fact that 
the first two syllables of d@po-ctvn, ‘lewdness,’ are found in 
"Agpo-dirn is made the theme of an etymologizing passage 
which reminds us of Bacch. 286 ff. It will be seen at once 
that ddpo- (agppds, ‘ foam’) in ’A@podiry has no affinity whatever 
with agppo- (dppwv, ‘lewd’) in adpoo’vyn. On the etymologizing 
vein in Kur. see Bacch. p. xxxviii. To this verse is prefixed 
in Cod. Havn. the word wpatov. This is the word which the 
scholiasts used to express their admiration of a line ; so also 
yy. =youn or yrwuKdy, and x.=xadédv. These marginal ex- 
pressions of admiration often lead to corruption. With the 
present passage cp. Aesch. Theb. 578, dis 7’ év redeury Totvow’ 
evdarovmevos, Where the prophet must be supposed to have 
said some such words as @ ILoAvvevkes vetkos pus, as in Phoen. 
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1495, & IloNdverkes Epus dp’ Erdvusos: thus the meaning of the 
Aeschylean passage would be that the seer divided the name 
into Ilodv- and -vecxes, and repeated the latter half. So here 
Aphrodite is said to have the first half of d@poc’vn in her 
name; the words could not mean, ‘begins with agpoovvn,’ nor 
indeed would this be a true statement. 

991. dv, rel. to vw 988. 

- 993. "Apye.= Peloponnesus ; see 242. ‘In Argos didst thou 
sojourn with scant means, and thoughtest that, escaped from 
Sparta, thou couldst deluge with thy extravagances the city 
of the Trojans, though overflowing with gold.’ But perhaps 
KaTakNvcew péovoay is proleptic, ‘to deluge it till it flowed 
with gold’ (squandered by thee). The sentiment would be 
more natural if 7éAw could be taken as subject of karaxNicew, 
‘that it would deluge you with gold’; but with the nom. 
partic. preceding, and the ellipse of ce, this would be out of 
the question. 

997. éyxabuBplfew, epexegetic, ‘large enough for thy luxury 
to revel in.’ 

1001. kar’ dorpa, ‘not yet translated to the skies.’ 

1003. ayovia. ‘“‘dywvia, madaicrpa’ “Eipimidns 6€ Tpwacr, 
oewov. ’—Hesych. 

1004. rodSe, ‘if the cause of Men was reported to you to 
be triumphing.’ 

1009. tapery 8 ovdk HOeres. Sc. di’ Ere Ba. 

1010. xAémrrewv, imperf. infin. ; see on 958, and Goodwin, 
§ 15, 3, ‘You say you used to try to flee by stealth, letting 
yourself down with ropes from the ramparts.’ 

1012. édqpOns. The meaning is, ‘why did you not destroy 
yourself ?’ 

1017. yapotor, future. 
1020. yap, for yap standing fourth word in sentence, see 

on Bacch. 451. 

1022. émi rotod<, ‘after all this,’ ‘‘sic re se habente, his 
a te comimissis sceleribus,” as the old Comm. explain ; 
ep. 1028. 

1024 ov adrov méce, ‘lookedst on the same heaven as thy 
husband’; 6 avrés often takes a dat. to denote agreement, 
like bpmotos, raparAjowos ; cp. 1049 below and rév atrov xGpov 
éx\urwy éuol, Aesch. Cho. 543. So ‘‘idem facit occidenti,” ‘as if 
he killed,’ Hor. 4. P. 467; ‘“‘eadem facit omnia turpi,” ‘same 
as an ugly woman,’ Lucr. iv. 1168. 
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1025. épevrrlots, ‘in tattered weeds,’ usually of ‘ wrecks’ or 
‘ruins,’ used of ‘carcases’ of slaughtered sheep in Soph. Aj. 
308, and as here in Niobe of Soph., Aerrocrabjrwv xAavdlwy 
éperious (Frag. 400, Dind.). 

1026. ameox. Properly ‘scalped’; here, as in H/. 241, 
éoxvOicuévov, ‘shorn bare.’ Hdt. iv. 64, describes how the 
Scythians scalped their slain. 

1032. Ovaokev, ‘that she shall die,’ the pres. infin. is found 
instead of the fut. when it follows verbs of commanding, such 
as Oés vouov here; as elmwyv pndéva mapiévar els Ti axpomodw, 
‘having given orders that no one should pass into the citadel,’ 
Xen. Hell. v. 2. 29; Goodwin, § 15, 2, note 3. 

1034. mpos ‘EX. oyov, ‘save yourself from a charge of un- 
manliness on the part of Hellas’; Wéyorv mpods‘EAX. is ‘ blame 
from Greece,’ and 76 @7\v is added to specify the nature of 
the charge to be brought against Men. Cp. Med. 218, 
OvoKNevay ExTHoavTo Kal pabuulay, where the meaning is dvcK\ecav 
paOuutas, as here the meaning is Wdéyorv Ond’TyTOS. 

1036. émot, ‘you have come to the same judgment as I, that 
she, of free will, left my house for a stranger’s bed, and the 
Cyprian goddess has been brought into her plea but for the 
sake of speciousness.’ €évetrat, perf. pass. of évinuw. The 
point in the whole case regarded as most cardinal by Helen, 
Hecuba, and Menelaus, is the question whether agency of 
Aphrodite can be proved in extenuation—a strong contrast to 
the modern point of view. Helen has recourse to it again 
in 1042. 

1040. ard8os, ‘atone for,’ as in I. 387, rpiv y’ ame macay épuol 
douevar Ouwadyéa AWBnv. The word really means only reddere. 

1044. py mpo8es. For ui) with aor. subj. in prohibitions, 
see Goodwin, § 86. 

1046. 8, ‘for I at once declare my indifference to her.’ 
See on 53 above. 6é sometimes connects two clauses which 
stand to each other in the relation of cause and effect, and to 
some extent=ydp: cp. Z. 160, r@ 6é yuvi IIpoirou émeujvaro, 
‘for the wife of P.’ 

1049. col tairdy, see on 1024. This passage is extremely 
skilful. Hee. still fears the influence of Helen’s fascinations, 
and says, ‘let her not embark on the same ship with thee.’ 
Men. replies with scornful confidence in his resolution, 
‘What, is she then heavier than of yore! will she sink the 
vessel?’ Hec. ‘ He is no lover who loves not for ever.’ Men. 
‘That is as the heart of the loved one may have proved.’ Cp. 
for the sentiment Andromeda (Frag. 140), dco. yap eis épwra 
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mimrovow Bporay | écA\Gv bray Téxwor THY Epwuévwy | otk eof? 
érolas \elmerac 760’ Hdovns. Very like 105 in expression is 
Moore’s ‘‘ The heart that once truly loved never forgets, But 
fondly loves on to the close” ; but the meaning of the Greek 
verse is rather that when a man is once strongly enamoured, 
the feeling can always be aroused again. It is more like 
“They sin who tell us love can die,” Southey, Curse of 
Kehama, a. 10. 

1057. @Aoe. 7iAévar, with dat. without prep. is a poetical 
usage, ¢.g. xépow ... Pewar, Hel. 1064; Onke... (uydorpw d@por, 
Soph. Trach. 691; ‘she will put in all women continence,’ 
e.g. ‘she will inspire them with a regard for continence.’ 
He adds, ‘This is no easy task ; yet her downfall will alarm 
their incontinence, even though they be yet more hateful than 
she is.’ But certainly cwdpovety macau Onoe is a very harsh 
expression, especially as there is no article before cwdpoveiv. 
To read rdoas évjoee would be an improvement; but a word 
is needed which would mean ‘ to warn,’ ‘to enjoin on’; per- 
haps we might read @yjce for Ajoe, ‘she will (by her fate) 
tell all women to be chaste.’ 

1060. Mr. Way’s spirited version is as follows : 

“So then thy temple in Troy fair-gleaming. 
And thine altar of incense heavenward steaming, 

Hast thou rendered up to our foes Achaean, 
O Zeus, and the flame of our sacrificing, 
And the holy burg with its myrrh-smoke rising, 
And the ivy-mantled glens Idaean 

Overstreamed with the wan snow riverward-rushing, 
And the haunted bowers of the World’s Wall, flushing 

With the first shafts flashed through the empyrean ! 

‘Thine altars are cold; and the blithesome calling 
Of the dancers is hushed ; nor at twilight’s falling 

To the night-long vigils of gods cometh waking. 
They are vanished, thy carven images golden, 
And the twelve moon-feasts of the Phrygians holden. 

Dost thou care, O King, I muse, heart-aching,— 
Thou who sittest on high in the far blue heaven 
Enthroned,—that my city to ruin is given, 

That the bands of her strength is the fire-blast break- 
ing? 

“O my belovéd, O husband mine, 
Thou art dead, and unburied thou wanderest yonder, 

Unwashen !—but me shall the keel thro’ the brine 
Waft, onward sped by its pinions of pine, 
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To the horse-land Argos, where that stone wonder 
The Cyclop walls cleave the clouds asunder. 

And our babes at the gates, in a long, long line, 
Cling to their mothers with wail and with weeping that 

cannot avail— 
‘O mother,’ they moan, ‘alone, alone, woe’s me! the 

Achaeans hale 
Me from thy sight—from thine— 

To the dark ship, soon o’er the surge to be riding, 
To Salamis gliding, 
To the hallowed strand, 

Or the Isthmian hill ’twixt the two seas swelling, 
Where the gates of the dwelling 
Of Pelops stand !’ 

‘*Oh that, when, far o’er the mid-sea sped, 
Menelaus’ galley is onward sailing, 

On the midst of her oars might the thunderbolt dread 
Crash down, the Aegean’s wildfire red, 

Since from lium me with weeping and wailing 
Unto thraldom in Hellas hence is he haling : 

And lo, Zeus’ daughter, like maid unwed, 
Hath joy of her mirrors of gold, and her state as of right 

doth she hold ! 
Nevermore may he come to Laconia, home of his sires : 

be his hearth aye cold ! 
Never Pitané’s streets may he tread, 

Nor the Goddess’s temple brazen-gated, 
With the evil-fated 
For his prize, who for shame 

Unto all wide Hellas’s sons and daughters, 
And for woe to the waters 
Of Simois, came! 

“*Woe’s me, woe’s me! 
Afflictions new, ere the old be past, 
On our land are falling! Behold and see, 
Ye wives of the Trojans, horror-aghast, 2 
Dead Astyanax, by the Danaans cast 

From the towers, slain pitilessly.” 

1064. ai®eptas, ‘the smoke of the myrrh as it (when burnt) 
mounts high into air,’ ep. 325, and aifepia & avéwra, Med. 440. 

1069. mpwrdBodov, ‘and that limit of the land, the holy 
abode that brightens under the first shafts of the rising sun.’ 
There was an ancient opinion that Mount Ida received the 
first rays of sun, which it collected and formed into an orb; 
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and hence it was supposed to be the boundary of the world 
on the east; Lucr. v. 662, says, ‘Thus they tell that from the 
high mountains of Ida scattered fires are seen at day-break, 
that these then unite as it were into a single ball, and make 
up an orb’ (Munro’s trans.). So Pomponius Mela, whom Mus- 
grave quotes: ‘“‘Pene a media nocte spargi ignes passimque 
micare, et, ut lux appropinquat, ita coire ac se coniungere 
videntur,” ii. 18. Hence Musgrave suggested vixa \auropeévar, 
and certainly carahayrrouévay is weak, unless taken, as in the 
above rendering, close with rpwréBodov arly. 

1073. mavvux (Ses, ‘night festivals,’ pervigilia. 

1074. Eoavev tirot, periphrasis for f4ava=‘statues,’ ‘images’ 
of the gods. 

1075. oedkavat, the recurring festivals, twelve in all, held 
on the vovynvia, or first of each month, which was sacred to 
Apollo. cedjvn often means ‘month’ in Eur.; here ‘ monthly 
festivals’ at the full moon, according to some, but more prob- 
ably on the vouuyvia. In the Lrechtheus (Frag. 352) cedjva are 
round (full-moon-shaped) cakes, duolws d€ Kai ai cednvar 
méupara matéa xuxdoTep7, Suid., and again &v ’EpeyGet ras 
cehjvas meddvous elpnxev Hup., i.e. the médavo, or ‘sacrificial 
cakes,’ mentioned in 1063. 

1077. péXe, ‘on my soul weighs the thought, whether thou 
mindest thee of these things mounted on thy heavenly throne, 
even the air.’ jédex is also followed by é7ws, ws, uy: ériBeBors 
with accus. usually means ‘lighting upon’ or ‘ going to,’ or 
‘attacking,’ but we find the phrase v@@ immwyv émBdvres, and 
there is here a hinted metaphor from mounting a steed. Eur. 
affects this metaphor, cp. avaxarticere and vwras of a tree, 
Bacch. 1070. 2. 

1078. odpaviov, perhaps fer the metre we should read 
épaviov, the Aeolic form, as Dind. does in Soph. O. C. 1466. 

1084, aAatvers, ‘wanderest forlorn.’ ‘‘Secus inferorum ripas 
animae vagantur, quorum corpora sepultura carebant,” Barnes. 

1085. &vudpos, ‘without the lustral water,’ which formed 
part of the rite of sepulture. See 1152. 

1088. véwovrar, ‘(men) inhabit,’ reiyyn being accus.; but it 
is quite possible that rexy is nom., and the subject of the verb 
véwovrat, though reixn is neut. and véuovra plur.; for rely 
implies and really means 7r4\es. We have already had many 
instances of this constr. wpos 7d onuawduevov in this play. See 
on 119, 531, 735, 852, 1090, 1209, 1223. Neut. plur. with 
plur. verb is a common epic usage, as in kal 6) dodpa céoyme 
veay Kai omdpra NéAuvTa, B. 135. 
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1090. kardopa agrees with 7éxva implied in réxvav 7Gos. 
Katjopa (delpw) is ‘hanging from their mothers’ clothes,’ ep. 
ddoxov ... Umrocepatous ... EXxovcav, H. F. 445; éxxphuvacde 
matpiwv mérd\wy, H. F. 520; udder’ éuav rémuv, H. F. 627. 
The rest of the strophe is the cry of the children. 

1094. vatv: after this word some words like ware we méurrew 
must be understood ; ‘they are bearing me to the dark hulk 
to take me to Salamis or Corinth.’ 

1097. Slrropov kop. “Io8. =the peak of Acrocorinthus on the 
isthmus, commanding two straits ; diaopov = bimarem. 

1098. mtidas, ‘where the holds of Pelops have their gate’; 
the isthmus is the gate of Peloponnesus. 

1100-1105. Mevéda, gen.; the nom. has three forms, Mevé- 
Aaos, MevéNews, MevédXas. dkarov lovoas is the gen. absolute ; 
‘would that, while the bark of Men. was walking the mid- 
most main, an awful levin bolt of the Aegaean, hurled with 
both hands (by Zeus) would fall in the midst of the oars.’ 
lévat, with accus. = ‘ to traverse,’ is common in Attic; Homer 
uses the gen., not accus. mAardy (gen. plur.) is Seidler’s 
correction of m\drav of the Mss.; but the passage still labours 
under difficulties, some reference to Zeus as the hurler of the 
lightning seems required ; hence Reiske thought that d/7ahrov 
might mean éii-radrov, but there is no analogy for such a 
word. Musgrave again conjectured “Idaiov (sc. Avs) for 
Alyaiov, which last word indeed is far from satisfactory ; if 
sound, A/yaiov rip must be ‘a bolt such as often descends on 
the Aegaean,’ which is noted for its thunder-storms. In favour 
of Musgrave’s conjecture it may be urged that Zeus is described 
in the Iliad as”léndev pedéwy, and we have ds Atds ipeds | Idatov 
erérukto, II. 606. We have in Hel. 130, wécov mep&or rédayos 
Alyatou mépov, but the order of the words here quite precludes 
the possibility of connecting méAayos Alyatou (mépov being 
understood). 

1104, ére, ‘now that,’ with a semi-causal sense, as in Ar. 
Nub. 34, Ach. 647, Soph. Aj. 1095, ete. See 1162 below. 

1105. yaev, ‘from my country Ilium’; ep. ‘‘ Thebis indidem, ” 
‘from the same Thebes,’ Nep. Hpam. v. 2. 

1107. xdpitas, see on 836, ‘the delight of girls’; ep. Or. 
1112. Ads xépa is, of course, Helen, who is supposed by the 
chorus to be in the enjoyment of her wonted luxuries. They 
have no faith in Menelaus’ intention of putting her to death. 
xpicea ... kop is parenthetical. The subject of é\@o in next 
verse is Mevé)ews. 

1111. ILttavas, one of the divisions of the city of Sparta. 
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1112. xadkdrvAdy te Cectv, Athene Chalcioecus, who had a 
temple in the acropolis of Lacedaemon. 

1114. &ev, ‘having captured her who by her adultery 
brought scathe and scorn on mighty Hellas, and bitter woe 
on the waters of Simois.’ Again, é\wv is used with a play on 
the name ‘Edév7. 

1118. kawév, gen. after weraBaddovoa, ‘here are new mis- 
haps coming in exchange for (7.e. in succession to) others still 
new’; per. is intrans. 

1122. over, see on 317 ; the connection of the aor. part. 
with éxw, to denote at once the preceding action and the 
present state, is almost a periphrasis of the perfect; the 
usage is mostly confined to the poets, but is found not un- 
frequently in Xenophon, where however it is the perf. part. 
not the aor. that is joined with éyw. The aor. in this phrase 
has that present signification which is commented on in note 
on 53 above. 

1123, mitudos, ‘ the steady sweep of one ship’s oarage that 
was left behind is to take the rest of the spoils of Neoptolemus 
to Phthia’; see 816. ed. refers in grammar to wirudos and in 
sense to vews: see 533, 564. 

1126. avqxtav, ‘has set sail’; dvdyew vaty and avdyew absol. 
are used in the sense of ‘ to put a ship to sea,’ lit. ‘to lead up’; 
the ship at sea, appearing to be raised toward the horizon line, 
is said to be peréwpos. The anapaest in the fourth foot is 
quite justifiable in the case of a proper name, the first two 
syllables of Neowré\euos are pronounced as one. 

1129. of Paccov over’, lit. ‘being influenced by which 
consideration more than (by) having any pleasure in staying, 
he is gone,’ (7.e. ‘more than any convenience he might have 
found in waiting to see all his prizes put on board’). The 
phrase is somewhat contorted, and many conjectures have 
been made, especially od for # (Seidler), éyew for éyw (Her- 
mann), 7.e. ‘too quickly to feel any pleasure in staying.’ 
But there is no occasion for change. Cp. Soph. O. C. 890, 06 
xapiv | dedp’ HEa Oaccov 7 Kal’ Hdovyy modds. 

1131. a@ywyés, ‘drawing from me many a tear’; we have 
dyew ddxpv in this sense in Alc. 1081. 

1134. @aypar, sc. twa, ‘she asked of Neopt. that Ast. might 
be buried,’ cp. watdas dé petvar Tods éuods alrfoouat, Med. 780, 
‘I will pray that they may remain.’ Barnes proposed o’ for 
op’, and Nauck kaw’ nrjcaro, but without reason. 
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1138. vw is added because the verb ropedoa stands at some 
distance from its object, ‘the shield of brass, the terror of 
the Greek.’ 

1140. AvTas opav, in apposition to the foregoing clause, 
un viv mopedoa, ‘that he should not bring to the chamber, 
where Andromache is to meet her new lord, the shield of 
Hector to be a pain to her eyes.’ 

1141. KéSpov...Aalvev. The words refer to the modes of 
burial customary at Athens. ‘‘ Recent investigations of 
numerous graves in the Attic plain seem to prove that the 
burial of unburnt bodies in earthen or wooden coffins or in 
grave-chambers cut from the living rock, was at least as 
prevalent (as cremation); according to Cic. (Leggy. ii. 22), 
the burying in grave-chambers cut from the roek was even 
the older of the two. The rocky soil of Attica, bare of trees, 
made this sort of burial, rather than cremation, convenient 
for the majority of the inhabitants.”—Guhl and Koner, p. 292. 

1142. Baar, sc. rwd, as above 1134, and twa is again 
understood with dodyac in next verse. In all these cases in 
translation the passive voice might be used, the construction 
having been explained in a note, ‘she prayed that he might 
be buried in this, and might be given into your arms,’ etc. 

1144. orepdvors. ‘‘An obolus, being the ferriage for Charon, 
was put into the mouth of the corpse; the body was then 
washed and anointed by the women and placed in a white 
shroud (7érdacw, 143). It was crowned with flowers and 
wreaths, and thus prepared for the lying in state (apé@ecs).” 
—Guhl and Koner, p. 289. 

1145. ‘Since she has now left the country, and the hurried 
departure of her lord Neopt. has prevented her from con- 
signing the child to the tomb.’ For ddeiAero wn, see Mandy. 
Syn., § 210. 

1148. dpotpev, so Elmsley for aipotuer of the mss., see Heracl. 
322. This word must come from defpw (fut. dp [a] contracted 
from dep®, which never occurs), for the fut. of aipw is apé [a]. 
Now delpew dépv certainly does not mean ‘to set sail.” We 
might possibly follow the ingenious explanation of Seidler 
(reading, however, éraumucyévres, 2nd aor. part., not éraymi- 
cxovres, pres.) and understand ‘having buried him we shall 
raise the spear over his tomb.’ This Seidler shows to have 
been a custom in the case of those who met a violent death, 
the spear being a sign that the relatives of the dead bound 
themselves to take vengeance on the murderers. This in- 
genious view, which quite removes all difficulties in the lan- 
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guage of the passage, he defends by these quotations from 
Harpocration : * érreveyKew ddpu éml TN expopd kal T poayopevery 
éml TQ pu hmare > Anuocbévns Kar ” Hvépyou kal MynoiBovdov TATE 
gnow émi Tod Biaiws amoGavdyros, i.e. Dem. in the case of a 
violent death uses the words ‘to set up a spear at the burial 
and (thus) give warning at the tomb’; again (to translate in 
an abridged form, without giving the Greek, except where 
requisite), ‘Istrius tells us, that in the case of Procris and 
Cephalus there is a tradition that Erechtheus stuck a spear 
in the ground at the grave, émi rot tagov ddpu xaratennyéra, 
dia TO vduimov elvar Tols mpoojKovot ToUTov Tov Tpbrrov wEeTéepKET Bat 
tovs dovéas.’ If dépv could mean ‘a mast,’ there would be no 
difficulty, for ancient Greek mariners are described frequently 
in Homer as lowering the mast into the igroddxn on coming 
into port, and raising it again by the m porovot when about to 
sail. But there is no warrant for dépy=‘a mast.’ How- 
ever, as alpew Tas vais, alpew ord\ov, are good expressions for 
‘setting sail,’ and as 6épu certainly can mean ‘a ship,’ perhaps 
we may assume that alpew dépv might mean ‘to set sail.’ In 
that case we ought to read here aipwuev dépv, as Mr. Stanley 
suggests. It must be owned that the Greeks would hardly 
erect, or allow to be erected, a monument of vengeance against 
themselves. 

1153. avappyéwv, probably means ‘to dig in the ground,’ 
not ‘to hew out of the rock,’ for though the word would 
rather convey the latter sense, the phrase yiv 7@8’ émapme- 
oxovres is in favour of the former. 

1154. as Evvrop’: the meaning is ‘that your efforts and 
mine concurring and therefore abridged for us (in their dur- 
ation) may start our oar on its homeward voyage.’ 

tam’ és00. The regular construction would have been 74 ad 
€uod Kal Ta ard cod, because €wod and ood denote separate and 
contrasted sources of action; Tam’ éuod re kad cov ought in 
strictness to mean the one indivisible act which you and [ 
together perform. Eur. could here have written tam’ éuo0d cal 
rao gov without any violation of the metre. But the poets 
allow themselves some latitude in cases like this; ep. réy 
dvw te kai katw, Aesch. Cho. 1163 T&v adévTwr Kal KparnodvTwr, 
Agam. 315. 

1156. 6éo06e, addressed to the attendants of Tal., who had 
brought the body laid out on a shield. 

1158. éykov. We find Bykov TOXNS, ‘dignity of estate’ in 
Frag. 81; d3yxov absol. = ‘repute,’ Phoen. 717 ; byxov dvépuaros, 
‘ high-sounding name,’ Soph. J'rach. 817 ; but none of these 
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is quite parallel to the present use, ‘more renown for war 
than for wisdom.’ Yet we can hardly understand dyxov in a 
sense which would be at least semi-physical, ‘O ye whose 
reasons are not so weighty as your spears.’ dykos is ‘ high- 
blown pride’ above 108. 

1160. »%Tpolav morte, cp. Sen. 7’ro. 750, ‘* hae manus Troiam 
erigent ?” 

1161. ov8év Ar’ dpa, ‘so you prove to have been after all 
but cowards,’ cp. 66° #v dpa | 6 év\NaBdy ue, ‘this ts then the 
one that seized me,’ Soph. Phil. 978 ; ov« joav, ‘they turn out 
not to be,’ ‘they are not after all,’ v. 209. For this use of 
the imperf. see Goodwin, § 11, note 6. 

1162. Sre has the same sense as in 1105, ‘so ye are after all 
but cowards, since we used to fall beneath your arms, when 
Hector was victorious in the fray, and many a doughty hand 
besides ; yet, now ye are so greatly afraid of a child, though 
the town is sacked and the Phrygians put to the sword.’ The 
passage might be taken thus: ‘so ye were but cowards when 
we used to fall before you, though Hector and many another 
were victorious in the fray ; and now when the city is taken 
ye are so afraid of a child.’ But this would rather require 
Toews 8 adovcns. Moreover, the usage of 67e implied in the 
first reading is quite common, see L. and S.; the words 
diwrAAUpecOa pev edeicare Oe = diotAuuevaw Hudy delicate, and Gre 
goes with édelcare as well as with diwAdAUpecba. Cp. “‘ Occidis 
parvus quidem | sed iam timendus,” Sen. Z’ro. 800. 

1166. Sots, 7.¢. ok aivO PbBov TobT ov batts PoBetrar wy diek. 
Néyw, ‘I commend not the fear of him who fears without 
probing its grounds by reason.’ Cp. Med. 220. 

1171. viv 8 adr. This is an extremely obscure passage, 
and there is no reason why we should suppose it to be corrupt. 
air’ =atré seems to refer to rd rupavvevew implied in tvpavvida 
(or perhaps rather it=a’ra and refers to all the foregoing 
substantives), but we can hardly explain with Paley and 
others that ‘Ast. had seen with his eyes and known in his 
mind only (i.e. not in practice and reality) what it was to be 
a king, but had not had the opportunity to enjoy the honours 
which he possessed by right in his own house.’ We can 
hardly explain thus, for vx} does not mean the ‘reason,’ thus 
sharply contrasted with experience, in Eur., and even if it 
did, yvods 7 Yvx7 is incompatible with ovk oic6a. Now wuxin 
in Eur. means ‘ the life’ or ‘ the feelings,’ or it is a periphrasis 
for a person, e.g. Yuxhv ’Opéorov=’Opéorny (cp. 786). It might 
perhaps be taken here in the last sense : ‘ You have seen and 
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known what it is to be a king, but you do not know it in your 
own person, and you never at all (ovdév) experienced that rule 
which was your heritage’ (év déuos éxwv); of Yvy7y being sup- 
posed to be the same as év coi, ‘in your own case.’ Cp. 1252. 
Herm. explains: ‘‘Vidisti quidem ista,sed nescis te vidisse neque 
lis usus es, quum tamen domihaberes.”’ But this version slurs 
the difficulty in +7 yux7: does he take these words with yous 
or with oic#a? in either case they are otiose, and (more 
broadly) what would be the point in such a reflection as 
‘sovereignty, etc., thou sawest and didst understand though 
thou now knowest not that thou didst’? The late Dr. Kennedy on 
the appearance of this ed. in 1882 favoured me with the fol- 
lowing communication: ‘‘I would place iéav pév yvos te be- 
tween commas, construing of Yvx7 with oicGa, and taking it 
to mean the soul, or departed spirit, of the child, which will 
go down to Hades with no more than a child’s knowledge, and 
so abide there. Cp. yuxas Aide rpotaver | Apdwv. This explains 
the present tense, vic@a, otherwise, I think, inexplicable. The 
sentiment pakdpcos jo’ ay is virtually the same as that ascribed 
to Hector by Schiller in his Hektor’s Abschied. But Christ- 
ianity felicitates the child who dies free from human stains. 
Paganism condoled with the child who died without human 
glories and memories of human joys. Of course the wév ... dé 
(in 1171, 1172) stand as they do, because the ‘non-using’ is 
antithetic to the ‘seeing and recognizing.’ I send a transla- 
tion of the context from 1167, which will show clearly my 
interpretation of the lines ; ovédév is, of course, adverbial : 

‘O dearest one, how sad thy fate in death ! 
For, in the city’s front if thou hadst died 
It’s champion, having gained thy manhood’s prime 
And wedlock, and a monarch’s godlike state, 
Blest thou hadst been, if aught of these is blest. 
But now—though thou didst see and recognize 
These things, my child, thy spirit knows them not ; 
None didst thou use, when thou wast housed with all.’ 

The maintenance of the life-state in Hades is well known as 
the Greek creed. See the Nexvia of Homer and of Virgil, and 
the motives assigned by Oedipus for blinding himself.” [We 
might make the ov« before olc@a negative the whole sentence, 
as oddév does in 633. The difficulty here would be that the 
participles /é6av and vols precede the ob which, according to 
this theory, should negative them, but displacement of ov by 
hyperbaton is not uncommon, e.g. Soph. E/. 1062, dapdv ov for 
od dapsv: Phoen. 877, ri dpav ob: Hipp. 587, xpiv pev od a’ 
auaprdvew.—H. C, 

HR 
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1173. kpatés: Bdcrpvxov Kpards is the accus. of closer speci- 
fication, a’ being directly governed by ékepev, ‘ah, sad it is 
that the walls of your country, the ramparts of Loxias, have 
shorn you of the curling tresses that your mother tended so 
oft.’ The construction is os dOXws reixn marpwa, Aokiov mup- 
youara, xetpé oe Kparos Bbotpuxov bv wéNN’ ExyjTrevoe K.T.D. 

1176. dirypacly 7’ Bwkev, ‘gave up to kisses’ ; ep. Novrpots 
xpba edwxe, Hel. 1383. 

1177. tv’ aioxpa ph A€yw. This passage is generally ex- 
plained by edd. as if Eur. had used the words évdev éxyed¢ 
dorewy payévTwy povos to avoid employing éxxéxuTa éyKépados, 
and they have inferred that éyxépados was regarded as a 
coarse and disgusting word by the Greeks. This is quite 
wrong. Homer often uses éyxé@ados, and so does Kur. him- 
self, and no reflecting person could deny that the expression 
in the text is absolutely shocking, if éxxéyura: éyxéganos is 
coarse. The fact is, neither expression is shocking, but the 
phrase in the text is so vigorous that Kur. adds, ‘not to say 
anything shocking.’ This phrase always introduces an 
apology for something said or about to be said, and does not 
refer to a phrase suppressed lest it should prove offensive ; it 
does not explain the reason why the phrase used is employed 
and another avoided, but asks the indulgence of the hearers 
for the phrase used: the words iva pundev éraxOes eirw in Der. 
always zntroduce some phrase which he fears may possibly for 
some reason offend some of his audience. dev refers to f6- 
arpuxov, ‘from which spirts out the gore through the shattered 
skull.’ Cp. ‘‘ caput | ruptum cerebro penitus expresso,” Sen. 
Tro. 1125. The metaphor of the ‘exploding wave’ in Plat. 
Rep. 473 Gc, is a sufficient comment on the use of the word 
exyedg. Cp. Frag. 388, xdpa re ydp cov cuyxe® Kouats duod | 
pave dé medda’ éyxépador, also -Cyc/. 402, and a very similar 
passage in Soph. Z’rach. 781. 

1178. eikovs, ‘resemblances,’ ‘how sweetly you remind me 
of your father’; eixo’s is ace. plur. of eikdé, a poetical form of 
eikwv implied in gen. eikods (which is the ms. reading here), 
ace, sing. e/kw, acc. plur. e/xovs, but not found in nom. This 
is a most beautiful and natural sentiment, as also are the 
reflections which follow ; the conception of making Hecuba 
see in the hands of her grandson something to remind her of 
Hector, is very touching. The thought is expanded and 
spoiled by Sen. 7'ro. 470 ff. and 655; but delicately used by 
Virg. Aen. iii. 490, ‘‘Sic oculos, sic ille manus, sic ora ferebat”; 
Cp. also 6. 149. 
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1182. pfjrep, used here simply as a term of respect to an old 
woman ; so in 629, 1228. 

1184. kapovs, properly of a ‘revelling band,’ but also of 
any company, e.g. of hunters, and even of a flock of doves in 
the Zon 1197; hence Nauck’s koupods is needless. 

1188. dUmvoi te kAivat, I have here introduced a conjecture 
of my own for dmvoi 7’ éxetvor of the Mss., which is explained, 
‘those broken or anxious sleeps,’ but where are we to get 
‘broken’ or ‘anxious,’ and this is the whole point of the 
phrase? The change is very slight ; dvrva at the beginning 
of a verse would be very easily changed to trvo, and then 
TEKAINAI having been changed to TEKEINAT by an error in 
one letter, éxetvac would, of course, have been assimilated in 
gender to trvo.. Cp. rpopal re parpods dumva 7’ dupdarwv Tédn, 
Supp!. 1138; tuvoc and wévo. have been conjectured for tzvor, 
but how could such a corruption be accounted for? Here the 
sense is most natural, ‘all my kisses, all my fostering care, 
all my sleepless nights for thee, all have come to nought.’ 
For kNiva, cp. xduoias, 113 above. The late Prof. H. A. J. 
Munro suggested tava re xowol, comparing 54, 58, 706. 

1189. ypdpeev, observe the two accusatives, like Néyeuw 
TWE Th. 

1193. iréav, properly ‘a targe made of willow wicker-work’; 
ep. Virgil’s ‘‘ salignas umbonum crates.” 

1195. oa@fovo’, imperf. part. 

1196. réos, the mark made by Hector’s arm. 

1197. mepiSpdpors, subst. 
1199, mpoorBels yevera&, putting the arm with the shield 

on it to his chin. 
1201. és kaAXos, ‘God gives us not such fortunes as to aim 

at adornment’; cp. és KaAdos dake’, Hl. 1073; és mapackevyp, 
Bacch. 457; eis &pw Ovpuovmevos, Soph. Aj. 1018, and below 
1211. 

1204. trois tpdmots, ‘life’ (or perhaps ‘mischance,’ see on 
verse 104 above), ‘like an idiot in its haviour, leaps now this 
way. now that.’ ZumdyKros ws dvOpwros reminds one of Mac- 
beth’s terrible description of life, “It is a tale Told by an | 
idiot, full of sound and fury Signifying nothing” ; or Tenny- 
son’s ‘Time a Maniac scattering dust And Life a Fury 
slinging flame.” ards er. =‘is uniformly happy’ ; the Mss. 

- give avrés, which may be explained ‘of himself,’ ‘independent 
of the chances and changes of this mortal life.’ With the 
whole passage cp. the opening lines of Seneca’s 7’roades, and 
7b, 270 ff. 
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1207. mpd xepdv, ‘in front of them,’ Rhes. 374, Soph. Ant. 
1279. 

1209. vikqoavTa oe. Another example of the construction 
mpds TO onuawopuevov, see on 119. The accus. is governed by 
some such word as oredavoi implied in col rpoorlOnot ayahuara, 
1212. 

1211. és mA. Onpadpevor, ‘not pursuing these public competi- 
tions to excess’; for és, see 1201; the poet hints that the 
competition for success in the public games was pushed too 
far by the Greeks of his time, who in this respect contrasted 
unfavourably with eastern nations. 

1213. tav cay ToT dvTwv, partitive gen. 

1217. @€uyes. This is addressed to the dead Hector ; ‘ your 
death went to my heart.’ 

1221. kadAivuke. This ought regularly to be the nom., but 
it is attracted into the case of pHrep as in d\Pte K@pe yévoto, 
Theocr. xvii. 66; cp. Pers. iii. 28, ‘‘stemmate quod Tusco 
ramum millesime ducis.” Conversely nom. sometimes stands 
for vocative, as dvcrnvos, avtt Tod; Soph. O. 7. 1155. otca 
is the imperf. participle. 

1223. od Oavotoa, ‘thou must go to the grave with the 
dead, though thou diedst not.’ @avotca, isfem. because it refers 
to ujrep, of which odxos is merely explanatory ; é7ei gives the 
reason why she has said orepavod, ‘receive this garland’ to 

_ the shield. 

1227. d8uppa, elsewhere ‘a wailing,’ is found only in plur., 
here ‘an object of lamentation.’ Chr. Pat. 1518 has ddupya 
in the same sense as here. 

1228. parep. See on 1182. 
1231. tekapaowy, ‘bandages,’ probably strips of the wém)or 

mentioned above: it was the custom of the ancients to wash 
and bind the wounds of the dead, and even to apply fomenta- 
tions to them. 

1232. t&pya 8.0% Though acting like a physician, ‘hav- 
ing the name of one,’ yet she cannot bring about ra épya, the 
results of the healing art on her dead grandson. 

1236. mutvAovs. See on 814. 

1239. Herm. would fill the lacuna by @apojoac’, Musgr. by 
“ExdaBy, oad’. 

1240. ov... mévor. The reading of the mss. is mi ovpol 
mévor | Tpola Te... pucounevn, which Seidler has endeavoured to 
explain as follows, ‘nihil igitur actum est in concilio deorum 
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nisi ut me infelicem redderent et Troiam ante alias urbes 
odissent,” ‘so it turns out (see on 1161) that the gods have 
had but one concern, my woes, and Troy eminently abhorred 
by them ; that their only business was (the inflicting of) woes 
on me, and the (sating of) their hatred against Troy.’ Before 
mévot some word meaning ‘vindictively inflicted’ would be 
taken out of u.couévn. However, by very slight changes, 
éuot and Tpolg and’ u.couuévy, Bothe explains, ‘so then the 
gods have nothing but woe in store for me, and the eminently 
hated Troy.’ In Bothe’s arrangement of the verse, éuol would 
be in a slightly unnatural position, but not more unnatural 
than the exigencies of metre could well excuse. I feel sure 
that Bothe’s emendation should be accepted, and that the 
verse cannot be satisfactorily explained in the way suggested 
by Seidler. Mr. Stanley suggests ov jv dpeordy Geotor or ovK 
Hpapev Oeotor, but dpa is quite requisite, and Bothe’s correction 
of the passage is simpler. 

otk qv é&v Geoto.=‘ the gods have nothing in store for me,’ 
is not a very normal expression, but is helped out by the well- 
known epic tag, Gedy év yolvact Keira. 

1243. — —~ —— The words of Eur. are here hopelessly 
lost. V gives as the first words of next verse, ddavels ay 
évres, and an obvious interpolator in P gives éorpey~é 7 div, 
meaning, of course, éorpeWe réivw. Many phrases could be 
supplied here which would satisfy the metre and give sense, 
but this would be merely an idle exercise of ingenuity in the 
absence of all evidence. Still more idle is it to endeavour to 
elicit some meaning from the guess of the interpolator of P, 
and foist on Eur. some such grotesque reflection as ‘had the 
god swallowed us up by turning the surface of the earth 
downwards, we should: have vanished quite, and not been a 
theme for poetry.’ Equally absurd is the sentiment which 
emerges if we accept the reading of Stephens, e/ dé wh for ei & 
neds in 1242, ‘only for the utter destruction which the god 
has inflicted on us we should never have been heard of.’ 

1244. tpvynetpev = iurnGeinuer, Ist aor. pass. opt. Observe 
ay thrice. 

1252. év gol karékvaype, ‘wretched mother who in your 
person (7.e. by your death) has torn to tatters all the hopes of 
her life.” év for él and xaréxvawe for xaréyvaye (which violates 
the metre) are the conjectures of Porson. For xaréxvaye is 

- usually read xaréxaue, the obvious conjecture of Burges, 
‘has brought to its goal’ (metaphor from the diavdos). But 
this is unnecessary. Recent edd. now invariably restore 
kvamrw for yyarTw when the metre requires it, ¢.g. ddl Kvamr7é- 
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pevor, Aesch. Pers. 576. xkvadrrw is properly to ‘card’ wool, 
then generally to ‘mangle’ or ‘tear’; karéxvape is a&mak 
elpnuevov, but that is no reason for rejecting it. There are 
several dmaé eipnuéva in the Bacchae alone. 

1258. os depends on 6dficGeis, ‘thou that wert deemed so 
blest for being the son of such a noble line, by a dread fate 
hast thou fallen.’ 

1256. Kopudats, the ‘heights’ on which stood the acropolis. 

1258. 8vepéooovTas, Stacelovtas, Hesych., ‘wildly tossing 
their arms with their torches’; cp. use of épéocew noted on 570. 

1261. apyotcav, not to keep the fire ‘idle,’ to let it do tits 
work. 

1265. popdds, ‘two phases’; it is impossible to decide 
whether these two phases of the one command refer to (a). the 
directions to the Noxayol, (b) those to Hec. and the other 
Trojan dames, or to (a’) the rest of the captives who are to 
depart at the sound of the trump, (b’) Hec. who is to go at 
once. In Iph. Aul. 196 Eur. speaks of the recodv popdat 
modvT\oko, and in Frag. 210 popdal is used of the various 
phases of human sorrow. Seidler reads polpas, Herm. poudds. 

1272-1283. 
“Ah wretched I !—the uttermost is this, 
The deepest depth of all my miseries ; 
I leave my land; my city is aflame ! 
O aged foot, sore-striving press thou on 
That I may bid mine hapless town farewell. 
O Troy, midst burgs barbaric erst so proud, 
Soon of thy glorious name shalt thou be spoiled. 
They fire thee, and they hale us forth the land, 
Thralls!_ O ye Gods !—why call I on the Gods? 
For called on heretofore they hearkened not. 
Come, rush we on her pyre, for gloriously 
So with my blazing country should I die.”—W. 

1277. éy2rvéovo’, imperf. part. dy7r07’, ‘ once.’ 

1278. adoipyoe, future middle of ddaipéw with passive 
meaning. Dind. gives a 3rd future form, adnpfoe. 

1287-1302. 
HeEc. ‘““Woe is me! ah for the woes that be mine! 

Kronion, O Phrygian Lord, our begetter, our father, 
Dost thou see how calamity’s tempests around us gather, 

Unmerited doom of Dardanus’ line ? 

CHo. He hath seen: yet is Troy. the stately city, 
A city no more, destroyed without pity. 
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Hec. Woe is me, woe, and a threefold woe! 
llios is blazing, the ramparts of Pergamus crashing 
Down, with the homes of our city, ’mid flames far- 

flashing 
Over their ruins a furnace-glow ! 

With its wide-winged blackness the heaven’s face 
covering, 

O’er our spear-stricken land is the smoke-cloud 
hovering. 

tlm madness of ruin-rush earthward they reel, 
Our halls, “neath the fire and the foemen’s steel.” 

—W. 

1290. avatia. Zeus as the ancestor of Troy, being the 
father of Dardanus by Electra, daughter of Atlas, is called on 
to witness the sufferings of his people. The words dvdéia ras 
Aapddvou yovas probably mean ‘things unworthy of (casting a 
slur on) the divine origin of Dardanus,’ ‘sufferings unworthy 
of our boast that we have Zeus to our father’; but the words 
may also mean ‘undeserved by the race (descendants) of 
Dardanus.’ 

1292. a 8 Hey, ‘fallen, city no more, is the strong city ; 
Troy is down.’ 

1297. &kpa. It can hardly be doubted that these verses, 
1287-1293, 1294-1301, were antistrophic as written by Eur., 
but it is impossible to restore the antistrophic correspondence 
without resorting largely to conjecture. This verse, for 
instance, obviously does not correspond with the strophic 
verse 1289 ; hence we cannot pronounce whether dxpa is dxpa, 
nom. fem. sing., or dkpa, nom. neut. plur. from dxpov: in 
either case it refers to the ‘ peaks,’ ‘summits,’ culmina, of the 
ramparts. 

1300. wrépvyt. This is usually taken to mean a ‘fan’; ep. 
Or. 1426 ff., where feather-fans (fimides) are spoken of as a 
Phrygian institution, and such a fan is described in the words 
euTay. KUKNW TTepivw: such an allusion then would be fitting 
in the mouth of the chorus here, ‘the land is come to nought 
even as smoke before a fan’ mrépuvy. might, however, refer 
to the wing of the wind. See 1320, and Jebb on Soph. 
ONC: 381, 

1301. pada ‘having suffered a terrible fall’; cp. 519, 
ovpdvia Bpéuorra. 

1303. @ téxkva. Hec. calls on her children; the chorus ery, 
‘it is on the dead that thou callest in thy wailing.’ Hec. 
“Yes, I call on them, laying my old limbs on the ground, and 
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beating the earth with my hands.’ Cho. ‘And we too in turn 
kneel on the ground and call on our lords in the under world.’ 
diddoxa is neut. plur. used adverbially. The chorus speaks 
of itself in the sing., though the words rovs éuovs dxotras imply 
its plurality. 

1313. dioros, ‘unconscious’ here, as in 1321; the word 
often means ‘unseen.’ Unburied and friendless as he is, dead 
Priam is spared the consciousness of the present woe. This 
is a reflection to which Eur. is prone, e.g. képdos 5’ év kakots 
ayvwola, Frag. 204; cp. Gray’s ‘‘No more! where ignorance 
is bliss, ’tis folly to be wise.” 

1318. éxere. See above on dirjuacty 7 €d5wxe, 1176; so here 
it would have been more natural to say, ‘the deadly fire and 
the battle spear have you in their power,’ than ‘ye have in 
you the deadly fire,’ etc. 

1320. toa, nom. fem. sing., as the antistrophic verse 1305 
shows ; ‘and (soon) the dust (of the falling towers) like smoke 
shall rob me of the sight of my home, with its wings spread 
out on the air.’ Some word like rerac@eica must be supplied 
with mrépvy. The dust of the falling towers is eapressly 
compared to smoke, and covertly to a huge wing which shut 
out the view of the town. Cp. Sen. Z7’ro. 20, “Nec coelum 
patet | undante fumo; nube ceu densa obsitus | ater favilla 
squalet Iliaca dies.” 

1322. elo, ‘will vanish,’ lit. ‘ will go away so as not to be 
seen.’ ddaves is proleptic. 

1326. évocts, ‘soon shall ruin engulf the whole town.’ The 
falling towers are heard within. 

1330. SotAcov. This word, like ¢évos above 1318, is 
oftener an adjective of three terminations, than of two, as 
here. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE METRES. 

I HAVE in the following pages given a description of all the 
metres in the play, omitting iambic trimeters, except when 
they are so mingled with choral metres as to be possibly not 
recognized. I may observe here, that the choral senarius is 
broadly distinguished from the common type of senarius by 
its purity. The choral senarius properly consists of pure 
iambi ; we sometimes, however, find in choral odes a not pure 
senarius, but in these cases the long syllable is resolved, and 
thus is avoided that weightiness which characterizes the 
senarius of dialogue and narration, 

This play is unusually abundant in lyrical passages. Where 
these passages are not antistrophical, I refer to each line by 
its number among the verses of the whole play, adding the 
first and last words of the verse to prevent any possible con- 
fusion. {n the antistrophic parts, I refer to each verse 
according to its place in the strophe, and I wish the reader to 
number each line of the strophe and antistrophe, 1, 2, 3, etc., 
in his copy. When the strophic and antistrophic verse corre- 
spond exactly, I set down one scheme for the two, but if there 
is any divergence, however small or however legitimate, even 
the resolution of a long syllable, I then give the scheme both 
of the strophic and antistrophic verse. 

I have avoided technical terms as much as possible. Dactyls 
and trochees form the staple of every choral ode, and for this 
reason I should prefer to call a cretic a trochaic dipodia cata- 
lectic, but that cretic is a more familiar term to schoolboys. 
The choral odes are formidable to junior students, because 
they have been so overlaid with technical language. But let 
the teacher, instead of lecturing about paeons and epitrites, 
at once tell his class that most choruses are written in dactyls 

’ and trochees, and that there are a few other normal types 
with which he can become quite familiar after a few days’ 
practice, and soon the task of detecting the rhythm in a 

12] 
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lyrical passage will become a pleasant exercise of the ear and 
the intelligence, instead of a despairing effort of overloaded 
memory. I think it will be useful here to quote some most 
instructive words of Prof. B. H. Kennedy. The passage 
occurs in his Studia Sophoclea, and he is condemning the 
vagueness of Prof. Campbell’s views about the scansion of the 
choral odes. 

‘‘ With respect to the metres of this chorus (Soph. Oed. R. 
150-175), Campbell says of strophe a’, ‘the stately dactylic 
measures are only once interrupted by the more meditative 
iambic rhythm (152-160), and by a trimeter with anacrusis, 
giving a sort of anapaestic turn.’ Again, he speaks of ‘iambic 
and trochaic rhythms,’ and of ‘ interchange of anapaestic with 
dactylic’ in strophe 6’. Again, in strophe 7’, of ‘ one dactylie 
or anapaestic line,’ while ‘the other rhythms are iambic and 
trochaic.’ But, in regard to strophe ’, he also alludes to 
‘the union of dactyls and trochees in logaoedic lines.’ Had 
he taken a comprehensive view of the metrical character of 
the whole ode, he would have given more decided prominence 
to this last feature, which he only mentions incidentally: he 
would have seen that the whole character is dactylo-trochaic 
or logaoedic, with frequent anacruses, giving not only to 
dactylic lines an anapaestic semblance, but also to trochaic 
an iambic air. 

“‘The same reason which exists for scanning, as Campbell 
does, 

iljue Adde Thacay 

also exists for scanning, as he does not, 

Tlv6|@vos ayAads Bas 
and again, 

® | moro avdpidua yap pépw, 

while the line which follows contains (whether so printed or 
not), two verses : 

mijara vooet dé Lor mpomas 
aTonos | ovd’ eve ppovridos &yxos. 

‘It is of course admitted that a trochaic verse with ana- 
crusis of one time becomes iambic, (‘ Mary, I believ’d thee 
true,’ becoming ‘0 Mary, I believ’d thee true’), as a dactylic 
verse with anacrusis of two times becomes anapaestic, ‘over 
the water to Charlie,’ becoming ‘let us over the water to 
Charlie’). What I mean is, that whether the scansion shall 
recognize anacrusis or not must depend on a general view of the 
metrical character of the whole. Thus, in the third line of an 
Aleaic stanza, anacrusis must be recognized on account of the 
dactylo-trochaic rhythm of the other lines.” 
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The point to which I particularly wish to direct the atten- 
tion of the student, is the principle so well expressed here by 
Prof. Kennedy, in the words which I have printed in italics. 
It was the neglect of this principle which so long obscured the 
character of the Aleaic and Sapphic stanzas. As an illustra- 
tion of the unscientific method, let me give the metrical 
description of the Sapphic stanza as I was taught it at school. 
Here it is: 

2nd epitrite, choriamb., bacchius; the Adonic being of 
course recognized as dactylic — ~~|——. To remember 
such a mode of scansion was a misdirected effort of memory. 
Now a general view of the metrical character of the whole 
teaches us that we have nothing but dactyls and trochees, and 
that the metre is: 

af Se Sig 
—— —|—_ — 

a dactyl standing between two trochaic dipodies, and the 
Adonic being dactyl and trochee. Horace injured the effect 
of the metre by strengthening the first trochaic dipody (i.e. 
substituting a spondee for the second trochee), and precisely 
similar was his modification of the Alcaic stanza, of which I 
shall write down the Horatian type as an excellent illustration 
of the value of the doctrine of the anacrusis in giving solidarity 
to a stanza, which was once supposed to begin with iambi and 
end with dactyls and trochees. It will be seen that there is 
nothing in the stanza but dactyls and trochees : 

Here also, as in the Sapphic measure, Horace departed from 
the type of his Greek originals by strengthening the first 
dipody, in the first pair of verses and in the third verse. 

METRES. 

98-234. Anapaestic systems, for metrical anomalies in which 
see note on 98. 

- 239-292. 

239. réde... rata. ~ —~ ~—|— ~|—]|~— —|- = = /—-Il 
~— ~ ~|— ~]|— dochmiac trimeter, two or three syllables 
having dropped out, perhaps mdpec@’ or 6 680s, which might 
be iterated after the manner of Eur. 
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241. alat. W~ —|~ — iambic dimeter. 

242. Occcanlas ... xPovds. —— —|— —|—||— ~ —~|— ~ | 
—||— —|— ~|— dochm. trim. 

245. riva... pve. ~—~~—|— ~ ~~ ||~ ~ - ]— ~ ] 
— ||— ~ ~|— ~|— dochm. trim. 

247. rovpoy ... Kaodvdpay, ——|—~—~~|—~ ||-~ ~~ | 
—~|—||— ~ ~|— —|— dochm. trim. 

250. 7... wot, see note, where the proper form of the verse 
is suggested ; it probably ran somehow thus: ~ —|— —|—]| 
— —|— —|—||~ ~ ~|— —|— dochm. trim. 

252. 7 Tav...yépas 6. ——|——|—||—-~~|—-|— = 
dochm. dim. 

253. xpuo....g6av. — — —|— —|— || ~ —|— ~|—dochm. 
im. 

256. pirre. ———|— ~ ~—|— dactyl. 

257. kdddas...crohuovs. —| —-— —|[— ~ ~|—_ ~ |—_ ~ ~ | 
— ~ ~|— —|-— dactyl. and troch. syzygies with short 
anacrusis. 

260. ri 3’... rékos, ~~ —~|— ~|~~> || --~ - |- ~ | 

=~ dochm. dim. 
262. ro. —~—  —|— —|— dochm. 

265. Gpor...érexduav. ———|——|—||—~ ~|~~ ~] 
— dockm. dim. 

266. drap..."E\Advww, —|—~— ~|— ~ —~|— ~]— ~~ | 
— ~~ ~|— —|— dactyl. and troch. syzyg. with short anacr. 

269. ri 766’...kevoce. This verse is incomplete as it stands. 
It was probably a dochm. trim. ; or possibly, ¢\axes being 
repeated, it was a dochm. dim. with dactyl interposed be- 
tween the dochmii, thus: 

271. rid’... dduap. —|——|—~ ~|[— ~ ~|— - ]— ~ | 
— dactyl. and troch. syzyg. with short anacr. 

272. ’Avép. ... rIxav. §=——-~—|— ~|—||— - - |— - J— 
dochm. dim. 

275. éyo...xept. —|— —]—|— ~ —] — ~ — |—~]-—~ 
dactyl. and troch. syzyg. with short anacr.: the first trochaic 
dipody is catalectic—a very common feature in Pindar and 
the Choral Odes. In fact the cretic foot is really a troch. 
dip. cat. 

276. devoy. ... Kdpg. — — ~|— —|— || - —|— ~|— 
dochm. dim. 
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279. dpacce. —|— —|— ~|— ~|— troch. with anacr., 
the last catalectic (this feature I shall not notice again.) 

280. 2x’. ——~—|— ~—|— ~|— ~|— — dactyl. and 
troch. syzyg. 

281. id wol wo. — —|— — antispast. 
282. pwvoapy...dovhevew, —|—— —|— ~ —|__~ |—_~ | 

— —|— dact. and troch. syzyg. with long anacr. resolved. 

284. modeuiy. ~—— —|— —|— || ~~ ~ ~]— ~]— dochm. 
dim. 

285. ds ..€v0ad’, —-|— —|—|— ~|— ~ troch. with anacr. 
286. dvrimaN’. — — —|— ~ ~|— ~|— ~]— — ]— dact. 

and troch. syzyg. 

287. gira...rdvray, —— —|—- — ~ | ~ ||- ~ ~ |— — | 
— dochm. dim. 

289. yoasdé uw’. ~—|— —|—|— ~|— ~] — ~ troch. with 
anacr. 

290. dtcmoruos. ———|— ~—|—dochm. 

291. radaw’, —|— —|— ~|— ~|—troch. with anacr. 

292. mpocér. ~~~ —|-— —|— dochm. 

308-324 = 325-341. 

1. ~~ ~-|~ ~ ~ |— || ~- ~ ~|— ~]|— dochm. dim. = 

—~~[-~|2 Je ~~|- ~~ 
2. — —|~—| iamb. dip. = — —]— — (alicense often taken 

in exclamations). 

3. —~— ~|~ ~ ~|[— dochm. 

4. — ~ —|— ~|~ ~ ~|—- troch. dip. =~ ~ ~|— ~| 
—~|— 

5. lost = 329 ~ ~ —|~ ~ ~— troch. dip. 
6. ~~ ~—|— ~|—]|| — ~ ~]— —]|— dochm. dim. 
7. ——|~ —|~ —|~ — iamb. dim. 
8. — —|— ~ ~|— ~|—glycon. 
9. —~ —|~ —|~ ~ ~|~ ~ ~ iamb. dim. 
10. ~ —|~ —|~ —|~ ~- ~|~ ~ ~| — ~ iamb. trim. = 

~ |< —|~ Je S EJS JE 
cen iamb. dim, IOS fe | 
Te ees “atroch: 
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14. — — —|~ — — bacchii. 

15-16. —~ —|— ~ ~|-- ~|— glycon. 
17. —~|— ~ ~|—|— ~|~ ~ ~]= dact. and troch. 

syzyg. 

444-461. troch. tetram. catal. 

511-530 = 531-550. 

1. —~ ~|— ~ ~ |— dact. 

2. — —|——|—-— strong troch. dipod. 

3. —~=|— ~ ~|— troch. and dact. syzyg. 

4, —|— ~ ~|— —|— dact. and strong troch. dip. with 
long anacr. 

5. —|—~- ~|— —|— ~|— —|— dact. and strong troch. 
dip. with long anacr. 

6. —~|—~ ~|— ~ ~|— — dact. and troch. with re- 
solved anacr. 

7. ——|—~~|— -|— - | = ~|— ~ dacet. and troch. 
8 ~ > —|~ —|~ —|~ ~ ~ iamb. dim. 

9 —~—|~---[-- - |~ ~ - ]|~ —|~ —|~ —|— iam. 
tetram. cat. =~ — —|~ ~ — ~~~-|-~~|~-—|~—|] 
~ —|— (ae is a monosyllable. ) 

10. ~|~~> ~ —|— ~ — two eretics with anacr. 

i, Ss —l~~ ~|— ~—|— troch. dim. cat. (Tpwddos, w 
short as in marp@os and other similar words. ) 

12, —~ —|~ —|~ —]|~ — iamb. dim. 
13. ~~ ~J—~ -|~ —|~ ~~ =~ ~~ |~ ~~ |~ 4 

~— —iamb. dim. 
ie ~~~|~ ~ ~|~ —|[~ — iamb. dim. 

ay ~ —|~ —|~ —|~ — iamb. dim. 
16. 

17. —|— ~|— ~—|— ~ troch. syzyg. with anacr. 

18. —~ ~ —|— —|— ~ troch. syzyg. 

551-567. 

551-559. iamb. dim. 

560-564. — —|[—=~— — | — ~—|—troch. with iamb. base. 
565. — —|~ —|~ ~ ~|~ ~ ~ iamb. dim. 

566. — ~ —|— ~ ~|— dact. 

567. — —|~ ~ ~—|~ —|— iamb. dim. cat. 
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568-576. Anapaestic system. 

otp. a’ 577-581 = 582-585. 

1, ~ — —||— ~|— ~|— ~ bacchius + troch. tripody. 
2. — —|~ --||—~|— ~|— ~ iamb. dip. + troch. trip. 

(this verse by its violent antispastic movement is admirably 
adapted to express emotion). 

3. ——|—|— ~—|— strong troch. dip. cat.+ weak troch. 
dip. cat. 

4, — — —|— ~|— ~ troch. trip. (ithyphallic). 

aTp. B’ 586-587 b=588 a-588 d. 

1-2. — — —|~ — — bacchii. 
3. —~ ~—|— ~ ~|— dact. penthemimer. 
4, — —|— ~|— ~ troch. trip. (ithyphallic). 

otp. y’ 590-595 = 596-601. 

Dact. hexam. 

794-859. 
atp. a’ 794-806. 

1. —|—~ ~|—~ ~ |— ~|— ~ -|]— — |— dact. with 
troch. clausula and short anacr. 

2. —|—~ —|— ~ ~|— —|— ~|— dact. and troch. with 
long anacr. 

3. Dact. hexam. 
4. —~ ~—|— ~ ~|— —|— ~|— — . dact. strong troch. 

clausula. 

5. Dact. hexam. 

6 ~——|—~ ~~ |—~ ~ || ~|— —|—~ | — ba. 
chius and dact. troch. claus. 

ile | | ae en 
\ dact. troch. 

8. —~ ~—|— ~ —|— ~ ~ |— ~ |— ~J 

orp. 8’ 820-838. 

lL ~ |—~[—|—~|—-~ | —~ ~ |— ~ ~ | — at, 
troch. with anacr., the first troch. dip. being catal. 

2-3. —~— ~—|— ~— —|— dact. penthem. 
4. —|— ~—|— —|— ~|— ~anacr. strong and weak troch, 

dip. 
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5. —~~|—~ ~|— ~ ~|— ~ ~ dact. tetr. 
6. — ~ ~|— ~ ~|— dact. penthem. 
7. ~~|— —|— ~|— troch. with anacr. 

8. —~|—~ ~|— ~]— dact. troch. 

9. —- ==|== ~ ~—|— ~|— ~ dact. troch. with resolu- 
tion twice (of the cretic and dactyl) in antistrophe. 

10. — ~|— ~|— ~|— ~ troch. dim. 

ll, ~~|— ~ ~|— ~|— ~ dact. troch. with anacr. 
12, — — —~|— ~ ~|— dact. penthem. 

8. ~ —[- Ss|~ IV ~~ |~ ~~~ ~~ I+ -] 
~ — iamb. tetram. (obs. ypuceos in antistrophe). 

14. —~ ~|— ~ ~|— ~ ~ |— ~ ~ |— — dact. 

15. — —|— ~|— — troch. trip. (ithyphallic). 

1060-1122. 

atp. a’ 1060-1070. 

1-2-4-5. = —]— ~ ~|— ~|— glycon. 

3-6. — —|— ~ ~|— — pherecrat. 
7. =—|~——||— -|—~|== ~—|— iamb. dip. + troch. 

dim. cat. (antispastic movement characteristic of the Aeolian 
measures of Pindar as contrasted with the Dorian), 

8. =~ ~|- ~ ~|~ ~ ~|~ — iamb. dim. (perhaps we 
should read dpdmoy in antistr.). 

9. —~~|~ —||- ~- -|~~ ~|— iamb. dim. + dochm. 

10. —~ ~|— ~ ~|— ~ ~ |— ~ ]— ~ dact. with troch. 
claus. 

orp. B’ 1081-1099. 
1, —~ ~|— ~ ~|— dact. penth. 

2. — —|~ ~ ~—|~ —|= iamb. dim. cat. 

3. ~ —|-- -|-~- ~ ~-|~ —]~—|~ — iamb. trim. 
4, ——|— ~—|— ~ ~|— ~ dact. troch 

Sra ae le a gal eee cei troch. with 6. ee ee roch. with anacr. 

7. —- = =|~- —|~ —|~ — iamb. dim. 

8. —~ ~~ |~ —-|~ —|~ -—-|~ —|~ — iamb. trim. 

9 —— —|— ~ —|— — —|[— = | | — = J 2 ~- See 
— cretico-troch. (i.e. a succession of troch. dipodies, the first 
four dipodies being catal.) 
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10-14. — ~ —~|—- ~ —|— dact. penthem. 

15. —~- ~ ~|~ =~=|~ —|=iamb. dim. catal. 

1216-1217. 

1216. — —|~ — iamb. dip. 
1217. évyes... rddews. — — —|— ~ ~]— ||~ ~ ~]— — | 

— || ~ —|— ~|— dochm. trim. 

1226-1229. 

1226. — —|~— —iamb. dip. 

1227. ddvpua. —|— —|— —~|— ~ —|— ~ —|anacr. troch. 
dip. cretics. 

1228-1229. — —|~ —|— ~—|~ iamb. dim. catal. 

1230. ofuo. ——|—~J|—||—~—|]— ~|—dochm. dim. 

1235-1239. 

1235, 6, 8. ~ = —|~—|~ —|=iamb. dim. cat. 
1237, — —— 
1239. imperfect ; prob. was a dochm. dim. ; may have run 

as Herm. suggests Oapojoaa’ éverre riva Opoets abddv — —|— ~ | 

1250-1260. 

Anapaestic. 

1287-1293 = 1294-1301. 

1. ~~ ~|~ ~ ~|— dochm. 
2. — -—|— —|~ — iamb. 

3. imperf., the antistr. verse is — ~|— —~|~ ~ ~|—~ | 
— ~|— ~|— ~!—troch. tetr. cat. 

4. This verse does not correspond with its antistr. dpa re 
teixewy, and as this verse may be either ~ —|~ —|~ — or 
— ~ ~|— ~]-— it does not lend itself to any correction of 
the strophic line. 

5 —~— —_~— 
Oo. ~— — — 

| ~ |=~=~ troch. dim. 

6. — —|— ~|— = troch. trip. 
7. — ==|~ -|~- =~] - = —iamb. dim. 
8 ~~ ~—|— -|~- = = |~ —|~ —|= iamb. trim. catal. 

I 
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1301-1315 = 1316-1332. 

1, ~——|~ ~ ~ |— ~ | —~ |— bacchius + troch.dim. cat. 

2. — —iamb. 
3. —~~|- - -|~- ~- -|~ —|~ — |= amb. trim. cat. 

4, ~ —|~ —||— ~|— ~|— ~|— iamb. dip. + troch. 
movement (cp. 578, 1067, 1307, 1310). 

5. —~—|- —|- —|- == | - SS |~ — iamb. trim. 

6. — —|~ —-|—||~ —|~ —|— two iamb. dip. cat. 

He ~ 1 -|~ —||~ ~ -|— ~|-- — iamb. dip. and troch. 
movement. 

Shi cel fee Oa para open \ troch, 
9. —~|—~|-— 
10. ~ bf SS |S — || — S = ab ae ee 

clausula. 

ll, == -|~ S>sS|- =| - ==|~ -|~ — iamb. 

trim. 

2, SSS |S SS | SSS | SS See ee 
iamb. trim. =e all the tee ae be | : 

13. ——|~ —|~ —|~ — iamb. dim. 

14, ~—|~ —|-~ ~ ~ |~ —|~ iamb. dim. hyperm. 

5. Go elo SS SS | SS | roche 
brachycatalectic (i.e. wanting a foot). 
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ils 

NS 

Abstract for concrete, 583, 749, 
Sil 

Accusative remotioris objecti, 
59, 152, 239, 335. 

:», of part of body, 59. 

:, after Baivw, 128. 

», after iévac, 1104. 

,, heteroclite, 257. 

», cognate, 357. 

., In apposition, 128, 386, 536, 
824, 879, 1140. 

5, of measure, 864. 

Adjective in neut. plur. as adv., 
239, 348, 603, 1301, 1303. 

», heut. sing., 201, 489. 

,, = objective genitive, 418. 

Aeschylus criticised, 361, 864. 

Anapaest in 4th foot, 1123. 

Anaxagoras, 884. 

Anaximenes, 884. 

Antecedent, def. and indef., 
376. 

ENGLISH. 

Aorist of prompt acquiescence 
or impatience, 53. 

», expressing usage, 609. 

| Aphrodite, 948, 990, 1036. 

Argos = Peloponnesus, 993. 
Aristotle, 884. 

Article = inverted commas, 394. 

,, With infin., 965. 

Attraction, 239, 499, 700, 1221. 

| B. 

Barry Cornwall, 440. 

Blood offerings, 382. 

Bold expressions, 440, 534, 564. 

Brachylogy, 218, 285, 642, 876, 
901, 930, 984, 1129. 

| Burial, 1141, 1144, 1148. 
Butler, Mr. E. G., 570. 

C. 

| Carthage, 221. 
Charybdis, 435. 
» Iz 131] 
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Cicero, 790, 884. 

Construction mpds 75 onuauvd- 
pevoy, 119, 531, 735, 852, 
1088, 1090, 1209, 1223. 

», pregnant, 445, 474, 522, 
588 d. 

Cowper, 884. 

Crasis, 384, 

Crathis, 227. 

Christus Patiens, 397, 477, 629, 
961. 

Crossley, Mr. H., 440, 476, 541, 
LAs 

1D) 

Dative without prep., 1057. 

5, after 6 a’rés, 1024. 

Democritus, 884. 

Diogenes, 884. 

E. 

Ellipse, 285, 825, 899, 916. 
Etymologizing, 892, 990, 1114. 

F. 

Future of intention, 44. 

», middle semi-passive, 659, 
1278. 

G. 

Genitive absolute, 60, 1100. 

>> partitive, 205. 

,, descriptive, 695, 779. 

», of material, 779, 856. 

», after comparison, 23. 

Gray, 1313. 

TPQTAAEY. 

H. 

Heinsch, Dr. J., 534, 570. 

Hippocrates, 884. 

Horace, 588, 782. 

Hyperbaton, 37, 416, 829. 

IE 

Imperfect infin., 1010. 

», part., 45, 958, 1195, 

;, of continuance, 375. 

,», of offering, 973. 

Impersonal use of mxav, 719. 

Infinitive of purpose, 874. 
», for imper., 422. 

,, pres. for fut., 1031. 

Interchange of attributive 
forms, 534, 564. 

1277 

J. 

Jebb, Prof., 397, 1300. 

Jelf, 534. 

K. 

Kennedy, Prof., 1171. 

M. 

Metaphor, 27, 101-104, 844. 

Milton, 26. 

Moore, 1049. 

Munro, Prof., 1188. 

N. 

Nautical metaphors, 101-104, 
108, 116, 137. 

Negative force carried on, 100, 
172, 633, 1171. 

Nom, in apposition, 489. 
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O. 
Objective use of words, 372. 

Optative in -ow, 225. 

12. 

Patin, Mons., 361. 

Pearson, Mr. A. C., 332, 435, 
633, 700, 961. 

Periphrase, 355, 786, 1074. 

Phoenicia, 227. 

Play on name, 892, 990, 1114. 

Pleonasm, 5, 340, 498, 512, 622. 

Plural for sing., 474, 614, 904, 
919, 932. 

,, immediately following sing. 
and of the same person, 904. | 

Predicate, 380. 

,, distinguished from subject, 
666. 

Present for past tense, 135. 

Proleptic usage, 227, 353, 1322. 

Q. 

Quintus Smyrnaeus, 516, 534, 
537. 

: Ss. 

Seneca, 636, 677, 737, 745, 850, 
963, 1177, 1204, 1320. 

133 

Shakspeare, 1204. 

Singular for plural, 128, 392. 

Southey, 1049. 

Spurious verses, 435-443, 477. 
478, 1243. 

| Stanley, Mr. J., 175, 257, 570, 
973, 1240. 

| Swan, 472. 

| Synapheia, 122. 

at 

| Tennyson, 3, 635, 1204. 

Thurii, 224, 

Tmesis, 541, 544. 

| Vv. 
Verrall, Dr., 825. 

Virgil, 516, 536, 1178. 

| Vocative for nom., 1221, 

W. 
| Way, Mr. A. S., 11, 95, 98, 116, 

126, 285, 646, 681, 737, 759, 
842, 1060, 1265, 1278. 

Webb, Judge, 308. 

| Weil, Prof., 535. 



II]. GREEK. 

A. 

a@yev ddxpv, 1131. 

aywyos, 1131. 

aiyNay, 550. 

alpew dopv, 1148. 

diccet, 156. 

&kXnpos, 32. 

dkpa or dkpa, 1297. 

adactav, 570. 

addorwp, 941. 

anarat, 635. 

auBpordmw os, 536. 

audi wo, 511. 

ay repeated, 985, 1244. 

ava in tmesis, 544. 

dva = dvacrni, 98. 

avayew vabtv, 1126. 

avayédacov, 332. 

avTXov, 686. 

aview, 595. 

do.dds, adj., 385. 

dopas, 831. 

atretpéoia, 570. 

ameutro\av, 973. 

amrnvn, 516. 

anjoav, not with gen., 393. 

amo, pregnant, 522. 

d7ddos, ‘atone for,’ 1040. 

atockviifew, 1026. 

amopbap®, 507. 

&pa, 1161, 1240. 

*apovpev)(apotmev, 1148. 

dpxew, 790, 990. 

avdevTav, 655. 

avdés, 126. 

B. 

Baivey with accus., 128. 

BdpBapa, ‘un-Greek,’ 759. 

Bod, ‘re-echoes,’ 29. 

Bpéwev, of clash of arms, 520. 

ie 

yabev, 1105. 

A. 

daiuwy, ‘lot,’ 204. 

ddoacba, fr. daréoua, 40. 

déXeap, 695. 

dua Kevis, 753. 

dvepéocev, 1258, 

134 = 
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diropov = bimarem, 1097. 

duadévres, ‘the dead,’ 175. 

dovdeLos, two termin., 1330. 

Oovpetos immos, 14, 

dua-, 75. 

E. 

éyképanos, 1177. 

éxyeda, 1177. 

eixovs, 1178. 

eiAnyuevas, fr. Nayxdvw, 297 

eidxe, 70. 

elpecia, 570. 

€x, ‘after,’ 495. 

ev, 377, 513, 816. 

>, In composition, 521. 

evoixws, 961. 

&vba, 642. 

évOev, 931, 951. 

&vorXov, 521. 

évocts, 1326. 

éEartetcOa, 980. 

efaviordva, ‘to destroy,’ 926. 

éEaview, 232, 595. 

éfacat, 472. 

efeXNiooew, 3. 

éw, 345. 

émi, 315. 

émikexAtevos, 796. 

émtararns not ‘shepherd,’ 435. 

Epecrrious, 1025. 

Epnuia, 26, 564. 

Epnuotrons, 598. 

’Epiviv, gen. plur., 457. 
és, 1201, 1211. 
éoTt, ‘lives,’ 356. 

135 

éopépere, 351. 

éoxor, ‘ gat,’ 550. 

evOadys, 217. 

evvaropas, 831. 

evtoeBetv) (et céBew, 85. 

eUpboyyos, 127. 

éxet, ‘holds,’ not ‘ knows,’ 294. 

», with part., 317, 1122. 

,», followed by dat., 1176, 1318 

expjv, 390. 

H. 

nOovas used objectively, 372. 

Heev or H ev or Hunv, 474. 

qvuce, 59D. 

70 Onpuéevos = aicbavduevos, 633. 

8. 

béa for bea, 535. 

fepdmva, 211. 

Ajoe, with simple dat., 1057. 

I. 

*Tdaiov for Alyaiou, 1100. 

lévac with ace., 1104. 

Taras Képa, 526. 

téts, 396. 

iréa, 1193. 

K. 

Kadueias, ‘ Boeotian,’ 242. 

kal in objections, 428. 

Kawifew, 889. 

Kadws é£ievar, 94, 

Kkavwy, 6, $12. 

Kaparouos, 564, 
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Katdopa, 1090. 

KaTappet, 16. 

katéxvawe, 1252. 

Knpnv, 192. 

kAddas, 257. 

kAjpos, 186. 

kNivat durrvo, 1188. 

kAXuglas, 112. 

kKAwoTns, 537. 

Kpntis, 16. 

Kpivey = mpoxpivew, 928. 

K0dos, 399. 

Kwmous, 1184. 

A. 

AaApa, 40. 

NeAnouerns, 373. 

Niwas, 124, 

Aurrapés not ‘ fertile,’ 800. 

Aéxos, 534, 560. 

dua, 588 a. 

M. 

peyandrons, 1292. 

pérer, 1077. 

Mé\wy, 842. 

Mevédas, 212, 1100. 

un, ‘whether,’ 178. 

pndév (76), 412, 609. 

Lun ov, 982. 

Liarep, as term of respect, 1182, 

pionOpov, 859. 

fbovrn, 544. 

bopdas, ‘ phases,’ 1265. | orapayyuots, 453. 

EYPITIIAOY TPQIAAES. 

N. 

va@rov, 572. 

foava, 1074. 

O. 

dyxos, 1158. 

olkofev, 648, 963. 

ére, ‘now that,’ 1104, 1162. 

bxnua, 884. 

Il. 

maoeiayv, 128. 

madat, of recent past, 621. 

mavvuxldes, 1073. 

Ilapvdoouos, 9. ! 

matpwas, 163. ‘ 

méXexuy, 361. 

mirudos, 814, 1123, 1236. 

mexTav, 128. 

mhny7y = pedis supplosio, 15], 
TmANnpwua, 824. 

movew, 981, 988. 

mpadetoca, 936. 

mpwrTdBorov, 1069. 

mrépvyt, ‘fan,’ 1300. 

ee é 

payévrwy, 1177. 

puodbs, 495. 

z. 

cedavar, 1075. 

okortwov, 44, 251, 
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oTabun, 6. it 

o7tBas, 507. buy nGetuev = buvnbeinuey, 1244. 
opayetiov)(spay.ov, 742. iméarn, 415. 

oxdGw, 810. 

®, 

pirTpa, 859. 
1 

XG 

xarkeouncrwp, 271. 

xapu, 536, 836, 1107. 

Tade, 100. 

Tekovca, 629. 

TeNapa@ves, 1231. 

TeTpaBdpmovos amjvas, 516. TUES 82 

7iGévac with simple dat., 1057. wv, 
Totxot, of a ship, 116. pox, 1171. 

TpiToBduwv, 275. | 

Tporo, ‘haviour,’ 1204. & 

Tixat, 104. av = olwv, 499. 
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